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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Regional inequalities in the Brazilian orocess of

economic develo?~ent

The NortheastjCenter-South duality has been a

major concern not only for politicians but also for ana1ysts
1of the Brazilian process of economic development. A prelim-

inary idea of the regional disparity, as of 1970, is indicated

by the fact that the Northeast, with its 28.3 million people,

represented 43.6% af the population but only 17.5% of the gross

domestic product of ~he Center-South.

Throughout this study, the Northeast is considered

to be composed by nine states: ~aranh~o, ?iaui, Cearã, Rio

Grande do Norte, Paraiba, Pernarnbuco, Alagoas, Sergipe, and

Bahia, which represented 14.4% of the Brazilian interna1

income in 1968. Center-South means the rest af Brazi1,

essentially composed - in terms of present insome data - by

the eight states of the Southeast and South (80.2% of the

country's internal inco~~ in 1968). The Northeast occupies

18.2% of the Brazilian territory, or 600,000 square miles,

larger than the combined are a of France, Italy, Spain, and
2Portugal - see nap on the previous page.

r
". ~ ~ - C

t
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Although a complete description oi the regional
3duality is out'oi the scope oi this study, Table 1.1 gives

a summary of twenty indicators of special relevance. These

data give a gloomy picture of'the regional problem that still

exists, on which, to save time and space, no elaboration will

be made here.

The stubborn persistence of the NortheastjCenter-

South income gap - and the perspective oi the saroe trend

for the 1970's as foreseen by the Bank of Northeast in its

1972 Report - seems surprising given the government invest-

rnent policy adopted to rernedy the regional duality. The data

rnight suggest lack of effectiveness of such a policy, since

in the period of its application and afterwards no signiiicant

changes have been observed in the relationship between the two

regional incomes and related aggregates, des?ite im?o~tant

structural changes in sectoral composition. An alternative

suggestion would be that the regional policy, per se, has

indeed been effective in contributing to reduce the regional

disparity, but other counterbalancing faccors worked in the

opposite direction. This poses an identification problem in

the need to isolate and evaluate public policy effects.

Despite their political and economic relevance,

regional aspects of protection and taxation in Brazil have



Tab1e 1.1

SOCIO-ECONO~IC INDICATORS

Description Northeast
(1)

Center-
South

(2)

3

(1)/(2)
(% )

--------------
1. Popu1ation, 1970 (mi11ion)
2. GDP at factor cos~, 1970

(US$ bi11ion equiva1ent)
3. Share of agricu1ture in domestic

income, 1968 (percent)
4. Per-capita GDP, 1970 (US$)
5. Labor force as ~ of total

popu1ation
6. Per-capita income of poorest

50% of labor force,1970(US$)
Per-capi ta Kí\-h consumption, ,69
Per-capita qaso1ine consumption
(liters), 1969

9. Per-capita cement consumption,
1969 (kg)
I1literacy rate, 1970 (% of
labor force)
Enrol1ment ratio, '70(% primary)
Percent o: ur~an popu1ation
supp1ied with water, 1970
Percent o: urban popu1ation
served by se~erage! 1970
Morta1ity rate, 1970 (per
'000 populationJ
Infant morta1ity rate, 1970
(per 'O O O n.b. )

Life expectancy, 1970 (years
of age)
Avai1abi1ity of medica1 doctors,
1968 (per 10,000 popu1ation)
Hospital beds, 1968 (per
'000 popu1ation)
Protein daily intake, 1970 (% of
minim~~ requireGent by FAO)
Ca10rie dai1y intake, 1970 (% of
minimurn require~ent by FAO)

j

7.
8.

10.

11.
12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.
19.

20.

28.3

4.7

37.9
166

29.0

132
103

42

36

54.8
45.0

30.0
7.0

13.0

137.4

49

2.3

1.9

85.0

74.0

64.9

26.8

19.6
413

33.3

228*
497

122

109

29.7*
70.0*

51. 0*

26.0*

9.7

75.1

61

7.9

4.3

125.0

120.0

43.6

17.5

193.4
40.2

87.1

57.9
20.7

34.4

33.0
184.5

64.3

58.8

26.9

134.0
183.0

80.3
29.1

44.2

68.0
61.7

* Brazi1 as a who1e.
Sources: FGV (~oLtas Nacionais), IBGE (Anuários Estatísticos),

BNB (Re1at6rios), and Wor1d Bank Reports.
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only circumstantially and inadequately been dealt with in the

lit~rªture. ~ost policyrnakers and analysts explicitly or

implictly assur.e tnat economic policy adopted for Brazil

as a whole af f ect s aLl, the r.egions in a uniforrn way or,

not, that t~e unea~al regional responses do not concern

the planner. O~ly the so-calJ.ed "regional develaprnent" policies

seem to attract the actenticn of those who deal with the

regional proble~.

Leff (1972), following earlier Brazilian discussion,

stresses tte ~i~etecn-century divergent trends in export

markets (growing 20ffee exports, in which the Southeast

specialized, and declining world demand for sugar and cotton,

produced mainly in the Northeast) as the origins of the

regional disparities. An ~nference t~at can be take~ 1s that

historical ài:f2rençes in inCOffiewould also account for unequal

potent1als fa~ saving, in~estment, and growth. This backward-

lookins apprOaC!l tends to leave little scope for the role of

recent public pol~cies in reshaping the interregiona1 duality.

The adverse effects of foreign exchange policies

were reaso~~b~y explored by CODENO (1959). The inter-

regional conseque~ee3 oi industrialization policies are

mentioned witho~t elaboration by Baer (196G, p. 183):

"the government inc.ustrialization poliey carried a large
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resource transfer to the South, reducing the net amount

of inc6me redistribution caused by the fiscal systern."

Goodman & Albuquerque (197-, p.12) point out that "import

substitution cons3quently reinforced the industrial

dominance of the Centre-South, profoundly differentiating

its structure f~om that found in other, more peripheral

areas."

The above mentioned CODENO document was the first

attempt to apply modern economic analysis to evaluate the

effects of government policies on the regional income

differences. Written in 1959 and strongly motivated by
4political forces, its suggestions led to the creation of

SUDENE, introducing a different approach - at the regional

.lanning leveI - to fight the century-old regional problem .

•he document ccncludsd t~at

" the lack of an adequa te understanding of
problems arising from disparities in regional
income levels has led to an aggravation of the
situation by the developmental policies the~selves.
In addition to the deeper causes responsable for
the secular trend of reIative backwardness of
the Northeastern economy - scarcity of aranle
lands, inadequate rainfalls, excessive concentra-
tion of incone in the sugar economy, predo~iha~cy
of the subsistence leveI in the cattle-rai3ing
areas of the seni-arid backlancs, other caU3es
have a?peared af a more circumstantial ty~e,
created by the industrialization policy adopted
for the l~st ten years. T~e sc~rcity of foreign
currencies generated ny developmental policies,
as well as large scale subsidization of industrial
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investments owing to the policy of import
controls, have widely favored the Center-
South reaion, where potentialities for
ind~striilization we~e readier. That part
of the income fron Northeastern exports
which is spent in the Center-South markets
has undergone a serious process of erosion."
(CODENO-1959, pp. 2-3).

A recent analysis of the interregional effects of

the multiple exchange rate system adopted in 1953-55 was
5done by Bar~ett (1972). His conclusion was that the North-

east, in relation to the Center-South, lost real income

through the operation of the exchange system. With respect

to the regional nature of the analysis, besides using a

different theoretical framework, his study differs from

~ e present one in two major points: a) his definition of

.·ortheast is d í.f f erent; f rorn that adopted in the present

s dy, since he omits the states of Sergipe and Bahia,

·~.ich in terms of internal income means the omission of

~e-third of the region (data for 1968). The definition

~sed here contains the nine states officially included in

=ecent national accounts and in legal geographic limits

_sed for policy purposes since 1959; and, more importantly,

e studied both regions as if they were completely

_-~ependent from each other, depriving his analysis from

--e interregio~al charãcter.
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1.2 Aim of the study

It s~ould be pointed out at the outset that serious

intrarregional inequalities of inco~e r.ave been observed a10ng

with the interregional differences.6 Gocd2an (1974), for instance,

referring to the recent "regional" policies, says that "the po í.nt;

Wê w~sh to establish is that, despite the outstanding record,

extremely grave social problems re~ain and probably were aggra-

vated in this period (1960-73)." In spite of the seriousness of

such internal dis~repancies, they will not be analyzed in this

study, which is purely interregional ir. nature. Also, due to the

eed to stress only interregional effects, changes in sectoral

composition will not be investigated in a conplete formo Another

!actor to be overlooked !or si~?lifying purposes is the problem

f interregional migra~ionf analyzed by Graham (1970).

In thê present study it is accepted that original

~~sparities i~ enêo~~ent of natural resources and clisatic

= .ditions, toge~her with historical structural economic

~~ social cifferences and divergent trends in terms of trade

= r the regional expor~ goods, have contributed to affect

--e regional gap or make it persisto It ~ould be naive ~o

::.= •• : the .i.rnpo rt.ence of such factors. However, the central

= z.cern here ',Tili be wi th governnent policies, such that

r.e interregional àispar 1.t.yw í.Ll, be stuàied 11 Ln the broad

_:-.~extof Brazí.Ldan cconora i c developnent. 11
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In the modern era of central planning it is highly
relevant to know to what extent public policies interact to
reduce or aggravate regional imbalances. Such policies have
played unquestionable rôle in the post-war Brazilian path
to industrializQtian and economic developrnent. The sample
of quotations in the preceàing section points to their
perceived - tho~gh not adequately analyzed - interregional
relevance.

It should be stressed the "regional equity
standard" under which public policies will be analyzed in
this study, whose scope excludes the investigation of policy
effects, taken isolatedly, on the national or regional
economies.

This thesis serves essentially as an empiric~l illus-
~ration of how t~e Johansen's general equilibrium framework can
~e applied to es~i~ate several interregional p::fectsof various
~~pes af econacic policies. The following re1evant issues

nstitute the nain concern of this work:

a) In the interregional input-output table for
_ 59, to be àiscussed in chapter III and presented in
-?_enàix C, sectors classified as import-conpeting represent
a=o nd 31% of gross production in the Center-South and 14%
_= the Northeast. af central importance for the e~pirical
zes lts of this study 1S the sharp asyrnmet.r y in interregional
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dependence. While the Northeast spends a large fraction of

its i~come in the Center-South, the opposite is not true.

In 1959 large disparities existed between the developed

Center-South and the backward Northeast. A usually accepted

hypothesis is that a tariff policy that protects import-

competing sectors (in both regions) tends to increase the

regional iIT~alance, since these sectors predominate largely

in the Center-South. However, given interregional trade and

general equilibrium repercussions, the final outcome is not

obvious. Benefits and losses among sectors and between regions,

during the process from an assumed initial equilibrium to a

new equilibrium position, will be observed in different

magnitudes. For instance, the positive effects on the protected

sectors rnay be stronger in the Center-South, but a conterbalance

ay come from tte negative impact on non-protected sectors of

~ e same region. Additionally, interregional deper.dence may lead

~o both "spread effects" and "backwash effects." This study will

-ake an empirical test of the mentioned initial hypothesis

=elated to differential regional effects of a tariff policy.

b) The interregional input-output table indicates that

-.e sectors to be classified as export sectors account for 33%

~ gross product in the Center-South and 45% in the Northeast.

- the same previous line of thought, a hypothesis implicit

_. arge part of the literature is that an export promotion

.icy tends to reduce interregional disparities. The empirical

_=5- of this hypothesis is the second target of this study.
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c) Exogenous uniforrn exchange rate increases, by

sirnultaneously and directly protecting export and import

sectors, do not seern to lead to any prediction. However, the

following remarks provide an.initial basis to justify the

widespread belief that exchange rate increases contribute to

aggravate the regional imbalance: i) as explained in the next

chapter, exchange rate increases are assumed to be exogenously

reflected in price increases of import sectors, these prices

eing insensitive to demand fluctuations. This is deterrnined

y the assumption (retained in the present study) of perfectly

elastic irnport supplies usually adopted in open-economy models;

~i) in the model to be presented in the next chapter, export-

=ec~or prices are not necessarily increased, at the final

=~ ilibriurn position, by the sarne increase in the exchange rate,

=_~ce built in the price rnovements of these sectors are the

_:=?ective world prices, these being subject to expor~-demand

z __ cuations. World prices usually decrease in response to an

- =~ange rate policy intended to increase exportsi

in general, non-traded sectors are less benefited by

- =~a.ge rate increases than traded sectors, since they are

_. ~ndirectly affected (through general-equilibriurn reactions)

-.~~ policies; iv) the rigid assumption o: exogenous price

.__~:~-_=esadopted for import sectors, along with the more flexible

s for~ulation used for prices of export sectors and

---~=aded sectors, would be conducive to the conclusion that
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impor~ sectors tend to be more benefited by a uniform exchange

rate increase than the remaining sectors of the economy. And

as these remaining non-import sectors account for 66% of the

total production in the Northeast and 69% in the Center-South,

we would expect some aggravation of the regional income

disparity as a result of a uniform exchange rate increase.

~ fortiori, an exchange rate policy that discr~minates in

favor Qf impor~ sectors, as adopted in post~dr Brazil, would

tend to worsen the regional parity. This hypothesis was tested

and not rejec~ed by Barrett (1972), and will also be

empirically investigated in the present study.

d) indirect taxes have tenced to be borne mostly

by industrial scctors in postwar Braz~l. As such sectors

(here considered ~o be non-agriculture and non-service

sectors) predo~i~a~e in the Center-South, those taxes,

though imposed O~ che whole country, are expected to strike

more intensive~y that region. This is reinforced by the

fact that the tax administration and collection is usually

a more developed region. For labor taxes

a similar hypot~esis can be formulated. The rôle of taxes

as disparity-re~ucing nas been emphasized in the literature

since CODENO (1959). This assumption will be investigated in

the present stuiy.
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e) Increases in exogenous dernand only in one region

are expected to have cifferent interregiona1 i~pacts, depending

on the region in which such increases occur. The higher the

dependence of one region on the others, the larger tend to be

the inco~e leakages resulting from a local exogenous dernand

increase. The investigation of such leakages has bee~ the

major objecti~e of the interregional input-output ~odels

pioneered by Chenery, Isard, and Leontief. The model adopted

in this work will estimate the extent of the asyrr@etric

resu1ts.

f) Changes in interregional input-output coefficients,

ref1ecting a vary~ng pattern o: inter~egional trace, determine

corresponding chan;es in the intensity of tte regional economic

responses to governrnent policies. This will be TIleasuredand

analyzed in Chapter IV.

g) Finally, the empirical application of the model

to some policies adopted in the sixties (production subsidy

prograrn, tariff re:or~, export incentives, .and social security

charges) will stow how i~portant were those policies in

influencing interregional disparities.

From the Deginning, some remarks should be presented

ith respect to the lirnited scope of this study, despite the
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appearance on the contrary. The hypothetical policy changes,

and e~pecially the selected policies actually adopted in the

sixties, Hhose isolated effects are sought, are not the only

relevant instruments that have interferred differentially

with the regional economies. Many other elements (natural

and foreign canditions, as well as direct and indirect

effects of development pOlicies), have undoubtedly played

outstanding influence.

To give an idea of the multiplicity of fiscal-incenti'

devices that nave been used in Brazil in the 1ast decade, TablE

1.2 presents a partial list of them. As we can see, what does

exist is a complex system of protection claiming for a

structural study to identify which sectors and regions get

more bene=its. The evaluation of each af them, disregarding

the others, is obviously unable to identify the real effects.

Uniform overall protection is no protection at alI. And, more

importantly, these fiscal-incentive instruments have been

adopted without any effective coordination, what has made

their evaluators misled by the fall~y of composition at the

interregional and sectoral leve1s.

The empirical results suggest that such elements (nat·

ral and artificial) have neutralized, to a large extent, the
~ portant aggregate effects isolatedly caused by those policie~
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Tab1e 1.2

SAMPLE OF FISC.;L INCE:JTIVES
IN BRAZIL IN THE SIXTIES

'-'-~uthority

Sector Jorg;~~~l_.n-+_

AlI sector& SUDENE ~o
I IAlI s ect.ors: SUDA)~ :Aro

Fishing SUDEPE
Aeronaut. EI·1BR.'\ER
Tourism EMBRATUR
Reforest. IBDF
-tining

I GEIMI
.:achinery

I
GEIQUIP

. iot.or veh • :GEH10T

....:emicals j GEIQUIM.
-:extiles 'GEITEX
:':ather GEICP>.L

i
~_ectricity GEINEE

II GE.IPAL
I_er I ce Lu-:

_ se/print~: GEIPAG
I

eceLl.ur qy . GEI:·1ET

::-s ruct. I GEn'lAC
I

ards J GEICON

d

Income ! Tariff
Others

Area tax I exemption
(preferential

exemption credit,etc.)
I
I

rtheastl x x x
azon I x x x

azil x x x
" x x x
" x x x
" x x
" x x
" x x
" x x
" x x
" x x
" x x
" x X

" X X

" X X

" X X

" X X

•• X X

Br

L
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of the sixties investigated with the modelo To quantify how
I

rnuch of the neutr~lization process is due to ali economic

policies and how much is caused by external, historical, and

natural factors would require a good deal of additional

research. At any rate, the results of this study lend support

to the contention that public policies do produce substantial

interregional effects, and indeed the main contribution of

this thesis 1s to give an empirical illustration of how such

effects can be meus~red in general equilibrium. The neglect of

consideration for the complete se~ of direct and indirect

government instru~ents has led to serious mistakes in the

appraisal of the so-called "development policies for the

Northeast."

The alleged potential economic implications of

"zeqí.onaI."ds:vclo~:;~e::tpo lí.cí es (such as t.h e SUDENE investrnent

program, PR07ERR.,"\ ac r: ieul tural po Iicy, etc.), wí,thout Lookí.nq

at the taxation and "national" development policies (e.g.,

irnport substitution thr0ugh tariff changes, exehange rate

rnanipulations, overall export promotion, general investment

incentives, pro~otio~ of the capital market, etc.), seems

to overlook the .vhole speetr~~ of relevant phenomena. Indeed,

the differentiõ.l q1.lali':icat':onof "regional" and "nati.onal"

loses its neani::g ~~en a more adequate and eomprehensive

rnethodology is ap?lied, i.e., when the interregional and
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intersectoral policy implications are investigatp.d on general

equilibriun grp~nds.

1.3 Plan of the work

After this intrcduction, Chapter 11 will present

details on the multi-sector interregional general equilibrium

model to be useà for nurnerica1 investigations. The main

methodo10gica1 limitations of ths model are related to its

short-run na t.ur e , bu c i ts resul ts hopefully .í.ndí.cate the

right directions af policy consequences. Chapter 111 discusses

the statistical basis and estimation pracedures. The nQ~erica1

solutions suqge2t t~at refinement of the data (i: it were

poss1ble) would ~0t change significantly the res~lts, espscially

. ith respect to relative 1nterregiona1 conclusions. The

a.alysis of consequences of hypothetical policy c~anges 1s

_resented in Chapcer IV, and the evaluation of a few policies

actually adopted in the 1960's is the object of Chapter V.

o.~ concluding remarks and suggesteà policy implications arp.

resenteõ in Cr:aoter HT." _.



Chapter II

-
THE MULTI-SECTOR INTERREGIONAL r-10DEL

2.1 Introduction

For the analysis of interregional effects of

economic policies in Brazil I will make use of some variants

of Johansen's (1964, 1968) general equilibrium modelo Under

unemployment conditions (labor demand-determined specifica-

tionj, besides the variable-real-wage extensions presented

for Chile by Taylor & Black (1973), a fixed-real-wage forro

of the model is incroduced. Also, a full-employment version

is studied. These three cases are adopted to evaluate the

sensitivity of gualitative and quantitative conclusions to

labor-supply assumptions. Cobb-Douglas and constant-

elasticity-of-substitution production functions are alter-

natively used. C~pital stock~ are assumed to be fixed (un-

shiftable among sectors) but, in the unemploy~ent versions

of the model, this static and short-run assumption is

partially com~ensated by the lack of restriction on the

labor-supply side.

In the absence Qf reliable data indicating which

are the non-competitive imports, all imports are sup-

posed to be cc.npe t í, tive. This means tha t the domestic
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impor,t sectors are able to compete with foreign suppliers

of imports in a relatively short-run period. The large

natural-resource base of the Brazilian economy turns this

assumption not toe unrealistic, essentially if we observe

the flexibility af the several import sectors in the postwar

industrialization (in the six-year span between 1960 and

1966, imports as percentage of total supply changed as follows

i) durables, 3.3% to 1.0%; ii) íntermediate goods, 11.9% to

6.8%; and iii) capital goods, 23.4% to 13.7% - cf. Baer &
Kerstenetzky-1972, Table 9). On the advantages of the

assumption of competitiveness for alI imports, see the

arguments presented by IPEA (1967, pp. 8-9).

Particularly for the case of commercial policy,

the advantages of the general equilibrium approach over the

conventional effective rate of protection (ERP) method were

discussed, among others, by Black (1971), Taylor & Black

(1973), Anderson (1970), and Bar.rett (1972). For lack of space

I will not repeat the arguments here. But obviously a model

that takes into account demand-supply balances, endogenous

responses of prices to policy changes, indirect repercussions

n non-traded sectors as consequences of policies primarily

adopted for other types of sectors, etc., is usually
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accepted as superior to partial equilibriurn methods, of which
,

the most popular is the mentioned ERP modelo

The economy is supposed to be in equilibriurn at

the initial point of time. Then a set of equations is formu-

lated to describe such an equilibriurn. Not only economic

meaningfulness but also mathematical determinacy must be

assured, i.e., a necessary (not sufficient) condition is

that the number of equations be equal to the number of

endogenous variables. After first-order differentiation,
!

a linear system of differential equations results, whose

solution permits the local estimation of the effects of

changes in the exogenous or economic-policy variables on

~e endogenous variables. The linearity of the system

- kes it work reasonably well for "small" changes, which

ecome relevant due to the short-run character to be imposed

J the modelo The rôle of governrnent is minimized, since

- only imposes indirect taxes, tariffs, export incentives,

= exchange rates, besides its exogenous demand for each

_ector.

Following the tradition of interregional models,

_ac sector of the economy was divided between regions

_e.ter-South and Northeast in the present case, but the number

= regions could be larger), according to the interregional
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input-output table that I have built under the rules explained

in the' next Chapter. A working, critical, and familiar

assumption of interregional analysis, adopted here, is that

the regional branches of each sector are sufficiently

distinct to allow for individual treatment on the supply

and demand sides. As Chenery (1953, p. 98) points out:

"The essence of regional input-output analysis is that the

demand for and supply of commodities varies among regions,

and a commodity produced in one region is not always a

substitute for a similar commodity produced elsewhere."

It is my contention that the high leveI of aggregation,

the long distance between the relevant regional economic

centers, different economic and social structures, among

other reasons, justify this treatment for the present two-

region analysis of the Brazilian economy.

On the whole I assume ql import-competing

sectors (corresponding to 10 sectors, five for each region),

q2 (=8) export sectors, and

The total is then n = q +1

non-traded sectors.

(=24) sectors, half

for each region.
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2.2 The p~oduction structure

Fixed intermediate-input coefficients are assumed.

Cobb-Douglas production functions are initially used with

the constant-return-to-scale form

(2.2.l) X.1. =
(l' l-a.A. L.1. K. 1.

1. 1. 1.

here X. is sector i's gross production leveI, L. is labor1. 1.

nput, K. is caoital input; a. and A. are constants.1. - 1. 1.

~enever possible, I will follow the notation used by

aylor & Black. Table 2.1 presents a glossary of variables

d parameters to be adopted in this Chapter).

The short-run nature of the static model means

.at the capital stock is fixed as a whole and unshiftable

~e-~Teen sectors, i.e., for the empirical application I will

se decreasing returns to scale production functions. The

-CK of capital mobility, together with unequal production

_ ~ctions and different overall economic structures between

e_ions, are the basic factors that will account for diverse

s onses of the regional economies to policy measures.

s assumption leads to the following equations for the

~-changes in gross production:

.2.1') X! = c , L~1. 1. 1. (n equations)

(and hereafter) the prime denotes log-change, i.e.,
dXi/Xi, etc.
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TABLE 2.1
Glossary of variables, base-year ~alues, and parameters

(subscripts refer to sectors)

Variables

o' p'- ,
j k

T'
j

~'
k

lT'
k

E'
k

ri

t'
w

a I

i
Xl

~

wl

L~~
L'
Y'

Z ~
)

H~
)

6'

C~
)

pescription Nurnber

Changes from base-year domestic
producerls price levels of unity

n

Log-change in the leveI of one-plus-
sector-tariff
Log-change in one-plus-sector~export
-subsidy
Log-change in world price of export
goods
Log-change in export volumes
Log-ch3.nge in exchange rate
Log-change in one-plus-labor tax 1

Log-change in sector per-unit n
indirect tax rate
Log-change in sector production levei n
Log-change in the wage rate 1
Log-change in setor employment leveI n
Log-change in total employment 1
Log-change in total cons~~ption 1
expenditure
Log-change in exogenous final demand n
Log-change in the leveI of imports ql
Log-change in the leveI of balance-of- 1
payments deficit
Log-change in consumption of sector j n
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TABLE 2.1 - cont'd

AlI of the above log-changes, when written without

primes, and

Intermediate use by sector i of goods produced
domestically by sector j

Parameters

a ..)1.

a
i

g ..J1.

a
i

World demand elasticities for exports

Input-out?ut coefficient, i.e., volume of sector j
product =equired per unit output of sector i (assumed
constant)

share of labor payments in value added net of
indirect taxes

El t .. - d d f ' .th d .tas 1.Clty or consuner eman or tl1e J COIn.'TlO1.Y
with respect to the price of sector i.

Elasticity of consumer demand for the jth COIn.'Tlodity
with respect to total ex?enditure

Elasticity of substitution between labor and capital.
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In the CES formulation, totalproduction is determined

y

(2.2.2) x.
~

= - S·y.{{l-ê·)K; ~~ ~ ... +

.. ere y., S., and Ó. are constants, and the same equation
~ .i, 1.

2.2.1') above will be used for gross production change, but

ow a. (elasticity of output with respect to labor input)1.

S ould be read

2.2.3) ( /
. Si

= Ô. X 1." y. L. ) .1. 1. ~

Under pure competi tive conditions and profit

ximization, labor demands are derived from the production

ctions:
,-'

(2.2.4) a. p~ x. = w t L.1.. 1. 1. W 1.

ere t is one-plus-sector-labor-tax (or the force of laborw
ax), assuned uniform accross sectors and regionsi w is the net-

of-tax wage rate (assumed uniform for perfect labor mobility) ,

and p~ is the "net price" or the per-unit value added at factor
1.

cost that is distributed to the factors:

(2.2.5) p~ = p. Ea. p e . ,1. 1. j J i j 1.

where p. is the producer's price of commodity i and 8i1.

1s the sector i's per-unit indirect tax rate.
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Upon di:ferentiation, labor demand, for Cobb-Douglas

produc t í.on f unc t í.on s , becomes

(2.2.4') x'
i

L' = w' + t' - p~'
i w a

(n equa tions)

where I:a .. p' - e.e~)jp*,
j J1 j 1 1 i

since througho~t t~is study the working assumption is made

that initial sector prices are unity, which turns absoluta

and proporti0nal c~anges in these prices identical.

For the CES ~adel, labor demand is defi~eà by

differentiation of (2.2.4) and taking account af (2.2.3):

(l + S.) X' - (L + g.) L ' = w' + t' - p ~, or1 i .1 i W 1

(2.2.4") x'
i

~~ = a (w' + t'
1 i w

p~' )
~

(n equa.t í on s )

where a. = lj(l+S.) is the elasticity of substitution
~ 1

between labor and capital in sector i.

It should be noted that the sectoral re~tal rates

of capital are rcsidually and directly relatej to output and

employment changes. =n fact, using an equation similar to

(2.2.4) on the capital side, the following relationship

re5ults:
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(2.2.5') s'
i

= x'
i

+ P*'. ,
~

where s' is the log-change of the r~ntal rate (residually
i

determined). This equation, together with (2.2.4' '), gives:

(2.2.6') SI = w' + t' + {l/a.a.)x~i w ~ ~ ~ and

(2.2.7') s' = w' + t' + (l/a.)L'.
i w ~ i

i
static and short-run relationships could be that the

A dynanic and long-run interpretation of these

policy-induced changes in rental rates serve as indicators

of possible prod~ction and e~ployment variations in the

future.
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2.3 The demand structure

The consumers' utility functions are assumed to be
additive, which is a necessary condition for the application
of the Frisch (1959) method to compute alI direct and
cross price-elasticities of demando In general,

(2.3.1) c = c. (p , p , .•., p , Y)
j J 1 2 n

where C. is the consumption of good j and Y is the
J

total consumption expenditure. Upon differentiation, the
log-change in consumption is expressed by

(2.3.1') c'
j = f g .. p~.•. J~ ~ + g. Y'

JY
(n equations)

where g.. is rhe elasticity of coris urnpt í.onof good j w í, th
J~

respect to the ?rice of good i, and a. is the elasticity
JJY

of consumption of good i with respect to total expenditure.

Problems related to user's prices versus producer's
prices in the em?irical application of this function will be
discussed in the next chapter.
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2.4 Trading-~rice re1ationships

A sma11-country assumption is made for imports:

these are in comp1ete1y e1a~tic supp1y. However, demand

e1asticities for exports are supposed to be 1ess than

infinite. This is due not on1y to the size of some

Brazi1ian exports, but a1so to some rea1ities inherent to

foreign trade (se11ing costs, product differentiation with

geographica1 distance, tastes, ownership re1ations, etc.),

especia11y those faced by deve10ping countries.

A1though domestic ~rices of non-tradab1es are

endogenous, for import sectors they are fixed by internationa1

markets:

(2.4.1) p = T. r TI'.
i ~ ~

where T. is the force of tariff, r is the exchange rate
~

(assurned to be uniform accross sectors and regions), and TI'.
~

is the wor1d price. Perfect1y e1astic supp1ies of imports

mean that world prices are fixed:

(2.4.1') p~ = -r' + r'
J j

for import sectors

(ql equa tions) .
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Export prices are determined by

(2.4.2) - ~ r 1T ,
k k

here ~k is equal to one plus export subsidy.

Downward-slo?i~g demand curves for expor~s mean
~~at world prices may change endogenously:

(2.4.2') p' = :p' + r' + 1T'
k k k

for export sectors
(q2 equations).

Demands for exports are expressed by

2.4.3) =

·.•ere E is the LeveL of exports, b is a constant, and
k k

. is the export demand elasticity. Differentiation gives
e effect of export volumes on world prices:

.4.3') E' = n 1T'
k k k

(q2 equations)
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2.5 Demand-suo~ly balances

The equilibriu~ relationships between sector supplies

and demands are

(2.5.1) X. (+M.) = 1: X .. + C + Z (+E)
J J i J~ j j j

where M. is the import leveI, X is the use of input j
J ji

into sector i, and Z. is exogenous demando (The parentheses
J

indicate that M. enters only import sector equations, and
J

E. only export sector equations).
J

Upon differentiation:

(2.5.1') X.X' (H·:.N~) = L.:X.. X~ + C.C' + Z.Z~ (+E.E~)
J j J J i J~ ~ J j J J J J

(n equations) .

For the balance of payments, equilibrium between

demand for anc supply of foreign exchange can ~e written as

(2.5.2) i: 1T. M.
J J J

= + 6. ,

where 6. is the balance-of-payments deficit expressed in

world price. Th9 valuc:s for '7Tj and 1Tk are estimated from
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equation (2.4.1) on the basis of initia1 values of p. (=1),
~;

T and r.i'

In differential form, the balance-of-payments

equation becomes

(2.5.2') (1 equation).

2.6 Labor market assumptions

Labor force is assumed to be potentially available

with perfect mobi1ity between sectors and regions, leading

to a uniform nominal wage change throughout the economy. This

implies that wage differentials (partly determined by non-

economic condi~ions) ~emain constant in the short run - See

Johansen (1964), pp. 20-21, and Saito (1971), p. 12.

In this study I will deal with three a1ternative

forros of la~or marxet ass~~ptions: a) une~ployment with

variable real wage (fixed nominal wage - net of taxes - and

variable ccmmodity prices)i b) unemployrnent with fixed real

wagei and c) full employment (with variable real ~age). The us

of these thre~ forms vIas dictated by difficulties in trying

to define underlying socio-econornic conditions, and by the
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fact, demonstrated in Chapter IV, that the basic model is

highly sensitive to the labor assumption.

The first case - une~ployment with variable real

wage - has been used, among others, by Taylor & Black (1973)

for Chile, and Nelson (1970) for Colombia. In this case there

is usually a trade-off between employment and real wages.

Increasing a sector domestic price through tariff, for

instance, would tend to decrease real wage under absence

of labor constraint. The resulting increase in the net price

(or price of value added) relative to nominal wage leads to

output increase according to the following supply function,

easily derived from equations (2.2.1') and (2.2.4"):

(2.6.1') x'
i

=
Ct i (1 i

1 - Ct i
p~ ,

l.
- w' - t' ).w

From this formula we can see that the essential

~ifference between this model and the common effective

~ate of protection (EP~) method 'lies on the general equi-

_'brium effects on values added exerted by: a) endogenous

c:anges of non-tradables prices, and b) endogenous changes

fexport prices caused by world price changes.

This Íirs~ unemployment case obviously presupposes

e existence aí a socio-economic basis that allows for easy
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real wage manipulation by governrnent policy. In a country

with-strong labor unions, for example, this case would not

be that meaningful. As a longer discussion on this point

for Brazil would not lead to any definite conclusion, I

have preferred to Nork also with alternative (and quite

extreme) forms.

The second case - unemployment with fixed real wage

(i.e., supposing that the net-of-tax nominal wage deflated

by a weighted average of output prices is constant) - seems
I

more familiar affiongplanni~g practitior.ers (Barrett-1972

worked with this assumption for Brazil). Now, as the nominal

wage (net of tax) must be adjusted to account for general

price changes, t~e absolute measure of out?U~ respor.se is

usually lower than in the previous case. The socio-ecor.omic

constraint unãerlyins this hypothesis 1s much tighter than

the previous one when cOIT~ercial policies are intended to

be adopted.

The third case - full employment - leads to real

wage endogenously adjustedfor labor constraint. Several

socio-economic arguments could be developed to justify this

assumption even in some economies with "unemployment" or

"underemployrr.ent." Ncn-homogenei ty of labor force anã sk í Ll,

differen~iaJ~, for instance, may impose labor restriction

in the short run I eve n in a "reserve arriy" env i ronrnent.
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The consequence of the first two assumptions is

that labor is de~and-~etermined: upon manipulation of

exogenous variables, formula (2.6.1'), after allowance for

dernand-supply feedbacks, determines output changes that

will require the sector labor increases or decreases

according to (2.2.1'). Total employment change is then

expressed by

(2.6.2') (1 equation)

where L is t~e total initial labor force.

The second case (unemployment with fixed real

wage) requires an additional equatlon for fixed real wage

(net of tax):

(2.6.3') w' = P' (1 equation)

where p' is defined by

(2.6.4') pl =
•...Xi
I.. p'
i LX. i

j J

(1 equation)

i.e., the weighted average of sectoral price changes is equal

to the nominal wage change.
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For the third (full employment) case, L' is set equal

to zero in e9uation (2.6.2').

Compatibility between endogenous variables and

equations under these three" cases will be discussed in

section 2.8.

2.7 Nunéraire

Following Johansen and Tay10r & Black, in this study

prices will be measured in wage units by assuming constant

nominal wage net of tax:

(2.7.1') w' = O. (1 equation)

2.8 The equati~n S'lstem"---

2.8.1 Deterni~ate~ess

According to the preceding sections, for the first

labor emp10yment ~ase there are 5ql + 6q2 + 4q3 + 3 equations

for each production function specification, while in the

Table 2.1 there are

excess of 3ql + 3q2

8ql + 9q2 + 6q3 + 6 variables. The

+ 2a + 3 variables over equations must-3

be tagged as exogenous for the system to be deterrninate. In

fact, the fo1lowing variab1es wi1l be classified as exogenous:

l.c 1 t lf f t t bs í d " .;.,eve 5 0_ one-p ~i-scctor ar1! T
j
, expor su Sl les ~k'
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exchange rate r', labor tax t', indirect tax rates e~, exogenousw ~
demands Z~, and capital inflow~: adding up to the required

J
total of exogenous variables. The remaining variables are

endogenous: domestic price levels p~ (for all sectors),
J

world prices of export goods TIk' export volumes Ek, sectoral

production levels X~, wage rate w', sectoral employment
~

levels L~, total employment leveI L', total cons~~ption
~

expenditure yl, levels of imports M~, and levels of consumption
J

C~. These add up to a total of
J

variables, closing the system. Let's recall that this

5ql + 6q2 + 4q3 + 3 endogenous

accounting is valid for the first unemployment case (with

variable real wage).

As explained by Taylor & Black (1973, p. l2n), "the

model can be boiled down to excess demand functions for two

factors - la~or and foreign exchange - with corresponding

rents. Treating one rent - the wage - as the num,~raire is

made necessary by the homogeneity properties of the whole

system." This means that the whole system c?uld be

conceptually reduced to one equation involving the three

variables L~ 6 I, and (r/w)'. Thus, two of these variables

should be treated as exogenous to determine the third one

as endogenous. Then, for the first unemployment case the

following equilibrium implicit equation is required:
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(2.8.1.1) F {L', 6.', (r/w)'} = O,

where the bar means that the variables are treated as

exogenous.

For the second unemp10yment case (fixed real wage) ,

in order to compensate for the two additiona1 equations

(2.6.3'-4') and one variab1e P', I have treated the balance-

of-payments deficit 6.' as endogenous, a10ng with the general

price leve1 definition P'. We can visua1ize this procedure by
I

noting that the who1e system can be reduced to the following

two-equation equilibrium system necessary to determine the

endogenous variables L' and 6.':

(2.8.1.2) Gl{L', 6.', (r/w)', (P/wJ'}= O

(2.8.1.3) G { L', 6.', (r /w) " (p /w) I } = O •
2

For the fu1l-emp1oyment case I have treated

(according to Taylor & Black) the exchange rate r' as

endogenous to compensate for the total labor force being

treated as fixed, the àeficit 6.' being again exogenous.

To determine (r/w)', the mod~l can be reduced to the

following imp1icit equation:

(2.8.1.4) H{L', Ó', (r/w)'} = o.
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2.8.2 Solution

The equation system, presented in the previous
sections, can be written in matrix form as

(2.8.2.1) At;. = R)l,

where A and R are matrices and t;. and u are co1umn vectors
defined by

A = mxm matrix of coefficients for endogenous
variab1es,

R = mxv matrix of coefficients for exogenous
variab1es,

t;. = mx l, vectcr of endogenous variab1es, and
u = vx1 vector of exogenous variables,

where m and vare the quantities of endogeno~s and
exogenous variab1es, respective1y.

The solution i5 then

(2.8.2.2) t;. = -1
A R}.I,

whose computationa1 procedures wi11 be discussed in the
next Chapter.
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2.8.3 Balanced-b~dget adjust~ent

Second-round adjust~ents were made in the general

solution for consistency with the assUDption of goverfu~ent

balanced budget, i.e.,

(2.8.3.1) r Z.Z! = BB',
i 1 1

where B is the government budget level. In other words, the

changes in governoent revenue (BB') caused by manipulation of

taxes, tariffs, and subsidies were accompanied, in each case,

by the appropriate changes r ZiZ: in total "exogenous"
i •

demando The changes ZiZi-s were distributed among sectors

in proportion to the levels of Z.-s, i.e., according to the
1

initial sector shares in the total 1 Zi' Putting this in

another way, the Z~-s, for the adjustment purpose, are
1

uniform accross sectors:

(2.8.3.2) Z' = Z' =1 2 = Z~ = BB'/ rzi.

(A less distortive way of distributing the revenue

change through exogenous demanà among sectors, as suggested by

Professor Glenn ? Jenkins - not adopted ~ere for conputing

simplification -, s~ould consider as weights not the initial

levels of exogenous demand 2.-s, but the values or endogenous
1

consurnption C.-s weighted by the corresponding income elas-
1

ticities a. -s).-1Y .
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The only two cases where the above adjustment was

not made refer to: a) exchange rate ?olicy (Tables 4.3a-b),

where it is assumed that any imba1ance in the government's

foreign currency account does not interfere Nith the public

budget and can be financed in the short run by outside

resourcesi and b) changes in exoger.ous demand (Tab1es

4.9-4.10) wher8, once again, it is supposeà that, especia11y

in the short run, the expenditure change can ~e financed by

outside resources (e.g., borrowing frem abroad).

It should be noted that this second-round adjustment

takes from the Z~-s their exogenous character, except for
1

policies ~ (exchange rate) and ~ (changes in exogenous

demand) above. For ~he remaining policies, the ~ variab1es

Z~-s are account2J for by ~he ~ equations (2.8.3.2). B' is
1

simp1y defined by exogenous change in the budget caused by

the manipulation af government policy instrurnents.
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2.8.4 Short run versus overdetermination

Much has been discussed about the problem of

exogenously specifying price changes of tradable goods in

tariff models Nith many goods and few factors of production.

For the constant returns to scale case, Samuelson (1953-54)

has shown that, as a consequence of fixing such prices,

"there will result complete specialization in a number of

industries, with the remaining number shut down completely."

Most multi-sectoral models avoid this difficulty

by using decreasing returns to scale production functions,

1ike the present one.

lf we assumed capital to be a variable and shiftable

factor, a capital constraint should be ~ritten down and, for

each sector an equation such as

(2.8.4.1) x'
i

K' = a (s' - p~')
i i i ~

would be necessary, together with a production change

determined by

(2.8.4.2) x'
i

= + (1- a.)K~
~ ~
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These two equations, together with the corresponding

relationship. for labor (2.2.4' '), boil down to the

following one (neglecting for the time being that w' is

zero for numéraire):

(2.8.4.3) p * , = a, (w ' + t') + (1 - a.,) s'
i ~ Til ~

where s' is the change in rental rate, nO'."uniform for

perfect capital mobility. The above equation shows that in

this case factor payments exhaust value added.

Using the defini~ion for p*' - equation (2.2.4') -
i

in the above equation leads to the following linear syste~:

(2.8.4.4) F, (p', ••. , p', w', Si) = O, i = 1, ••• , n~·l n

which means that there are only two variables in excess to

the nQmber of equations. Thus, only two prices can be given

exogenously. Tarif:s may not determine directly many import-

sector price changes, since in this case thé system would

have toe many eq~ations.

For export prices the problem is not serious since,

like in the model used in this study, they can contain an

endogenous cOQPonent represented by world prices and thus
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are not exogenously determined. For non-traded sectors the

prob~em does- not exist either, because their prices are

endogenou~. Overdetermination comes out when the model builder

intends to fix import-sector prices exogenously.

One way to analyze this difficulty is as follows:

The central point of the question seems to rely on the fact

that imports M~ are given the status of variables mathemat-
J

ically distinct from the corresponding dornestic production

levels X~, while keeping
I ]

let p . denote prices for importsm]
competing sector prices p., the conventional treatment of

J
tariff-determineà im?ort-sector prices corresponds to using

only one price for M~ and X~. lf we
] ]

as different from import-

the following equations:

(2.8.4.5) p~ = T'
] j

(2.8.4.6) pl. = TI.
m] j

The last equations (2.8.4.6) are truly determined

by commercial policy, and correspond to the plausible small-

country assumption that imports are available in perfectly

elastic supply. However, the former equations (2.8.4.5) result

from assumptions not necessarily acceptable on general

equilibrium grounds where substitution between domestic and
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foreign goods is not perfect. Some major comments should
.

be made:

a) If imports have their supply functions implicitly

imposed through equation (2.8.4.6), equi1ibrium in the model

claims for corresponding demand functions.

b) M. should drop from demand-supply balances for
J

domestically produced goods - (2.5.1) -, since they are not

perfect substitutes. Imports now are of the non-competitive

type.

c) The consumption demand for domestically produced

goods would change from (2.3.1') to

(2.8.4.7) C'
j

=

where g. is the consumption demand e1asticity of corr~odityJmh
j with respect to h-type-import price.

d) Equations p~ = T' shou1d be replaced by
J j

endogenous import demands of the form

(2.8.4.8) !-1.;1~ = EL"! .. X! + M. (I:g .p' + l:g p' + g Y'),
J J i)1 1 J 1 mj1 i h mjh mh mjY

where M .. is the interrnediate use of import j by sector i
)1

(assuming fixed coefficients), and gm';' gm'h' g are
J'" J mjY
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import demand elasticities relative to do~estic prices,

import prices, and total consumption, respectively.

e) Net prices p~-s. are influenced by tariffs, both
~

through direct impact on imported input prices and through

general equilibrium repercussions on prices of alI other

goods. Thus, the linear system (2.8.4.4) turns now to a

more complex form:

(2.8.4.9)
I

G. (Pl',... ,p', P'l' •.• 'P' ,5', w') = O,~ n m mql
i=l, .•. ,n

This system has n equations and n+q +2 variables. By using
1

w'=O for numérai~e and fixing the q import prices P'l' ... '
1 m

n+l degrees of freeàom necessary forp' , we are left wit~mql
the treatment of the n shiftable capital StOCKS K~

~
and the

rate of retur~ 5' on their own right as endogenous variables.

This is one way of eliminating the problem of overdetermi-

nation.

It should be noted that, with the above modification,

the model changes in nature from supply-determined to demand-

determined in production, since the supply function (2.6.1')

is not valid any~ore. Du~ to the fact that any change in

value added is barely enough to pay for pure factcr rernunera-

tions, no d í rec t; .í nc er.tí, ve is prcv Lded by commercial pol.i.cy.
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The introduction of import demand functions, treating

import prices different from total sector prices, was made by

Stone & Barker in the study of the determinants of Britain's

visible impores - Cambridge' (1970). A conceptual difficulty

in their work arises from the fact that, while imports (m) are

assigned demand functions distintct from those of donestic

output (q), they are treated as competitive imports (q is added
to m in their de~~r.d-supply balance equation) as if m were

perfect substitute for q. The alloVlance for different denand

functions for two goods m and a should be inconsistent with- -
perfect substitutability bet~een them. This is the reason why

imports were proposed to be treated as non-competitive in item

~ above. Import demand functions for Brazil have been estimated,.

among others, by C~ark & Weisskcff (1967) and ~or1ey (1969).

Because the solution of the constant-returns-to-

scale model would require additional data on import dernand

elasticities, import coefficients, capital stocks, etc., which

for Brazil are very scarce in quantity and quality, and given

the time-and-resource-consuming.computation already needed for

the previous fornulation, I.did not venture into implementing

the new form analyzed in this subsection, leaving it for

future research that I inten~ to undertake. In other words,

only the sp~cifications presented in sections 2.1 to 2.8.3 will

be numerically inple~ented in chapters IV and V.



Chapter III

STATISTICAL Bl\SIS AND ESTH1ATION PROCEDURES

3.1 Introduction

As it was explained in the first chapter, the aim

of this study is the estimation of re1ative interregiona1

impacts of protection and taxation in Brazil. In other words,

on1y relative orders of magnitude are relevant. The

differential nature of the model itself wi1l e1iminate some

of the effects or the errors of scale in data introduced

by the initial·values.

3.2 The interregional input-output table

A basic piece of information for this study is an

interregional input-output table. Even though there are

difficult statistical problems in getting data to build such

a table, I believe that making use of an imperfect table is

much 'better than to ignore completely the interregional

relations as has previously been done by some writers (e.g.,
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the analysis by Barrett-1972 for Brazil).

The point of departure to construct the table is

the national input-output t~ble built in the Ministry of

Planning for 1959 - IPEA (1967) - with 32,sectors. To

get manageable proportions in my study I aggregated it to

a 12-sector table. Then, each sector ,was divided between the

two regions, and thus the resultant table will comprise 24

sectors.

The sectors were aggregated following three basic

constraints: a) manageable proportions for computationi

b) relevance for the problems under investigation; anà c)

deficiencies af statistical data. Table 3.1 shows the cor-

respondence between the original IPEA table and the ne~ one.

Both are shown in full detail in Appendices A and B.

It should be pointed out that the sector classi-

fication between regions is dictated by simplification

purposes and not intended to be very realistic. In a more

etailed stuny, a con~odity,could be tagged as import-

competing in one region and export or non-traded sector in

he other. Chemicals in the Northeast. for instance, have

a com2osition that is very distinct from chernicals in the

Center-South (I am grateful to Or. Luís Fernando Correia de

aGjo, SUDENE's Deputy Superintendent, for having brought
~ is point to my attention).
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Table 3.1 Aggregation Scheme

Sectors in the
new table

Sectors in the
original table

1. Agriculture Vegetable product/animal
product

2. Extractive industry Extractive industry

3. Non-metal1ic mineraIs Non-metallic mineraIs

4. Metallurgy Meta11urgy/machine tools/
e1ectrical goods/trans-
portation goods

Si Leather
6. Chernicals

Leather

7. Textile, clothing

Chernicals/pharrnaceuticals/
perfurnery/fuels/plastics

Textile/clothing

8. Food, beverages Food/beverages

9. Paper,tobacco,miscellaneous Paper/tobacco/rubber/wood/
packaging/waste/publishing/
furniture/miscellaneous

10. Electric energy Electric energy

11. Construction Construction

12. Services Services/cornrnerce/transportation

Classificatinn of sectors in the oresent studv:
to •

Irnport sectors: 2, 3, 4, 6, and 9.

Export sectors: 1, 5, 7, and 8.

Non-traded s~~tors: 10, 11, and 12.
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To go fro~ the l2-sector national table to the

24-sector interregional table I followed three steps:

a) Application of 'the C~enery (1953, 1959) methodl

of assuming fixed regional supply coefficients, i.e., each

interregionally traded sector (both as shipping and as

receiving) was split into two regional branches according

to the region's initial share in total production for 1959

as given by the Industrial Census - IBGE (1960) - and by

the national accounts - FGV (1971).

Non-traded sectors are taken to be sectors 10

(electric energy), 11 (construction), and 12 (services), both

with respect. to interregional and international trade. In

interregional analysis terms they are "local" sectors, whose

production 1evels are highly influenced by the location of

demando The remaining sectors were classified as "national"

sectors, for which the location of demand is not very

important for the source of supply.

In summary, denoting by A .. the shipment of sector
~J

i to sector j in the national tab1e, it was divided vertically

into two parts Aisj and Ainjproportionally to the shares of

Center-South and Northeast, respectively, in total production

of shipping sector i. Then, each of these elements was divided

horizontally in t~o elements according to the regional shares
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in the receiving sector j, giving rise to the four elements A, , ,1SJS
Aisjn' Ainjs' and Ainjn' with the property that they add up to Aij"

b) ~he next step was the adjustment of the figures

obtained above, according to the regional supply coefficients

published by SUDENE (l972a, p.38) for 1961. This adjustment rep-

resents an improvement on the crude production shares, since they

reflect interregional" trade data estimated directly by SUDENE.

In general, the coefficients corresponding to the supply from

Northeast to Northeast are substantial1y higher than those ob-

tained in step ! above, since a great part of each sector is not

exported to the C.South ~ccording to the assumption underlying

the Chenery method. Such assumption is that, in the Northeastern

market, the supply from the C.South is determined mere1y by the

share of the latter region ir. the national production of e~ch

sector. This tends to overestimate the actual interregional

trade flows, and thus should be corrected with available data.

This adjustment was made such that the new elements

A~ , and A~ , , relative to the supply to Northeast from Center-1sJn 1nJn
South and Northeast, respectively, were consistent with the

proportions presented by SUDENE. Additionally, the elements

Aisjs and Ainjs were adjusted such that the totaIs of the

lnput-output table remained the same. For this 1ast requisite,

where the full application of the adjustment to SUDENE

coefficients resulted in some negative element Ai J' or A; J' ,s s ~n s
the extent of the adjustment was reduced to leave such an

element at the zero leveI.
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c) Finally, the elements of the table so far

adjusted, relative to Metallurgy, Chemicals, and Textile &
Clothing, in the Northeast, were readjusted to reflect the

intersectoral relationships contained in the research work

undertaken by Goodnan & Albuquerque (197-)2with respect to

the two most inportant industrial states of the region -

pernambuco and Bahia. This is a very important step for the

following reasons: i) it takes advantage oi a local direct

research in the Northeast; ii) it affects a substantial

part of figures relative to the Northeastern industry, since

the sectors adjusted represent 60% of total industrial

production in that region; and iii) one crucial and largely

criticized assumption in the Chenery method is that the

regional input-output coefficients are identical accross

regionsi this deficiency is partially alleviated at this step ..

The correction adopted in this step was made

according to the rules used in step b above, i.e., getting

consistency with the new proportions and preserving the totals

of the input-output table. - See Note to Appendix C.

'The final regional supply coefficients implicit in

the adjusted interregional input-output table are presented in

table 3.2.
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Table 3.2

REGIONAL SUPPLY COEFFICIENTS

Supply to C.South Supply to Northeast
Sector

Frorn CS Frorn NE Frorn CS Frorn NE

1. Agric. .8225 .1775 O 1.0000

2. Extr.ind. .9511 .0489 O 1.0000

3. N.rnet.rnin. .9906 .0094 .4653 .5347

4. r1etallurgy .9811 .0189 .7594 ~2406

5. Leather .9051 .0949 .6983 .3017

6. Chernicals .8910 .1090 .8000 .2000

7. Text. ,cloth. .9313 .0687 .3199 .6801

8. Food, bev. .9762 .0238 .2592 .7408

9. Paper, tob ... .9957 .0043 .7920 .2080

10. Elect.energy 1.0000 O O 1.0000
11. Construction 1. 0000 O O 1.0000

12. Services 1.0000 O O 1.0000
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3.3 Demand elastiçities

3.3.1 Consumotion elasticities----------.~...;..;....---.,;.;...;....-'-.-..;;..,;;...;;..~...;;..

Another piece of information required for statistical

implernentation of the model is an array of direct and cross

partial price elasticities of demando The estimation of such

elasticities with few available data becomes possible by

using the Frisch (1959) "complete scheme." The key simplifying

assumption for the practical application of this method refers

to independent utilities. This means that the utility function

has the property of separabi1ity:

(3.3.1.1)

where C~ is the conslli~ption of good i valued at user's price.

This implies that trade rnargins are included in the consurnption

va1ues, and thus consumption of trade as a separate sector is

excluded. The implication of distinguishing buyer's prices from

seller's prices wi1l be discussed below in this section.

As stated previously, the high leveI of aggregation

adopted in this study is supposed to conform to Frisch's

assumption of "want independence." He pointed out that "if

the goods are aggregated in a reasonable way (using a volume
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I

index for each group) one will in practice get goods about
which we can say ~ priori with considerable confidence that
they are want-independent. For such goods the demand elasticities
with respect to price may then be worked out by the technique
developed in the sequeI." (Frisch-1959, p.186). For the inter-
regional splitting of sectors, besides the high leveI of
aggregation, it could be added that in Brazil the long distance
between the important economic poles of Center-South and
Northeast, the low degree of integration in the national
rnarket - Rocca (1970, p.241) -, the difference between regional
tastes, distinct economic and social structures, arnong other
reasons, justify the separate treatment of regional branches
of the sarne sector.

The formula derived by Frisch to compute the direct
price demand elasticity is

(3.3.1.2) = 1 - a·g·-g (a - ~ ~yiy i w

where giy' as defined in the previous chapter, is the demand
elasticity af corrmoàity i with respect to total consumption;
ai 1s the budget proportion of the ith goodi and w is the

"flexibility of the marginal utility of money" as defined by
Frisch: the elasticity of the marginal utility of money
relative to total expcnditure, i.e.,
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w = dÀ
dY

Y
À

where À is the marginal utility of money (the familiar marginal-

utility/price ratio obtained in the solution of the nroblem of•
constrained consumption maximization) .

For the cross demand elasticity the expression j.s

(3.3.1.3) i ~k.

Some explanation should be presented with respect

to these elasticJ.ty forMulas. Both expressions are derived

from the gener.al form

(3.3.1.3a) e~k = e" \ - akgiy(l+gky/w),~ ~~ À=const.
(i=l, ,n
k=l, ,n) .

(Frisch-1959, pp.184-187).

The first term on the right-hand side represents

Frisch's subs~itution effe=t, i.e., the price elasticity

compensated =or changes in the marginal utility of money

(keeping À constant). The second ter~ represents the incorne

effect (-a,q, ) and monev-utility effect (-akg, 0k I"~,). This~J~y - . 1y~ Y ~
brcakdown should be cornpared to the Slutsky equation

(3.3.1.3b) eik = e I - a g
ik U=const. k iy

in which the mêrgl~al utility of money is assumed constant, and
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where total commodity uti1ity (not money utility) is kept

constant in the substitution effect e. I~k U=const.

The assump t í.ori of "wan t> independence 11 of good i, in

Frisch's definition, means that "the marginal utility of good .

i depends only on the quantity of good i and not on any other

quantity," (id., p.l8S), i.e.,

(3.3.1.3c) e 'I = O,ik À=const.
i -:f k.

He also shows (id., p.186) that this condition leads to the

following equat~on:

(3.3.1. 3d) e i I = giy/w .i À=const.

Equation (3.3.1.3c), together. ;~ith (3.3.l.3a), givcs

(3.3.1.3), i.e. i the expression for the cross-price e1asticity.

Equation (3.3.1.3d) r cornb í ned to (3.3.1.3a), gives (3.3.1.2),

i.e., the !ormula for the cwn-price elasticity o: demando

Criticisms o: Frisch scheme in particular, and af the

additivity assumption of utility functions, in general, have

been made by Brown & Deaton (1972, section 5), Deaton (1974),

and Sato (1972). hlthough they do not present very promising

alternative rnethods to estimate the whole matrix of direct

and cross price elasticities o: demand ..there is a cornrnon
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suspicion oi the high price that must be paid for the

simplicity of Frisch sche~e. Deaton (1974) has shoNn that the

addi~ivity assumption implies approxiGate relatjonships between

own-price and income elasticities, such relationships being

"a priori im?lausible and there exists no e~pirical evidence

in their f avo r v " It seems that the usefulness of the Frisch

scheme has relicd so far on the lack of good and practical

substitute methocs.

Given the elasticity formulas (3.3.1.2-3), and provideã

we know the sectoral budget shares and income elasticiti.es, then

if we get some independent iniorma~ion aLout own-price elasticity

for at least one sector, the magnitude of the "money flexibility"

w can be asseRsed and thus also alI the remain1ng own and cross

elasticities. For Brazil, Milone (1974) has found, for automobiles

an income ela~ti=ity af 2.465 a~d an own-price e:asticity oi -1.61

Applying this to the transportation goods sector o: the national

input-output t~ble, we get w =-1.52. Csing the inco~e elastici~y

of 2.881 esti~ated by Lopes (1~72), we get ~ =-1.77. And as the

available ev~~ence indicates that w 1s most probab1y around -2

-Johansen (196~, D. 107), Ayanian (1969, 'p.al) -, I have chosen

this value (w ~-2) f~r the e~pirical estimation oi the price

elasticities of d~mand.

For empirical checks, the nature of Frisch estimation

procedure is such that, among others, the followinq adding-up

properties are met:

(3.3.1.4) = 1 (Engel aggregation),
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(3.3.'1.5) = (homogeneity condition,
i.e., for a proportional
change in ali prices and
income, the quantities
remain constant).

One problem in the application of this method is
that cons~ers are ~otivated by the behavior of buyer's prices,
while the prices used in this study are supposed to be se1ler's
prices. In other ~ords, Frisch's scheme is linked to buyer's-
pr1ce demand e1asticities. One suggest10n g1ven by Johansen
(1964, p. 86) is the estimation of "all coefficients directly
1n one step in terms of se1ler's prices, treating services as
a good on a par '..:ithother goods," although he points out that
this is not realistic, since "trade services from the consumer's
point of view are connected with the purchase of other goods
and perform no independent function in his utility or preference
scale."

Johansen worked with derivatives instead of elas-
ticities. The formulas derived by him (1964, pp. 95-97) to
transform demand derivatives from buyer's-price into sel1er's-
price forms are

(3.3.1.6)
dCi dc1:1

1
= (1 - Si) and

dY dY

dCi dc1:1
= (1 - 8i) (l - Sj) ~dpj dp.

J

(3.3.1.7)
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where S. = trade margin in sector i, assumed constanti
~

C~ = consumption of good i valued at user's prices,
~

whose connection with the seller's price concept

Ci is given by

(3.3.1.8) C. = (1- B.)Cu.a .i. i'

p~ = user's price of good i;
J

y = total consumption expenditure, whose value is the

same under both criteria: when evaluated at buyer's

prices, trade is excluded as a sector but prices

include its margini when evaluated at seller's

prices, trade is treated as a separate sector but

prices exclude trade margins.

As I am working with elasticities instead of deriv-

atives, formula (3.3.1.6), by using (3.3.1.8) above, reduces in

elasticity ter~s to

(3.3.1.9) =

i.e., the undimensional property of the elasticity concept

assures that income elasticities are indifferent to the price

concept.
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As for the price derivatives (3.3.1.7), a similar
transformation 1eads to

(3.3.1.10) g ..
1)

dC1..I1 p~,= (1 - 8·) --4) dp~ Cy.
J l.

where we see that the se11er's price concept requires a
reduction from the user's price e1asticity according to the
trade margin in the sector where the price changes.

Trade margins inc1ude transportation costs. What
is not c1ear is Johansen's (1964, p. 99) staternent that,
additiona11y, ~trade rnargins inc1ude indirect taxes minus
subsidies on consumer's goods.~ Fron the !ollowing aquiva1ent

formulas for total consumption expenditure:

(3.3.1.11) y = f pu C~i 1

(3.3.1.12) y = r Pi c. + f p. SiC, (where 1+8i isi 1 1 1 assumed to be
equiva1ent to 1 "1- ai

we see, as Johansen (1964, p. 96) conc1uded, that the term
E PiSiCi corresponds to the o~tput of the trade sector. Thus,
if indirect taxes are inc1uded in Si' the trade sector ~ou1d
be receiving indirect taxes, which does not make sense, since
government is not part of it (neither an endogenous sector) in
Johansen's modelo Furthermore, Johansen's formula (3.2;7) for
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net price, corresponding to expression (2.2.5. : the present

study, necessarily implies that indirect taxe~ :re included in

Producer's prices P .• Thus, trade marqins (differences between.~ -
user's prices and producer's prices) could not include indirect

taxes. If indirect taxes were excluded from producer's prices it

seems that the model, for consistency, should treat government

as a separa te endogenous sector. This obviously poses hard

problems, and leaves unclear the practical convenience of the

correction method proposed by Johansen.

Even without the above problem, I do not know of

any reliable source of information from which to get trade

margins. Horeover, the IPEA input-output table leaves serious

doubts as to which price concept was used in its estimation.

For instance, on page 7 of IPEA (1967) the authors of the table

say that the figures ~ere corrected to get the values at

producer's prices, but on page 18 they conclude that in many

cases the vaIues are at user's prices.

Due to these difficulties, I did not think worth-

while the correction recommended in equation (3.3.1.10). In

other words, as the IPEA table is here interpreted as being

valued at seller's prices, !.have adopted the simplification

suggested by Johansen to calculate "alI coefficients directly

1n one step in terms of seller's prices, treating trade

services as a good on a par with other goods." (Johansen-1964,

p. 86). The price we pay 1s a doubtful realisrn, as he pointed

out on the same page. In the case of the present study, the
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repercussion of this error is reduced by the fact that commerce. ,

is aggregated with transportation and services to form sector

12 (services), whose total role in consumer behavior is more

meaningful ~ se than commerce alone.

Given these co~~ents, we can proceed to the

empirical information. The income (or expenditure) elasticities

were derived from Lopes (1972). They refer to the country as a

whole, and lacking other data I have assumed that they are the

same for both regions. They were corrected for the adding-up

property (3.3.1.4) - mostly in services - and are shown in

column 1 of table 3.3.

The budget shares used were those af the interregio~al

input-out?ut ta~le. Table 3.3 shows the own-price elas-

ticities estimated through formula (3.3.1.2). These values

should be interpreted in the context af an interregiona1 model:

for instance, the own-price e1asticities -.3594 and -.3024

obtained for sector 8 (food) of. C. South and Northeast, respec-

tively, indicate that, for a "typical" Brazilian consumer,

food produced in C.South ismore sensitive to its price than

food produced in the Northeast. Thus, the elasticities do not

refer to regional consumers but to regional products. The set

of alI own- and cross-price elasticities of demand is presented

in Appendix D. AlI of them meet the homogeneity condition
(3.3.1.5L



Table 3.3
EXPENDITURE AND PRICE ELASTICITIES

Expenditure
elasticities

Own-priceelasticities
C.South NortheastSeotor

1.Aqr. .8750 -.5,052 -.4555
2.Ext.ind. 1.0100 -.5050 -.5050
3.N-m.min. 1.5600 -.7816 -.7801
4 .Met. 1.5600 -.7911 -.7804
5.Leather 1.1532 -.5771 -.5766
6.Chem. .9868 -.5121 -.4959
7.Text.,cl. 1.1588 -,6214 -,5860
8,Food .5904 -.3594 -.3024
9.Pap. ,misc. 1.0000 -.5275 -.5006

10.E1.en. .9868 -.4946 -.4935
11.Constr. 1.9380 -.9702 -.9692
12.S rvic s 1.0828 -.7088 5673

S t xt.

64
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3.3.2 Export demand e1asticities

Primary-sector exports (sector 1) are supposed

to have demand elasticities equa1 to -6. For the remaining

sectors (5, 7, 8 in both regions) I used -10. These va1ues

are in the range suggested by Balassa (1971, Appendix C)

for Brazil.

3.4 Labor shares and emp10yment

Statistica1 data on factor shares in Brazil are

very deficiente The 1959 Industrial Census registers, for

each sector, besides "wages and salaries," a more significant

group of expenses classified as "miscellaneous expenses."

This poses hard problerns :or anyone who intends to know the

factor shares. As ~t is impossible to identify to whom or

for what alI those ":niscellaneous expensesll are paid, I deductec.

such expenses from the item "value of industrial transformation"

("valor da transforrnaçio industrial-VTI") (roughly equal to

gross va1ue of production less payments for'intermediate

inputs). From the result, a 5% depreciation rate was subtracted

as is usually done in the Brazilian national accounts.J The fin~l

result, i.e. I O.95(VTI-misc.~xpenses), was the base by which

"wages and salaries" were divided to arrive at the labor shares.

In other words, the above procedure means that the labor
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share, for eaeh industrial seetor, was estimated by the formula

"wages and salaries"
a =

0.95(VTI-mise.expenses)

Underlying the use of this formula is the assumption

that the nurnerator underestimates total labor payments in thp.

same proportion as the denominator underestimates the value

added. Additionally, this method presupposes that labor shares

in "miseellaneous expenses" are equal to labor shares in the

differenee between VTI and those expenses, sinee the above

formula is equivalent to

a = "wages and salar ies" + a xO. 9 5r:1ise. expenses----_._----- -- .
0.95 VTI

In this alternative version, the numerator is assumed

to overestimate total labor pay~ents in the sane pro?ortion as

the denominator overestimates value added.

It seems diffieult to find a better proeedure for the
. . 4estimation of labor shares. Ineluded in the "expenses" are

labor- as well as non-labor paynents. It appears ineorreet to

take the I1wages and salaries" figures from the CenSIlS and then

conelude that they represent the total payments for labor

services, as it has been done, among others, by Barrett (1972) i

labor shares on his page 52 are abnormally low, even un-

believable when eenpared to other countries' data.
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For agriculture, electric energy, construction, and

services, due to lack of data I used the labor shares estimated

for Mexico by Franchet et alo (1973), and they were assumed to

be equal for both regions. It is probable that labor shares in

these sectors are actually higher in the Northeast than in the

Center-South. Then the assumed equality between regional labor

shares tends to underestimate the absolute differences between

the output reactions of these sectors to public policies, for

the supply elasticities of equation (2.6.1') are increasing

functions of the labor shares:

> o,

i.e., the weaker the dependence of each sector on the immobile

capital factor, the larger its freedom of responding to price

f1uctuations.

The estimated labor shares are presented in Table

3.4. The resu1ts should not be very surprising: although the

Northeast seems to have a much higher unemployment rate than

the Center-South - see, for example, Goodman & Albuquerque

(1971, ch. 3) -, the majority of its secturs is 1ess labor-

intensive than in the C. South, if by this term we mean the

re1ation between regional labor shares. This could be partially

explained by the fact that, while the Northeast inãustry

~!lIploysmor~ workers per unit product than in the C. South,
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Tab1e 3.4
LABOR SHARES ANO ELASTICITIES OF SUBSTITUTION

Seetor Labor Shares
C.South Northeast

E1asticities of
substitution

1.Agrie. .6662 .6662 .310
2.Extr.ind. .5094 .4061 .510
3.N-rn.rnin. .4923 .4037 .207
4.Neta11. .4928 .5673 .374
5.Leather .5219 .3580 .320
6.Chern. .3440 .1693 .809
7 .Text, elo .6020 .4210 .504
8.Food .3535 .3876 .415
9 •Pap. I rnise. .4580 .3693 .388

10.E1.energy .4447 .4447 .320
11.Constr. .6a78 .6878 .320
12.Services .4713 .4713 .320

Souree: See texto
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each' "operário" in the Northeast wo rks under inferior condi tions
of economies af scale, infrastructure, know-how, skill, supply
of intermediate goods, etc., inherent to an econorny with low
degree of industrialization - see Rocca (1970). Therefore, due
to interregional disparities in labor productivity, the
industrial sectors in the Northeast are more labor-quantity
intensive but less labor-payrnents intensive than in the C.South.

As for the labor-employment figures, I used the
estimates by Cline (1972) for 1959. The data were divided
regionally according to the sector propartions of "pessoal
empregado" (people employed) in the 1959 Industrial Census.
For agriculture, extractive industry, and services, the
regional proportions were taken !rom the !960 Je~oçra?hic
Census. The final figures for employrnent are s~own in colu~ns

and 2 of table 3.5.

3.5 El.a~ti.cities oI substi tution

For implementation of the forros of the model related
o CES production functions, the figures relative to elas-
icities of substitution in Brazilian industry (sectors 3-9)

-ere taken from Bacha (1972). For the remaining sectors,
Behrman's (1972) study for Chile was the source, due to lack
of other statistical basis. For this same re~son, each sector



Tab1e 3.5
El-1PLOYNENT IN 1959

(thousand man-ye ar s)

Sectúr Center-South Northeast

1. Agricu1ture 6 931. 2 3 360.7
2. Extr.industry 35.6 18.6
3. Non-met.min. 80.9 40.7
4. r:letallurgy 358.0 10.1
5. Leather 16.1 7.3
6. Chemica1s 104.3 18.9
7 . Texti1es, c1oth. 317.1 105.2
8. Food, bev. 179.3 106.9
9. Paper, tob. ,misc. 273.9 36.6

10. Electr.enE:!rgy 21.4 2.6
11. Construction 189.4 60.0
12. Servic;es 2 115.6 1 '087.5

10 622.8 4 855.3

Source: see texto
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was supposed to have the same e1asticity of substitution
,

between regions. These figures are shown in co1umn 3 of

tab1e 3.4.

I did not take higher elasticities, e.g., from

Goodman, A1t~~uerque, & Sena (1971) or Tyler (1972), because

the methodology of these studies seems to involve a bias

towards unitary elasticities of substitution - see Macedo (1974),

3.6 Taxes, tariffs, and export subsidies

One of the aims of this study is to analyze the

interregional ef:ects of inàirect tax changes :rom the initial

tax rates of 1959. Initially, data on the revenues relative

to the federal industrial tax "I~p6sto s6bre pr~dutos indus-

trializados-IPI" :or 1960 were taken from ~inistry of Finance,

Anuirio Econ5~ico Fiscal 1970 by sector and region. As the

same information wa s not available for 1959, I simply reduced

a11 1960 reve nue s oy a comrnon factor in order to get cons í stency

with the total revenue of that tax in 1959 as given by Fundação

GetGlio Vargas (1969). Then, the resulting tax revenues by

sector and region ~ere divided by the value of total production

in 1959 to get the tax rates as percent of gross production

values. These rates are shown in columns 1 and 2 of t3b1e 3.6.
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Tab1e 3.6

I FEDERAL A~m STATE INDIRECT TAXES IN 1959

(as percent of gross va1ue of production)

Impôsto s/Produtos
Industrializados

(IPI)

Inpôsto s/Circulação
de r·1ercadorias

(IG'!, f o r r-e r I ':C )
Sector

C.South North. C.South Northeast
(1) ( 2 ) (3) (4 )

1.Agric. O O 3.5 1.8

2.Extr.ind. O O O O

3.N-m.min. 3.9 3.6 5.5 3.0

4.Meta11. 3.6 1.5 5.5 3.0

5.Leather 3.4 0.7 5.5 3.0

6.Chem. 2.7 0.4 5.5 3.0

7 .Text. ,c1. 4.9 1.4 5.5 3.0

8.Food 2.0 1.3 5.5 3.0

9.Pa per .rn í sc . ;.9 7.5 5.5 3.0

10.El.enersy I) O O O

ll.Constr. O O O O

12.Services O O 1.6 1.2

Source: see texto
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For the sta te tax "Impôsto sôbre Ve nda s e Consig-

naç6es-rvc", revenue data for 1959 were taken froM IEGE

Anuários Estatís~icos relative to the total for each region,

and then, as an initial step, the resulting overall rate on

total value of gross production was assumed to hold for all

sectors, except extractive industry, electric energy, anà

construction (not significantly charged by IVC). An adjust~en~

was made for agriculture on the assumption (or infor~ed guess)

that this sector was charged by only two-thirds of the overall

rate. This is due to the numerous exe~ptions and difficult

assessment of agricultural tax basis. To get the rate for

services, I supposed that a percentage corresponding to the

share of cornnerce .í n this secto r vte s app Lí.c ab le on t he ov eraLl,

rate. AlI ~he5e rates are m~de te ~e consi5te~t ~ith t~e

total rev enue 0= Cr-S93.4 m i Ll.Lo n in 1959. -:':-eresu Lt i nq rat es

are ~resen~ec i~ col~~!1: 3-4 or table 3.6.

For the an~1ysis of tariff changes, besides thc

simplified investigation of ~nifor~ changes in forces-of-tarif~sl

the study of tte ef~ects of tariff decreases of 1967 requircs

estimation c f actuaI sec t oraI chanq es occurred. T~ese were

taken frcn B~r~snan (1970) and supposed to be valid for toth

regions. The cha~ges in f0rces of tariffs fro~ 1966 to 1967

are shown in colu~n 1 of table 3.7.
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Table 3.7

(~ercen~ ~ec~e~ses in forces-of-~ariffs and
increases in forces-of-export-subsidies)

Seetor Tariff ehanges Export Incentives
(1966/mar. '67) (as of 1971)

1. Agrie. 27.4

2. Extr.ind. - 2.0

3. N-m.min. -14.1

4. Meta11. -10.6

5. Leather 61.9

6. CheP.1.. - 3.3

7. Text. .cL. 54.9

8. Food 24.4

9 . Paper .ria sc . - 8.4

Sourees: tarif: ehanges: Bergsman (1970) relative to tariff
deereases from 1966 to :':arch,1967.

export incentives: ~endonça et aI. (1973). The figures
above were aãjusted for com~utation. See texto
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Export subs idies for 1971 were tak en f rorn ~·:endonça

et alo (1973) and assume d to be equal be twe en reqí.ons . The

subsidies consist of exeDptions of the "Inpôsto sôbre

Produtos Industria1iza:ios - IPI" and of the "IlT.pôstosôbre

Circulação de Llercadorias - Iel" (f orme r IVC), as -•.,e11 as

credits (negative charges on 1PI and IC~ accounts) granted

to exporters. After estimating the total in Cr$ or exemptions

and credits for 1971, for each secter, ~~ndonça et.al.

computed the re1ationship between that total in Cr$ and the

FOB value in US$ of exports for the same year. The results

in Cr$/US$ were treated as indicators of sectoral subsidy

discrimination and, when compared with the p~evailing exchange

rate (Cr$/US$), the percent~ges served as rough Deasures

of the export subsidy 1evels. It was assurred that t~e

incentives began in 1967. To cet the 1eve~s prevaiiing in

the sixties, ~he 1971 rates ~ere disccunte~ by ~~e a~n~al

1967-71 rate o: i~crease. res~lting in

column 2 of table 3.7.

It shou1d be noted that the exoort incentives

above estimated refer on1y to the traditional export sectors

(1, 5, 7, and 8) ~s defined in this study, and net to alI

sectors that !1A.'.re had their exports prorno t.ed in the sixties,

among which are some sectors here c1assified as i~port-

competing.
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For the estimation of world prices, tariff and

exchange rates were taken from Bergsman (1970) from

equation (2.4.1) we see that, after assuming that alI p.-s
1.

are initially equal to one, the world prices are determinej

from the exchange rate and the forces-of-tariffs.

3.7 product!an subsidies

As it wil1 be explained later, due to the nature

of the model, production subsidies in the sixties were

estimated ~rom the SCDENE data relative to ?rivate invest~e~~

incentives. Data tor 34/1d orivate inVEs~~ents b~ sector,- ~

in the 1960's, were taken ~rom Good~an & ~lbuquerque (197-)

and deflated ba=~ to 1959 by using the ~ndex o~ ge~eral

price leveI (?GV-~onju~tura Econô~ic~- colo 1). The estimace

was made that 40i of the 34/18 disburse~ents were recresented

by pure subsidies. This see~s to be an underestimate,

since a mininum average of 50% of the total invest~ents

have come from SUDE~E, and other government agencies have

financed about 25~ at negati~e real rates of interest.

The subsidy rates were estinated bj dividing the subsidy

values thus obtained by the gross production va1ues. They
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c

Tab1e 3.8
PRODUCTIml SCBSIDIES ESTI:li\TED FOR THE SIXTISS

(40% of 34/18 disbursements, ex-
c1uding power, eonstruetion, and

services)

Seetor
Amount of subsidy
(Cr$1,OOO of 1959)

Pereent of 1959
gross produetion

1. Agrie. 2 219.3 2.3

2. Extr. indo 564.0 24.7

3. N-m.min. 1 994.4 44.4

4 . Heta11urgy 4 163.3 43.0

5. Leather 138.9 8.7

6. Chemiee.ls 4 614.3 16.8

. Text. , e!. 3 226.9 12.5

. Food 1 733.9 5.5

9. Paper,mise. 1 468.5 33.7

Souree: see texto
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are shown in table 3.8. It should be pointed out that these

subsidy rates will represent only an underestimate nf the

private investment incentives made through SUDENE. No inclusion

was made of the public direct investments through SUDENE, which

in value are almost equivalent to the total private projects.

Due to this fact, investrnents in ele~tric energy (sector 10),

construction (sector 11), and services (sector 12) were

excluded.

The computation of the model wa~ ~ade on t~e IBM

360/65 at Harvard by using subroutine DGELG with double

precision, appropriate to solve a general systes oi

simultaneous linear equations. The solution is done by

means of Gauss-elimination method with co~plete pivoting.

This is much less time-and-resource-cons~ming than trying

to invert ma t r í x A (through subroutine :·lHTV) and then

perforrning má tr ix rnu Itiplica tions (subrou tí.ne G!·:PP..D)in

the normal order as seen by the solution -1(,;= A R u •

Including the estimation of sector-al valnes added

and other aggregates, the whole job consisted of sclving
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various linear systems of 138 equations and e~ual number

of endogenous variables. The independent matrix R contained

68 colurnns, one for each exogenous variable.



Chapter IV

POTENTIAL EFFECTS OF SI!-1ULATED POLICY CHANGES

4.1 Introduction

The eno~mous amount of information contained in

the general solution of the model could not be fully

investigated or even p~esented within the feasible dimensions

of the present study. What I will do is to analyze the

aggregate results that I consider most relevant to compare

interregional e:fects of hypothetical changes in tariffs,

export subsidies, exchange rate, taxes, and exogenous

demands, as well as the sensitivity of the results to inter-

regional input-output coefficients.

In most or the tables that ap~ear hereafter, I will

make use or the following aggregate concepts:

a) output = average of gross production changes,

weighted by their'1959 levelsi

b) employment = average of sectoral employment changes,

weighted by their 1959 employment levelsi

c) industrial employment = average of employ~ent

changes for sectors 3-9, weighted by their 1959

levels;

d) net price = average of net price changes, weighted

by value added levels for 1959;
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e} output price = average change of sector prices,

weighted by 1959 gross-production levelsj

fl money income = output changes (a) acc~~ulated

with net-price changes (d)j and

g) real income = money income (f) deflated by

output ?rice (e), taking for each region its

output p~ice as the deflator.

4.l.2-The mech~nics af the model

To explain how the model works is not a simple task,

since what we will see in the following tables is the final

outcome of simultaneous interactions arnong almost one hundred

economic variables. In the present comparative-static analysis,

the only causal chain that can be established is between an°

initial exogenous disturba~ce and a movement to a new equilibriu~

situation. Static relationships bet~leen endogenous variables

can only be analyzed in terms of consistency ~ithin the

simultaneous system and not in terms of causality, since no

time lag is involved - See Nagel (1961, p. 77). Hopefully,

some remarks should mak e easier the Lnt erp ret at Lon of the

solutions, and for this illustrative purpose I will make use

of the tariff-policy effects of the next section.

Let's begin with case 1 (fixed nominal wage) of the

policy discussed in the next section, i.e., a ten-percent

decrease in all forces-of-tariffs (the first t~o col~~s of
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figures of Tables 4.1a-b). We can note a general decrease in

aggregate variables (Table 4.1a) corresponding to varying

degrees of sectoral output changes (Table 4.1b). A 10% reduction

in the forces-of-tariffs is translated into a 10% decrease in

the prices o~ import sectors (2,3,4,6,9) ~ equation (2.4~1').

Equation (2.6.1') suggests that, on the supply side, the policy

tends to restrict import-sector outputs, which is consistent

with a lower intermediate demand for the remaining commodities.

This is accompanieà by a lower money income Y, which is highly

sensitive to the output decline (Y'=-ll% and -7%, respectively,

for C.Douglas and CES cases; these figures are not shown in

Table 4.1a, but they are approximately the averages between the

regional money-income rows of the same Table). The initial

disturbance (falI) in equilibrium prices of import sectors is

also compatible with demand movements from non-import sectors

to import sectors, but these are penalized by competing import

increases. At the final equilibrium position, due largely to ~he

income reduction, the general price leveI declines in the range

between -5.4% and -6.7% (cf. output-price rows of Table 4.1a).

The prices of non-import sectors falI by less than 10%, such

that the import-sector goods become cheaper in terms of the

rernaining co~~odities. The favorable effect of this fact for

non-import sectors through relatively lower input prices does

not prevent them from getting negative net-price changes and

then decreases in production.
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Another way to explain the working of the model is

simplified by observing that the supply function (2.6.1') can

be written in a slightly different form:

(2.6.1'a) X' =
i

o,1.'(J1.' p*____ { (-2) I - (~)' - t'}
I P P w '- CL i

where P, as be:ore, is the general price leveI. This equation

shows the relationship between output changes, on one

side, and changes in net prices relative to the general price

leveI (p~/P)' and real wages (w/P)', on the other side.1.

In case I (fixed nominal wage and declining P), the real

wage term plays a crucial role áS a nega tive factor on toe

right side. In other words, domestic firms are disturbed in

two ways: a) by a structural change in relat1v~ prices, which

in general 1s ~or2 àetrimental to i~?ort seccors; and b) by a

general negative real wage ef:ect (higher real wages muse be

paid). As in case 1 the general price leveI falls by 5.4%-6.7%,

the real wage effect is equal to this negative magnitude ror

alI sectors. As for the relative price effect (p!/P)', it tends

to be more negative ror import sectors, reinforcing the

negative v/age e::ect. The non-import sectors suffer a general

output decline, v;ith the exceptions of export sectors 5 (Leather)

and 8(Food), where the positive relative price effects (along
with high export increases) are larger in absolute value than
the negative redl wage effect.
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In case 2 (fixed real wage) , the term (w/P) I

disappears fron equati?n (2.6.l'a) and only the relative orice

term (p!/P) I is linked to output levels. Since all sectors are

now allowed to pay a real wage that does not increase, and

since the general price leveI is now fixed by assunption

(together with ~ for nQméraire), the whole mechanics of the

model is simp1y explained in terms of relative prices. As

,import-sector prices falI by the force-of-tariff change, the

remaining sectors, on the aggregate, must have their prices

increased. Thus,the outputs of import sectors decrease and

those of the remaining sectors increase (Table 4.lb-case 2),

the net aggregate result being positive (first two rows in

Table 4.la-case 2).

In case 3 (full-e~ploy~ent), the aggregate ?rice

leveI is again allowed to ~ove and we nave a nega~ive ~age
effect (bctwe~n -1.09% and -2.19%, += ",',c •..•..•. âD.J..e 4.l3.-case 3-

output price) fcr alI sectors. Inport a~d non-traded sectors

have this effect reinforced by the negative relative-price

effect and their output levels decrease.' But export sectors

(1, 5, 7, 8) have positive relative price effects that produce

net total effects that are positive and consistent with output

increases. This means that, in case 3, labor force moves from

import and non-traded sectors to export sectors, where labor

has now a relatively higher productivity.
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Obviously, the intersectoral differences also reflect

the various nagnitudes af supply elasticities, which depend

on labor shares and elasticities of substitution, i.e., on

the shapes of sectoral production functions.

As for the interregional results at the sectoral

leveI, we should bear in mind that the labor shares (Table

3.4) play a crucial role in the supply elasticities. The

sectors more intensive in the non-fixed labor factor (less

dependent on the fixed capital factor) have more freedom to

react to public policies. Let's examine the case of the sectors

directly affected by the tariff policy, i.e., the i~port

sectors. In Table 4.1b, first column, the output cf sector

2 (Extr.industry) declines by 10.81% in the Cente~-30uth as a

result of the tarif~ c~t, while in the ~ortheast the reduction

is only 7.16%. This is essentia11y a consequ2~ce of the ~act

that the supply e1asticity in the latter region is 65.9% of the

former's. Outputs of sector 3 decline by 10.33% (CS) ando

7.27% (NE), while the supply elasticities have a relationship

of 1/0.698. I~ seçtor 4 the output changes are -10.36% (CS) ano

-14.07% (NE), whi1e the proportion between supp1y elasticities

is 1/1.35. In sect~r 6 the outpu~decrease by 3.73% (CS) and

1.5% (NE), while the elasticity relationship is 2.57 to 1.

Fina1ly, in sector 9 the proportions are (-10.85%)/(-7.51%)

for output and 1 to 0.693 for elasticities.
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These observations indicate that the estimated

differences in input-output coefficients between regions

are not very important to change the output responses suggested

by supply elasticities, as far as the sectors directly affected

by the policy are concerned. However, the reactior.s of the

remaining sectors (export and non-traded goods in the case of

tariff' policy) are less predictable by looking only at the

supply elasticities.

A similar line of e~pirically based arguments can be

used to explain the results of Tables 4.2a-b related to export

subsidies, as well as the ren~ining nu~erical solutions.

In slli~ary, the differential agqregate i~te~regional

effects of the policies examinec in ~his ~ork can be deco~posed

in two parts: a) variations a~ong sectcrs, acco~nted fér by

i) relative price effects, ii) real wage effects, and iii) supply

elasticities; and b) variations between regions, i.e., differences
between region~branches of each. sector, which depend mostly

on the form of the production functions for primary inputs.
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As hypothesized in the introductory chapter, the

structural economic differences between the Center-South

and the Northeast would be conducive to increasing regional

disparities s~bsequent to tariff protection. This should be

no surprise, since a more industrialized region is expected

to take more advantage fro~ industrial protection than a less

industrialized one (in 1959 the import-competing sectors

accounted for 31% of gross production in the C. South and

14% in the Northeast).

In the numerical solution, general equilibriu~

repercussions did not change the conclusion. The six different

forms of the model systematically do not reject the above

hypothesis, as it can be seen fro~ Tables 4.la (relative te

regional aggregates) and 4.1b (r~lative to sectoral dis-

aggreg~tion). The output, employment, and real-inco~e rows

of Table 4.1a indicate that, upon a uniferrn tariff cut, such

aggregates either decrease more in the Center-South or

increase more in the Northeast, depending on th8 assumptions

underlying the empirical estimation.
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Table 4.1a

Percent changes in regional aggregates in res?onse
to a 10% decrease in al1 forces-of-têriffs

c.'ise1 ! Case 2 : Case 3
Aggregate Fi.>~ed ".·r......, :':aae fi):ed Real :';~ac:e : = ull.- =...::'.:J ~OT,.::>::=-:-:•••. .J •••• , .

C.J. C.E.S. ! C.:l. C. E. S. i C.::J. f''- .•..... - .

Output:CS -5.78 -2.05 1.19 0.10 -1.10 -0.51

NE -4.48 -1.49 5.24 1. 68 0.02 0.02

Employ- I

ment: CS I -9.22 -3.24 8.59 2.82 -0.28 -0.12
(total)

NE -8.16 -2.79 10.85 3.82 0.61 0.28

Net
price: CS

I
-5.91 -5.72 2.14 2.19 -1.19 -1.44

NE -4.57 -4.43 5.17 5.19 -0.28 -0.33

~1oney ,
income:CS I -11. 35 -7.65 3.33 2.~9 -2.29 -1. 95

NE -8.85 -5.85 10.58 6.9b -0.26 -0.31
I

,

Output
price: CS -6.66 -6.49 '-0.31 -0.30 -1. 82 -2.19

NE -5.56 -5.40 2.22 2.18 -1. 09 -1.30·

Real
income:CS -5.02 -1.24 3.64 2.59 -0.47 0.24

NE -3.50 -0.45 8.18 4.68 0.83 0.99
I

Notation: CS=Ce~ter-South
NE=Northeasc

C.D. = Cobb-Douglas ~roduction
function

C.E.S. = Constant Elasticity o~
Substitutio~ prod~ctic~
functio!1
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Table 4.1b

Percent changes in sectora1 outputs in response
to a 10% decrease in al1 forces-of-tariffs

Sector and C3.se 1 I Case 2 I Case 3

Region Fix.;:;à~~O::-.. ~'t9ace ?ixed Real ~.:3. t::e I ?u 11- ::::-:--.::Lc...·:-:-:2:-::.
C.D. C.E.S. I C.D. C.E.S. C.;). C.2.S.

1.Agr. CS - 4.34 -1. 54 6.66 2.37 0.95 0.40
.NE - 4.24 -1.46 6.72 2.39 1.03 0.48

~,

2.Ext. CS -10.81 - 5.5'2 -12.98 -6.65 -5.54 -3.41
:NE - 7.16 -3.66 - 8.50 -4.20 -4.47 -2.25

3.N-rn.rn.CS -10.33 ":2.15 -13.57 -2.82 -5.44 -1.37
NE - 7.27 -1.59 - 9.64 -2.00 -3.84 -0.85

4.Het. CS -10.36 -3.90 -13.38 -5.03 -5.42 -2.45
NE -14.07 -5.29 -18.32 -6.87 -7.38 -3.35

5.Leath.CS 0.33 0.50 4.50 0.84 6.28 2.81
NE 0.36 0.69 2.90 0.42 4.51 1. 68

6.Cheffi.CS - 3.73 -3.03' - 5.95 -4.90 -2.16 -2.13
NE - 1. 51 -1. 22 - 2.43 -1.96 -0.88 -0.85

7.Text. CS - 6.13 -1. 63 10.94 4.26 0.90 0.96
NE - 4.64 -1. 01 8.24 2.75 0.89 0.75

8.Food CS 0.72 0.79 1.96 0.28 3.97 1.76
NE .0.84 0.87 2.06 0.24 4.35 1.96

9.Pap .•.CS -10.85 -4.28 -15.73 -6.09 -6.12 -2.90
NE - 7.51 -2.98 -11.17 -:4.30 -4.62 -2.04

lO.El.en.CS - 4.27 -1. 85 2.08 0.85 -1. 20 -0.61
NE - 6.71 -1. 98 6.56 2.24 -0.78 -0.29

11.Const.CS - 3.31 -1. 01 7.12 3.33 -0.44 -0.04
NE - 3.11 -0.95 6.90 3.20 -0.38 -0.18

12.Serv. CS - 6.30 -1. 92 8.55 2.81 -1.28 -0.52
NE - 5.72 -1. 78 9.37 3.05 -1.02 -0.41
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For the fixed nominal wage case, both Cobb-Douglas

and CES specifications inàicate that a slight move to~ards

import liberalization (ten-percent decrease in alI forces-of-

tariffs) tends to reduce regional disparities of gross

production, employmentl, money and real incones (Table 4.la).

These aggregates àecrease in both regions, bu~ they do so more

sharply in the Center-South, the more àeveloped region.

For the case of fixed real wage, we get again the

confirmation of the initial hypothesis, although with dif-

ferent signs: the regional disparities decrease as a result

of trade liberalization, and both regions in general have

positive ctanges ~n their aggregate variables. The general

positive e~~ect comes as a co~seq~ence o~ hig~e~ net prices

and chus a higher rental rate participation in t~e net prices

of non-trajed ani export sectors. These sectors are relatively

more importa~t in the ~ortheast, ~hich leads to higher

benefits for this region.

The full-employment case is more restrictive and,

like the previous ones, does not reject the initial hypothesis:

the burden o~ t~e tariff c~t falls on the C.South with

respect to outp~t change and obviously increases labor

employment in che Northeast to keep total employment unchanged.

The co~clusion drawn from these results is that a

movement toward import liberalization leads to a reduction of
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req í ona I econorn í c dispari ties, no matter which labor market

assumption or production function specification are adopted.

Conversely, the tariff protection used for inport substitu-

tion in post-war Brazil would have contributed to the widen-

ing of regional imbalances, as argued by CODENO (1959).

For export subsidies, the initial hypottesis ~as

that their existence or increase would tend to reduce regional

disparities between C.South anã Northeast. As the latter

depends more on export sectors (45% of total production) than

the former (33%), it tends to draw relatively more benefits

from export pro~ection. This hypothesis is not rejected by

the available data used in this study, according to che

following table 4.2a.In general, a uni:or~ decrease in the

levels of one-plGs-sector-export subsidies contributes to

increase regional dis?arities. The only and r.inor exception

to this rule is for the fixed-real-wage case, in which output

in the Northeast ãecreases slightly less than output in the

Center-South.

In all production function specifications anà

labor market aSSU~?tlons, the uniform cut in export subsidies

causes a decrease in Northeast'soutput and employment and

a smaller decrease in the C.South, except in the case above

mentioned. Upon subsidy cut, real income decreases more in



Table 4.2a

Percent changes in regional aggregates in response
to a 10% decrease in all :orces-of-subsidies
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Aggregate
Case 1

Fixed :'0:7•• :';ace--:---------C.D. C.E.S.
I Case 2
i Fixed ?ea1
i

Case 3
:';ace !rul1-.:. ..~:J10v::-.·:;:-lt-=-= -=-=-= I •

C.D. C.E.S.. C.O. C.2.S.

Output:CS

NE

-3.06 -1. 48

-1.97

-0.35 -0.30 1.13

-0.02

0.33

-0.01

Employ-
ment: CS

(total)
NE

-4.05

-7.74 -3.95

-0.26 -0.27

0.28

-0.62

0.13

-0.28

Net
price: CS

NE

-8.50 -4.23

-0.80 -0.66

1.22

0.30

1. 49

0.35

Money
income:CS

NE

-3.01 -4.11

-0.89 -0.71

2.36

0.28

2.02

0.34

Output
price: CS

NE

-3.56 -4.97

0.18 0.18

1.86

1.12

2.25
1. 34

Real'
income:CS

NE

-5.98 -5.53

0.23 0.19

0.49

-0.84

-0.23
-1. 00

-7.47 -6.84

-2.49 -3.35

-2.90 -3.97

-3.58 -2.26

-4.71 -2.99

-0.17 -0.12

-0.03 -0.08

-0.02 -0.02

0.13 0.14

-0.15- -0.10

-0.16 -0.22
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Table 4.2b

Percent changes in sectoral outputs in r~sponse
to a 10% decrease in all forces-of-subsidies

Sector and Case 1 Case 2 T Case 3
Region Fixed .•."r->: ;\:ace Fixed ~eal í';a,C-2 i ?u 11- ::-:-:-,:)lo·!:-:-.~:--.':i, .......-Ll •

C~D. C.E.S. C.D. C.E.S. ; C.D. C.E.S.

1.Agr. CS - 5.96 -3.14 - 1.55 -0.97 -0.96 -0.41
,NE - 6.02 -3.19 ":" 1.65 -1. 00 -1. OS -0.50

2.Ext. CS 0.51 O.'36 - 0.34 -0.25 5.58 3.45
"NE 0.35 0.25 - 0.37 -0.38 4.51 2.28

3.N-m.m.CS 0.77 0.22 - 0.52 -0.38 5.48 1.40
NE 0.57 0'.24 - 0.36 -0.16 3.89 0.86

4.!1et. CS 0.74 0.39 •..0.49 -0.25 5.49 2.47
NE 1. 03 0.55 -0.63 -0.34 7.46 3.39

5.Leath.CS -11. 92 -4.53 -10.25 -5.36 -6.34 -2.84
NE - 8.45 -3.07 - 7.44 -3.25 -4.55 -1. 70

6.Chem. CS 0.69 0.82' -0.28 -0.24 2.19 2.16
NE 0.28 0.33 -0.08 -0.11 0.89 0.86

7.Text. CS - 7.60 -4.70 -0.77 -1. 38 -0.91 -0.97
NE - 6.13 -3.36 -1.00 -1. 21 -0.89 -0.75

8.Food CS - 7.11 -3.11 -6.61 -3.43 -4.01 -1. 78
NE - 7.88 -3.50 -7.24 -3.82 -4.38 -1. 99

9.Pap ...CS 1. 61 0.89 -0.34 -0.14 6.16 2.94
NE 1. 21 0~65 -0.22 -0.08 4.65 2.09

10.E1.en.CS - 4.26 -1.29 0.56 0.29 1.25 0.64
NE - 4.82 -2.12 0.48 0.02 0.79 0.30

11.Const.CS - 2.35 -1.36 1.84 1.11 0.46 0.04
NE - 2.22 -1.32 1.77 1.12 0.39 0.19

12.Serv. CS - 3.3:> -1. 52 2.48 1.15 1.31 0.54
NE - 3.47 -1. 54 2.53 1.16 1.05 0.42
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the Northeast than in C.South, pointing to the opposite roles

plaied by iDport tariffs versus export subsidies with respect

to interregional incorne movements.

At the sectoral level (Table 4.2b) we can note that,

in case 1, in only four sectors (4, 5, 7, 11) the subsidy cut

does not aggravate interregional disparities. Recalling the

arguments of the preceding section, this can be explained by

the interregional differences in supply elasticities. In some

cases, and this will also be noticed in later Tables, the

differences in supply elasticities are not enough to conter-

balance the differential relative-price effects. For instance,

in Table 4.2b-case 2-C.Douglas-sector 7, the absolute change

in the Northeast is greater than in the Center-South despite

the smaller supply elasticity, and this 1s àue to ~he relative-

price effect (in case 2 there is no real wage effect).

The above results on the gap-reàucing effects o:

export subsidies should be interpreted only as a general

conclusion and not looked at as the consequences of the

present patter~ of export promotion in Brazil. The recent

and successful incentives for manufactured exports will

almost certainly cene:it more the Center-South. The high leveI

of aggregation and the didhotomy between export and i~port

sectors prevent the present model trom predicting such

relevant facts. The analysis of export promotion, in this
study, refers only to the traditional sectors.
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It should be pointed out that, both for tariff and
i

subsidy cuts, in cases 1 and 2, the results would be different

if the exchange rate were allowed to change endogenously.

Indeed, in a competitive foreign-exchange mdrket, tilere is

usually a trade-off between import tariffs or export subsidies,

on one side, and the exchange rate, on the other side. Higher

tariff levels shift the demand curve for foreign eX8hange to

the left, and higher export subsidies shift the supply curve

to the right. For . ~lns~ance, in case 3 (the only case in which

the exchange rate is endogenous), the elasticity 0= the

exchange rate with respect to a uniform change in alI forces-

of-tariffs is equal to -0.5127 for Cobb-Douglas production

functions and -0.4107 the CES specification. Therefore, in

the case of tariff cuts (Tables 4.1a-b), a rree market

exchange rate would go up and thus, from the trading-price
v
equations (2.4.1') and (2.4.2') we see that, i~ general, the

resultant sectoral price fluctuations (and the =emaining

policy effec~s) would have lower absolute magnitudes. In case

3 (full employment) this fact, together with the labor

demand-supply constraint, explains why the policy consequences,

for sectors primarily and directly affected, are usually

weaker than in the first two cases.
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4.3 ~xch~nge rate

Exchange rate as a policy instrument can only be

analyzed, with the present model, in case 1 (fixed nominal

wage) and case 2 (fixed real wage) , since in case 3 (full

employment) it is an endogenous variable. Tables 4.3a-b

present sectoral and regional breakdowns of numerical results

for output, as well as the aggregates deíined in the initial

section.

As we can see from Table 4.3a the overall conclusion

is that the exchange rate is another instrument of increasing

interregional disparities. This is essentially due to the

predominant role played by tariffs when conoared to exoort

~subsidies, especially in the fixed-real-wage case.

At the sectoral leveI (Table 4.3b), che differen~

responses are ~ostly the combination oí the previously analyzed

policies of tariff and subsidy cuts. In fact, in the absence

oí balanced-budget adjustrnents in tariff and subsidy policies,

changing the exchange rate by some magnitude would correspcnc

to changing simultaneously the forces-of-tariffs and the forces-

oí-subsidies by the sane proportional magnitude (this is not

true when the treatme~t among sectors is not uniforn). We

should recall that, as explained in subsection 2.8.3, no

balanced-budget adjustnent was made in the solution of
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Table .4.3a

Percent changes in regional aggregates in response
to a 10% increaS8 in the exchange rate (Cr$/US$).

e

Case 1 I Case 2 Case 3
Aggregate Fi~ed "'I' •••••••,..., :'~a=e ::ixeà R€: 3.1 ~';aqe ?:.Ü 1.- :::-:-.:::·1.0;'::-'·';:!1 T;:.\ ....I.d •

C.D. e . .::... .::. C.J. C.':::.S.C.J. c.l:...~.

Output:CS 8.82 3.51 - 0.84 d.20

NE 8.47 3.43 - 4.99 - 1.42 H::s
rt

Employ- ::t
1-"

rnent: CS 16.85 7.11 - 7.84 - 2.19 CJl

(total) o
NE 16.53 6.99 -10.50 3.14 PJ- CJlro

rt

Net ::tro
price: CS

I
8.89 9.80 - 2.27 - 2.37 ox

NE 8.09 9.35 5.41 5.39
o- - -I ..-

I
c.J
;J.o

Money o

income:CS I 18.49 13.65 3.11 2.17 ~
I - - ~

I
(T

NE 17.25 l3.10 -10.13 6.73 (D- .- •...
CJl

Output ro::s
price: CS 9.1'2 9.80 0.33 0.32 o.

o.o
NE 8.43 9.35 2.34 2.29 ro- - ::s

- oc
CJl

Real
.

income:CS 8.59 3.51 - 3.44 - 2.49

NE 8.13 3.43 - 7.98 - 4.54

Industrial
mploy:7\ent

CS 19.43 7.67 15.84 7.39

NE 19.84 7.47 7.59 5.12
---- - ~.---_._. ..
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Tab1e 4.3b

Percent changes in sectora1 outputs in res~onse
to a 10% increase in the exchange rate(Cr$/US$)

Sector and Case 1 Case 2 Case 3
Region Fixed ~~ori . ~\-aae :ixed Real ~'~?~0e I ro i i- ::::--.:)2.c~-=-~I

C.D. C.E.S. C.D. C.E.S. C.O. C.C.S

1.Agr. CS 10.30 4.68 - 5.11 -1. 40
,NE 10.26 4.65 - 5.07 -1.39

H
::1

2.Ext. CS 10.30 5 •.1'6' 13.32 6.90 r+
:NE 6.81 3.41 8.87 4.58 ::r•....

CJl

3.N-rn.rn.CS 9.56 1. 93 14.09 2.98 o
NE 6.70 1.35 .i0.00 2.11 PJ

CJl
(l)

4.!1et. CS 9.62 3.51 13.87 5.28 rt
NE 13.04 4.74 18.95 7.21 :;-

(l)

5.Leath.CS 11. 59 4.03 5.75 4.52 (l)
x

NE 8.09 2.38 4.54 2.83 o
::J
PJ

6.Chern. CS 3.04 2.21 6.23 5.14 ::s
ú:l

NE 1.23 0.89 2.51 2.07 (l)

~
7.Text. CS 13.73 6.33 -10.17 -2.88 PJ

rr
NE 10.77 4.43. - 7.23 -1. 54 (l)

•....
8.Food CS 6.39 2.32 4.65 3.15 Ul

NE 7.04 2.63 5.18 3.58 ro
::sc,

9.Pap ...CS 9.24 3.3,9 16.07 6.23 o
I.Q

NE 6.30 2.33 11. 39 4.38 (l)
::so

10.El.en.CS 8.53 c3.14 - 2.64 -1.14 Ul

NE 11. 53 4.10 7.ú4 -2.26 .-
11.Const.CS 5.66 2.37 - 8.96 -4.44

NE 5.33 2.27 - 8.67 -4.32

12.Serv. CS 9.65 3.44 -11.03 -3.96
NE 9.19 3.32 -11.90 -4.21

-
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the present exchange rate problem. However, the balanced-

budget adjustments are not very significant as co~?ared

to non-adjusted results. Thus, the analysis of excha~ge rate

in its interregional implications is approximately equi'lalent

to the joint analysis of the two instrlli~ents studied in the

previous section.

As for the total employment effects oi the exchange

rate - Table 4.3a-employment(tota1) -, it should be nentioned

the approximation between the present results and those ob-

tained by Taylor & Black (1973, p. 18) for Chile: In case 1

( one of their cases) the elasticity of total employment

with respect to the exchange rate was fou~d to be 1.67 in

this study and 1.69 in their ~ork, when Cobb-~oug1as production

functions are used. For ~he CES case, ~te e:asticitis5 falI

to 0.71 and 0.87, respectively.

When used as discri~i~ating ins~=u~encs o~

protection, ~ultiple exchange rates shou1d be ~nalyzed

in their proper capacities - both as tar~f:s (for i~pcrt

sectors) and as subsidies (for export sectors). A ~ultiple

exchange rate sys~e~ of protection was set up in Brazil

from 1953 to 1955 - see Kafka (1956). rts role as a means

to increase regional disparities was exarn~ned by CODE::O (1959)

and more recently by Barrett (1972). The conclusicn has
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been that the mu1tip1icity of exchange rates discriminated

against the Northeast. A1though under a different theoretica1

framework, the present study wou1d lead to similar results.

As in that system the import sectors had exchange rates

that in general were higher than those for export goods -

see Kafka (1956, p. 310) - it protected more heavily the

sectors predominating in the Center-South. Uniformity of

protectionist regime a10ne would have been enough to

increase regional disparities, according to the preceding

ana1ysis of this section. Discrimination in favor of import

industries, a fortiori, led to further discrepancy of

regional incomes.
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4.4,State taxes

As of 1959, state fiscal revenues in Brazil are

almost totally represented by the "lmpôsto de Vendas e Con-

signações - lVC" (sales tax). lt was assessed on a turnover

basis at every stage from production to consumption. For

the purposes of this study, it will be treated as equivalent

to a value added tax, due to the open-econo~y nature of the

model with its rigid price assumptions. Furthermore, instead

of lVC, I will refer to the tax as lCM - "lmpôsto de Circula-

ção de t·1ercadorias:1 (commodi ty circulation tax ), as it has
2been called after the 1967 tax reformo The analysis of this

reform has been made by Araújo et aI. (1973) and Haddad &

Andrade (1973).

Despite the approximate uniformity o~ the legal

rates, the tax coll~ction data ?resented in the last Chapter

show a pronounced discrepancy between regions. Actual rates

in the North~ast are half of those in the Center-South, on

the average. This has to do with different complex social

and economic structures, reflected in the efficacy of tax

administration~ Discussion of this topic is out of the scope

of the present study. vihat rriattershere is the interregional

effects of hypothetical tax changes in each region.

Tables 4.4 and 4.5 (a-b) show the results of imposing

an ICr.! rate increas8 o: 10~ (i.e. r ten percent of the rates



Tab1e 4.4a

Percent changes in regional aggregates in response
io a 10% increase in the IC~ rate in Center-South
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Aggregate
Case 1

c.~.s.
Fixed ::0::1.

C.D.
I Case 2
. Fi:·:eà P,eal
, C. i).

Case]

Output:CS

NE

-0.76

-0.36

-0.29

-0.07

-0.59

-0.12

-0.24

-0.01

-0.21

0.17

-0.13

0.10

Emp1oy-
ment: CS

(total)
NE

-1.19

-0.74

-0.38

-0.15

-0.73

-0.28

-0.28

-0.04

-0.14

0.29

-0.07

0.16

Net
price: CS

NE

-0.74

-0.37

-0.71

-0.24

-0.55

-0.14

-0.56

-0.06

-0.18

0.13

-0.28

0.17

Money
income:CS

NE

-1. 50

-0.73

-1. 00

-0.31

-1.14

-0.26

-0.80

-0.07

-0.39

0.30

-0.41

0.27

Output
price: CS

NE

-0.11

-0.24

-0.11

-0.19

0.01

-0.07

0.01

-:0.06

0.43

0.24

0.32

0.23

Real
income:CS

NE

-1. 32

-0.49

-0.89

-0.12

-1.15

-0.19

-0.81

-0.01

-0.82

0.06

-0.73

0.04



Table 4.4b

Percent changes in sectoral outputs in res~onse to a
10%' increase in the rGl rate in the Center-South
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Sector and
Region

Case 1 C2..~;e3
Fi;.:eà ::o~.. ~':a.ce

Case 2 I
Fi;-:edReal ;·;e.ce

C.D. C.E.S. C.D. C.E.S. C.J. C.S.S.

1.Agr. CS -0.79.NE -0.59
2.Ext. CS 0.09

"NE 0.06

3.N-m.m.CS -0.79
NE 0.10

4 .Het. CS -1. 09
NE 0.18

5.Leath.CS -1.J.0
NE -0.29

6.Chem. CS -0.45
NE 0.04

7.Text. CS -1.38
NE -0.6 Ó

8.Food CS -0.60
NE -0.04

9.Pap •.•CS -1.12
NE 0.14

lO.El.en.CS -0.76
NE -0.58

11.Const.CS -0.46
NE -0.42

12.Serv. CS -0.77
NE -0.63

-0.30
-0.19

0.04
0.03

'-0.16
0.02

-0.41
0.06

-0.41
-0.03
-O.3i

0.03
"'0.68
-0.18
-0.2S

0.03

-0.44
O" OS

-0.25
-0.15
-0.17
-0.15
-U.23
-0.17

-0.45
-0.26

0.02
0.02

-0.89
0.03

-1.18
0.05

-0.98
-0.21
-0.53

0.01

-0.8ó
-0.26
-0.56
-0.00
-1. 27

0.03

-0.51
-0'.17

-0.14
-0.11

-0.32
-0.16

-0.18
-0.07

0.01
0.00

-0.19
0.00

-0.44
0.01 .

-0.42
-0.04

-0.43
0.01

-0.49
-0.01

-0.26
0.01

-0.49
, O. b1

-0.17
-0.03

-0.03
-0.02

-0.09
-0.02

-0.02
0.17
0.85
0.57

-0.U8
0.60

-0.37
1.14

-0.24
0.31

-0.23
0.13

-0.36
0.14

-0.12
0.48

-0.44
0.61

-0.13
0.28

-0.04
-0.02

-0.06
0.06

-0.01
ü.I0
0.37
0.24

-0.04
0.10

-0.19
0.35

-0.16
0.12

-0.23
0.08

-0.28
0.09

-0.10
0.20

-0.22
0.19

-0.06
0.10

-0.02
-0.01
-0.02

0.04
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Tab1e .4.5a

'Percent chanaes in regional aggregates in response
to a 10% increase in the rCM rate in the Northeast

Case 1 I Case 2 Case "S-'Aggregate Fi:ced :\Or:1. :';ace . ?ixed Real P,' Ip· _~ i ,."",",\r:'l'r"\~.
I

.,age ,_ull _;!\?_o.;'.,_.._
C.D. C.~.S. C.D. C.E·.S. I C.D. C.E:.S.

Output:CS -0.01 -0.00 -0.01 -0.00 0.03 0.02

NE -0.15 -0.07 -0.16 -0.08 -0.11 -0.06

Emp1oy-
rnent: CS -0.01 -0.00 -0.02 -0.00 0.06 0.0.3

(total)
NE -0.20 -0.10 -0.21 -0.10 -0.13 -0.07

Net
price: CS -0.01 -0.00 -Q.01 -0.01 0.02 0.03,

\

NE -0.14 -0.18 -0.15 -0.19 -0.11 -0.14

toney 0.05incorne:CS -0.02 -0.00 -0.02 -0.01 0.05

NE -0.29 -0.25 -0.31 -0.27 -0.22 -0.20

Output
-0.01 -0.00 0.04price: CS -0.01 -0.01 0.03

NE 0.08 0.05 0.07 0.07 0.11 0.08

Real
income:CS -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 0.02 0.01

NE -0.37 -0.30 .-0.38 -0.34 -0.33 -0.28
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Table 4. 5b

Percent changes in sectoral outputs in response to
a 10% increase in the rCM rate in the Northeast

Sector and Case 1 Case 2 C:ise 3
Region Fixed :~ ::):7: • ~'laGe I Fixed Real :'laa'2 ~ :.;.12. - .:.:7::J 1.0·:::'12 n~

C~D. C.E.S. C.D. C.E.S. C.U. C.E.S.

1.Agr. CS -0.02 -0.01 -0.02 -0.00 0.04 0.02
,NE -0.11 -O.oS -0.1~ -O.Oó -0.06 -0.04

2.Ext. CS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.03 '
:NE -0.01 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 0.03 0.02

3.N-m.m.CS 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.06 0.01
NE -0.3~ -0.0'6 -0.36 -0.07 -0.32 -0.06

4.Het. CS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.02
NE -0.84 -0.30 -0.90 -O •. 33 -0.83 -0.31

5.Leath.CS -0.02 -0.00 -0.02 -0.00 0.04 0.02
NE -0.26 -0.11 -0.28 -0.12 -0.24 -0.10

6.Chem. CS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.01
NE -0.11 -0.08 -0.12 -0.09 -0.11 -0.09

7.Text. CS -0.03 -0.01 -0.03 -0.01 0.04 0.02
NE -0.24 -0.15 -0.26 -0.17 -0.20 -0.14

8.Food CS -0.01 -0.00 -p.01 -0.00 0.03 0.01
NE -0.32 -0.15 -0.34 -0.17 -0.31 -0.16

9.Pap .•. CS 0.00 O.OU 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.02
NE -0.47 -0.17 -0.50 -0.19 -0.47 -0.18

10.El.en.CS -ü.Ol -0.00 -0.01 -0.00 0.03 0.01
NE -0.23 -0.09 -0.25 -0.10 -0.18 -0.07

11.Const.CS -0.02 -0.01 -0.02 -0.00 0.01 0.01
NE -0.03 -0.01 -0.03 -0.01 0.00 0.00

12.Serv. CS -0.02 -0.01 -0.02 -0.00 0.03 0.01
NE -0.08 -0.04 -0.08 -0.04 -0.03 -0.02
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effectively prevailing in each region, in 1959) in C.South

and Northe~st, respectively. As it should be predictable,

an equal rate increase for both regions penalizes much IT.ore

the Center-South. This is consistent with the general

conclusion of this study that taxes tend to reduce regional

disparities. Due to the lower effective rates in the Northeast,

it is in this region that the tax is less detrimental to the

economy.

However, comparison of the two tables highlights

the interregional asymmetry of the results. The cross-regional

effects are very different according to the region of origino

For case 1 and Cobb-Couglas specification, while real incorne

in the Northeast falls by 0.~9% as a result o: a 10% increase

in C.South IC~ rate, it falls only by 0.01% in the C.South

as a consequence of 10% increase in the Northeast rCM rate.

In general, the sectoral results of Tables 4.4b and

4.5b show, as we should expect, more signif~cant clecreasas

in the more heavily tax~d sectors 3-9, but general equilibriu~

repercussions in the real wage and in the structure of

relative prices require declines even in non-taxed sectors 10
and 11.

the tax
The sectors are obviously more penalized by

when this 1s imposed in their own regions.
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4.5 Federal indi~2ct tax

Federal indirect tax revenues in Brazil are almost

totally produced by the "1mpôsto sôbre Produtos 1ndustriali-

zados - IP1" (manu~actured-coIT~odity tax), which falls on

industrial sectors 3-9. 1t is assessed on a value added

basis at the wholesa.le leveI, when the commodity leaves the

factory (the tax paid on purchases of raw materiaIs is

deducted from the tax calculated on sales of final goods).

A selective rate schedule is adopted, in general according

to essentiality. Although in 1959 it was called "1mpôsto de

Consumo" (federal ~onsumption tax) with some differences in

schedule and assessrnent procedures, here it ~/ill be treated

as the manufactured-conrnodity taxo

According to the ~inistry of Finance data prese~te

in the last chapter for 1959, the actual 1P1 rates in the

Northeast ar~ only about a half of what they are in the

Center-South, although the legal rates are the same between

regions. The reason of this discrepancy lies again cn

different social and economic structures.

For sirnplication, here I will exarnl~e 1PI effe=ts

only on regional industrial employment. The effects for ~~e

other aggregates follow a similar direction. This 5eems :0

be outstandingly relevant not only due to the sericus
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Percent changes in industrial emp10yment in response
to an increase Qf 10% in all IPI rates in both regions

Region
Case 1

Fixed Nom. ~<Jage
C.D. C.E.S.

CS

NE

Case 2
Fixed Real ~'lage
C.D. C.E.S.

Case 3
F'u Lk+Erap Loyrne nt;
C.D. C.E.S.

-1. 98 -0.83

-1. 29 -0.34

-1.89 -0.82

-1. 00 -0.37

-0.97 -0.58

-0.09 -0.15
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une~ployment problem specially in the Northeast but also

because the tax falls only on industrial sectors 3-9.

As the Center-South is the predominant manufacturing

are a of the country, the industrial tax penalizes more that

region. For case 1 and C.Douglas production functions - table

4.6 -, a 10% increase in alI IPI rates (in both reyions)

causes a falI in industrial employment of 1.93% in the

Center-South and 1.29% in the Northeast. The remaining

cases give similar results. ~his points to the

federal-tax effect of reducing regional disparities.

4.6 Labor tax

The potentialities of the Johansen-type general

equilibriQ~ model are illustrated in this study by its ability

to deal simultaneously with a wide range of different problems

of economic policy. In the present interregional applications,

a labor (or payroll) tax is another instrlli~ent that can be

investigated.

In Brazil there has been a serious concern about

social security and many other labor charges, which have gane
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Tab1e 4. 7a
Percent changes in regional aggregates in rcsponse
to a 10% labor tax or. alI sectors in both regions,

exc1uding agricult~re, extractive industry,
and services

Case 1 I Case 2 i Case J
Aggregate Fixed :'0:-:-.. :';a(;e ! Fixeà ~eal :'iage :F'..lL. -::::::,)lO'.'::'2:,~,

- I . .
C.D. C.E.S. C.D. C.E.S. i r'" - r' ~

I \"".u. "" • .c.. • .::;.

Output:CS - 5.84 - 2.23 - 4.07 - 1.75 - 1.20 - 0.83'

NE - 4.83 - 1.64 - 2.37 - 0.95 - 0.37 - 0.27

\Employ-
ment: CS - 9.04 - 2.96 - 4.53 - 1.61 - 0.19 - 0.11

(total)
NE - 8.28 - 2.53 - 3.34 - 1.09 0.42 0.26

Net
price: CS - 5.70 - 5.40 - 3.66 - 3.64 - 1.03 - 1.50

NE - 4.70 - 4.30 - 2.24 - 2.21 - 0.44 - 0.57

t-1oney -11. 21 7.61 7.58 5.33 2.23 2.33income:CS - - - - -
NE - 9.35 - 5.87 - 4.56 - 3.14 - 0.81 - 0.84

Output 1.61 1.37 0.00 0.00 3.19 2.53price: CS - - - -
NE - 1.96 - 1.63 0.00 0.04 2.46 2.09

Real
income:CS - 9.76 - 6.33 - 7.58 - 5.33 - 5.25 - 4.74

NE - 7.54 - 4.31 - 4.56 - 3.10 - 3.27 - 2.93

Industrial
employment:

CS -15.85 - 6.91 -15.20 - 6.86 - 5.63 - 3.85
NE -15.47 - 6.23 -13.16 - 5.87 - 4.29 - 3.17
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Tab1e 4.7b

'Percent changes i~ sectora1 outputs in response
to a 10% lubc~ tax on ~11 sec~ors ~n both regio~5,

excluding agricu1ture, ex~ractive industry,
anel services

Sector and Case 1 i Case 2 C:::.se 3
Region Fixec .l\o:-:: . ~'1"~::~ I ? i :·:e~: ;).02 éi 1 :';~Ge I ?1...! 1 ~ - ~:-.:) 101/:7:e:-..:.

C.O. C.E.S. C.O. C.2. S.I C.8 . C.L::.S.
.'

1.Agr. CS -5.22 -1. 79 -2.19 -0.77 0.55 0.34
.NE -5.15 -1.74 -2.13 -0.72 0.61 0.38

2.Ext. CS 0.78 0.36 0.19 0.07 6.56 2.71
.NE 0.48 o , ~2 0.ú8 0.02 4.30 1.77

3.N-rn.rn.CS -8.57 -1. 80 -9.47 -1.97 -3.21 -0.92
NE -6.03 -1. 26 -6.68 -1.39 -2.27 -ü.65

4.Het. CS -8.66 -3.28 -9.50 -3.57 -3.27 -1. 68
NE -11.77 -4.45 -12.93 -4.86 -4.45 -2.29

5.Leath.CS -7.74 -2.84 -6.59 -2.93 -1. 24 -1.02
NE -5.39 -1. 68 -4.69 -1.76 -0.85 ~O.60

6.Che:n , CS -4.39 -3.59 -5.02 -4.09 -2.69 -2.59
NE -1. i 2 -1. 41 -1. 93 -3... 61 -1.04 -1. 01

7.Text. CS -10.37 -5.09 -5.67 -3.54 -2.67 -2.21
NE -3.14 -3.5i -4.60 -2.57 -2.10 -1.56

8.Food CS -3.81 -1. 55 -3.47 -1.68 -0.23 -0.49
NE -4.21 -1. 77 -3.85 -1. 93 -0.27 -0.57..

9.Pap ...CS -7.15 -2.81 -8.50 73.29 -1. 97 -1. 27
NE -4.89 -1.94 -5.90 -2.29 -1.36 -0.88

10.El.en.CS -6.51 -2.53 -4.31 -1. 81 -1.72 -1.10
NE -8.09 -2.93 -4.43 -1. 87 -1.62 -1. 07

11. Cons t. CS -3.98 -1. 70 -1.10 -0.55 -0.80 -0.62
NE -3.76 -1. 65 -1. 01 -0.54 -0.78 -0.62

12.Serv. CS! -5.69 -1. 62 -1. 62 -0.38 -0.27 -0.01
N~ -5.25 -1. 48 -1.10 -0.22 -0.10 0.03
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up tó more than 45% of the wage bill. Bacha et alo (1972) is

the most recent study on this problem.

With respect to the interpretation of the labor

tax to be analyzed in this section, it should be pointed out

that it could also be considered as an exogenous nominal wage

increase resulting, for instance, from"labor-union pressures.

(It should be remembered that, in the present model, what is

fixed for numéraire is the nominal wage rate net-of-tax)

For lack of good data, the labor tax will be

assumed to be zero at the beginning. Furthermore, agriculture,

extractive industry, and service sectors will be supposed

not to be levied, given their peculiar nature that makes

difficult the imposition of such a taxo

We can see from Table ~.7a che effect of introducing

a 10% labor tax on sectors 3-11. It is interesting to note

the regularity o: the strongly netative effect in alI cases

and for alI aggregate variables.

Following the conclusion drawn for the indirect

taxes, the labor tax i~ an agent of reducing interregional

disparities. For thc fixed nominal wage case and Cobb-Douglas

production functions (first col~~n oÍ table 4.7a), we see

that a 10% payrol1 tax on sectors 3-11 causes decreases in

real incomes oi 9.76% in the Center-South and 7.54% in the

Northeast. The effects on employment - either total or on1y
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industrial (sectors 3-9) - are stronger but interregional

differences are less pronounced, though in the same direction.

At the disaggregated leveI, sectors 3 to 9 follow

the interregional differences indicated by their regional

supply elasticities. The remaining sectors react between

regions with minor differences dictated by relative price

and wage effects.

The study by Bacha et alo (1972), at the national

leveI, should be compared to the present one at the inter-

regional leveI. The conclusion of the former is that sectoral

employment is very sensitive to a labor tax or other labor

charges. Using Bacha's results for elasticities of substi-
4tution in the CES cases , the present study has found that,

interregionally, such a tax is conducive to dec=easing

disparities o: employment and incorne between che Center-

South and the ~ortheast.
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4.7 Exogenous desand

The last instrument of government policy to be studied

in its interregional implications is exogenous demando This has

~been the main focus of many interregianal models, on which I will

make some comments and one rough empirical application.

4.7.1 Estimates with the Chenerv model.

One af the most popular interregional input-output
~

models is the one presented in the so-called "Chenery report"

for Italy in Chenery et aI. (1953, ch. V). The explanation of

the main features o: that model does not meet the space

constraints of this study, and the reader is referred to

Chenery & Clar~ (1959, ch. 3 and 12) and Yan (1969, ch. 7).

It has been used, 3~ong othars, by Meses (1955) ~or the United

State~, Brodersohn (1965) for Argentina, and Hart~ick (1969)

for Canada. Serio~s criticisms cn the application c: this xodel

to Brazilian conditions ~ere presented by Haddad ~1972),

basica11y against the assu~ption of interregiona1ly identical
&: t:' ,input-output cO~~_;Clents. These were sirnulated, for illustrative

purposGs, by Haddad & A~drade (1973) in the analysis of 1967

State tax reformo

In an atte~pt to investigate how that type oi model

vcu l.d predict cha nçes for Brazil, I aggregated the Brazilian

input-output table into 4 sectors, namely agric~lture, industry,
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services, and househo1ds (this 1ast sector corresponds to the
row,of va1ue ad~ed and to the co1umn of consurnption distribu-
tion by sectors of origin in the "c1osed" input-output tabIe)~
Then I bui1t the interregional input-output tabIe (of order
8x8) following a procedure si~ilar to that explained in the
1ast chapter (section 3.2), this time in a much more compact
form. Regional con su.ap t Lon coefficients we re taken by
aggregating Fundação Getúlio Vargas (1962) budget st~dies,
and are presented in Table 4.7.1a. From this table we can see
that agriculture and services take smal1er budget shares in
the Center-South than in the Northeast. Also, total consumption
coefficients for the regions are 72.22% and 84.94%, respectively.

The regional supply coefficients are presented in
.able 4.7.1b, where we can observe, no~ in ~cre aggregate forro,
~r.e large asyrnnecry in interregional depe nde nce , especially in
~.e case of industri~l ;ooos. Services ar.d ~o~sehol~s are taggeci
as "local" (or non- t zad ed ) sectorS. Ir.,portsin t:hi5 type of
.0del are treated as non-competitive, i.e., as fixed proportions
of sectoral outputs.

With the agg:.egated national input-output tabIe
(4 sectors) and using the regional supply coefficients, we

can build the ãirect interregiona1 input-output matrix - (Table
.7.1c)-, whose inverse (Table 4.7.ld) contains the mu1tipliers
hat serve to estimate the sectora1 anã regional effects of a
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Tab1e 4.7.1a

REGIO(-;AL 2S~;Süi''PTION COEFFICIE!JTS

Sector Center-South Northeast

Agricu1tt.:re .1257 .1764

Industry .2813 .2663

Services .3152 .4067

Househo1ds

Source of o~~ginal data: FGV (1962).

Table 4.7.1b

REGIO::.::"':" S:";??LY COEFFICIE~TS
F.OR 'r~.2 CHE~ERY :·lODEL

Sector Su??ly to C.South
fro~ CS from ~E i~oorts

Supply to Northeast
rro:n CS rrc!7\ ~IE i::l:Jort s

r.griculture .95: .016 .032
_ndustry .596 .011 .092

Services 1.eco

Households 1.coa

.007 .964 .029

.387 .572 .041
1.000

1.000

ourc_~s o: _~~:-.;;2. d~t·:l:IPEA (1967) and Goodman s Albuquerq· ..:.Õ'

(1971) .



Table 4.7.1c
DIRECT INPUT-OUTPUT ~lAfrRIX FOR TIIE INTERREGIONAL MODEL = A

~r
N.•.!.no N.1.~~r N~Hhd __ 9~gr ___2!.lnd __ ª.__~~r ____~...Jihd

N.Agr .0722 .1199 .0008 .1752 . .0012. .0021 - .0021
I

I .0324
•

N.lnd .2393 .0925 .1587 .0007 .OG52 .0018 .0037

N.:;erv I.0200 .1080 .1050 •l061
ll.llhd .8529 .3609 .7551
:>.Agr \00005 .0008 - .0012 .0715- .1186 .0008 .1236
!>.lnd .0220 .1622 •01)60 .1016 . .0537 .3963- .1367 .2776

I

S.Serv I - - - - .0200 .1080 . 10'10 .3153
I

!>.Hhd - - - - .8529 .3609 . 7 '-ylj"

........

....,J



Table 4.7.1d

INVERSE MATRIX )-1= (I-A

N.Agr N.lnd N.::>erv N.Hhd S.Agr S.Ind ::>.Serv S.Hhd
--- I

--~-
N.Ag 11.75293 .70792 •(i?337 .69092 .04301 .05191 .04275 .03050 I

N. Ind 1 .87010 1.99992 .90559 .84712 .06608 .08283 .06928 .06223
N.Ser 1.47159 1.30902 2.50219 1.49062 .05550 .06832 .05672 .051641

IN.Hhd 2.92117 2.31478 2.77499 3.02139 .10241 .1;'1)79 .10432 .09518
S.Ag .53019 .60724 .55024 .5 11)65 .1.81528 .93333 .75834 .72593
S.In 2.09895 2.40953 2.18281) 2.04284 2.14691 3.73948 2.30281 2.04284
S.tierl .94211 1.08090 .97927 .91676 1.52367 1.6731)1 2.63403 1.48938
S.Hhd 11.92167 2.-20436 1.99712 1.06905 3.47451 3.41029 3.46841 3.48193

- ---- _. __ ._._~---_._------_. __ .... - ..-_._-- .... -_. -.

•.....
•.....
OJ



Tab1e 4.7.1e

FEDERAL I~VES(rrt1ENT P:lOGRAM FOR NORTHBA3T

119

Initlal In c r e a s e Ln t'Lna L d ernand

as a reeylt, af the investment pragram (CrS million af 1972)'

C,Sout~ ~arth~.ê.1
Agriculture
Industry 4,625 6,385

2,500Services
Househo1de 10,000

T o tal 4,625 18 ,885

Table 4.7.1f

SOLUTIOZ-; TO TEE I~ITERRBGIUN..I.JJ ~AO.uE1

Imno r-t 9---
690

690

Increase ln pror.uction (Cr$million)

C.South ~~o r ~~1e a ~! .,•.••••....•........... -.- -----_-..-.-.-.

Agricultura 14.999.3 13,170.3
lnt1ustry 54,649.7 24,787.8
services 26,743.8, 30,424.9
Houaaho Ld e 5 I~ t 530.7 53.~54.7

T o t a 1 150.923.5 12',937.7

911.5
7 .381. °

-
8,292.5

11 .700
2,500

10,000

24.200

29,081.1
A6,818.5
57.168. 7

108,085.4

281 ,153.7

.South sh1rments to Northenst(net) = 1~.A83.4
ortheastern importa tirom abroad) = -2~QL2

18,043.9
ortheastern Marg.Prop.to import = 18,043.9/53,554.7 = 0.34
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given change in exogenous demando We should note that in the
,

-household" rows of the inverse matrix are the income mu1tip1iers,

the r~~aining rows being output mu1tipliers.

For lack of data, sectoral distribution of initia1

exoqenous expenditures was assumed to be structural1y similar

to Chenery's estimates for Italy. Such a distr1but1on forms

the column vector that will post-mult1ply the inverse matrix

shown in Table 4.7.ld. For Brazil, the investrnent program

presented in details by Hollanda (1972) refers to the planned

application of resources by the federal government in the

Northeast for the period 1972-1974, included in the First

National Development Plano Such a program was used here for

an empirical il1ustration of the Chenery modelo The Cr$24

billion plan was àistributed as an initial increase i~ final

demand and is presented in Table 4.7.le, where we can see

that 19% of the resources are initially channelled to the

Center-South to buy industrial goods.

Using this rough statistical apparatus, the solution

of the Chenery interregional model is shown in Table 4.7.1f,

where we can note that, largely as a result of the conslli~ption

structure, the overall investment income multiplier is

108.1/24.2 = 4.46. Table 4.8 shows the interregional results

obtained here with those estirnated by Chenery for Italy and

Moses for the United States.
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Tab1e 4. 8

COMPARISON OF REGIONAL ANALYSES

(in percent)

I BRAZIL ITALY (Chenery) i U .S. (r·lo5e5 )I
Item t;

I NE CS South North East í"lestI

a.Initia1 divi-
sion of income 15 85 25 75 42 58

b.Division of ini-
tia1 increase in
final demand 81 19 63 37

c.Division of total
income produced 50 50 55 45 66 34

d.Distribution of
income prod;lce::l
by sectors:

i) local 69 43 68 42 73 39
ii) non-local 31 57 32 58 27 61

e.Regional pro!?en-
sity to import .34 .42 .30

I
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In summary, what Table 4.8 shows for Brazil, following
Ithe order of its items, is:

a) at the beginning oi the investment program,

Northeast and Center-South shared 15% and 85% of

national income, respectivelYi

b) the direct resources of the program were initially

applied in the two regions in the proportions of

81% and 19%, respectivelYi

c) the final effect of the program, despi te intended

primarily to benefit the Northeast, was to give

equal income increases to both regionsi

d) "local" sectors (i.e., those not sold inter-

regionally and here including services and

households) in the Northeast had 69% of the

income produced in the region, the remaining 31%

being generated in non-local sectors (agriculture

and industry). For the Center-South the propor-

tions were 43% and 57%, respectively;

e) from the income result of the program in the

Northeast, 34% would be paid for imports into

that region.
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It is striking to observe the sirnilarity between

the Italian, the ;~erican, and the Brazilian cases. Because

of the h~avy depenãence of the Northeast on the Center-South

for the supply of industrial commodities, an investment

program intended to help the poor region generates half of

its benefits in the rich region. The Chenery-type model has

produced similar results for alI the cases studied, including

Canada (Hartwick-1969). The less self-sufficient is the region,

the larger are the leakages. The far-reaching political

implications of these findings are easily perceived.

However, the Chenery model neglects many relevant

points, such as price changes, factor constraints, endo-

genous demand, labor employment, and thus it is mainly in

he nature of a Keynesian analysis of sectoral multi-

pliers.6 This is che reason for the rather illustrative

p rpose attached to this subsection, which has been pre-

sented mainly to compare its results with those to be ob-

ained in the following subsec~ion by using the Johansen

general equilibriun framework.
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4.7.2 Results of the multi-sectoral " i" '" o c: JL '_

In order to assess the effects of exogenous demand

under the model employed in this study, a cowment should be

rnade on price asswnptions. As it was explained in Chapter lI,

prices of import sectors are directly d=termined by tariffs

and exchange rate, and thus free from the influence of exogenous

demando (except for case 3 - full employment -, where the ex-

change rate is endogenous). In contrast, non-traded sector

prices are endogenous and export sector prices have an

endogenous component represented by world prices. The conse-

quence is that only for the last two classes of sectors is

exogenous demand interesting for analysis.

A numerical investigation was Qade to see how the

two regional economies react to a 10% increase in exogenous

emand for ncn-traà~d and export sectors. Jonansen's

procedure of using exogenous demand changes in terms of

sectorJs gross prod~ction (less own-sector deliveries) was

adopted, since exogenous demand oy its nature is a net concept

and may be on both sides of zero (though not in the present

case), thus not appropriate to serve as basis of proportional

change analysis. Therefore, the interregional effects of an

"ncrease in exogenous demand equivalent to 10% of (gross

.roduction less own-sector deliveries) are presented in Tanle

.9 when the increase occurs for C.South sectors, and in Table

.10 when the increase is directed to Northeastern sectors.
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As explained in section 2.8.2, no balanced-budget

adjustment was ~ade for the present case of increase in

exogenous dernand, considered here to be financed by foreign

resources, thus preserving its purely exogenous character.

Also, to save space and time I do not present the sectoral

breakdown, suc~ that only the aggregate results are disccssed~

To interpret the solution of tables 4.9 and 4.10 we

could ask, for example, why should an increase in exog~nous

demand in the Center-South cause a decrease in output,'

employ~ent, and income in the Northeast? We can explain this

result by noting that, in the demand-supply balance equation
,

(2.5.1), an exogenous increase in Z (on the de~and side)
,

requires either an increase in the supply or a decrea~e in the

other for~s o: ienand (e~dogenous cons~~ption, inter~ediate

demand and eXPQrts), ar both. The increase in supply of a 3ector

in Center-South is only compatible with increase in t~e relativ~

price (p*' positive) of the same sector - cf.supply function

(2.6.1'). This means a decrease in relative prices of the

remaining sectors and especially in the Northeast, which is

related to output decrease in this =egion. The decrease in the

other for~s of de~and, ,especial1y endogenous consunption

(9.09% falI in total consumption in Brazil for Case l-C.Douglas

-not sho~n in Table 4.9) produces a strong negative incorne

effect in the dema!ld for Northeastern sectors, also consistent

with output decreasc.
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\ Tab1e ·4.9
Percent c~anges in regional aggregates in response
to a 10'%'increase* in exogenous demand for non-
traded and export sectors in the Center-South.

,
Case 1 I Case 2 f Case]

Aggregate Fixed :\':)[:1. :':age Fixed Real \'iace !t;'Il ...•1-,..- ~ ,--o._u.1 _ ...D.1O/ ...e n t;
-' I .C.D. C.E.S. i C.D. C.E.S. I C.i). C.c.S.

I 1.94 1.20 0.61 0.49Output:CS 0.93 0.75

NE -3.41 -2.35 -4.83 -3.21 -4.56 -3.04

Emp1oy-
ment: CS 6.39 4.33 3.79 2.67. 4.10 2.89

(total)
NE -6.74 -4.91 -9.58 -6.93 -8.98 -6.32

Net
price: CS 1.90 3.63 0.73 1.47 0.70 1.66

NE -3.43 -7.09 -4.86 -9.71 -4.53 -8.98

Money 3.88 4.87 1.66 1.45 2.16income:CS 2.09

NE -6.72 -9.27 -9.46 -12.61 -8.88 -11. 75

Output 1. 47 2.75 0.54 1.07 0.23 0.77price: CS

NE -2.69 -5.50 -3.83 -7.57 -3.84 -7.39

eal
ncome:CS 2.38 2.07 1.11 1.01 1.22 1.38

NE -4.14 -3.99 -5.85 -5.45 -5.24 -4.71

he increase is equal to 10% of (gross production less own-
sector deliveries).
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Tab1e 4. 10
Percent changes in regional aggregates in response

to a.l0% increase* in exogenous demand for non-
traded and export sectors in the Northeast.

Case 1 I Case 2 ! Case 3
Aggregate Fixed :'O:7t • ~';aae Fixeà Real \']ace ! F'..111-Ei':'.!:) Is'.'::;:;:!"l t:

, ! < IC.D. C.E.S. I C.D. C.E.S. C.D. C ..:..S..

Output:CS -, 0.43 - 0.31 - 0.67 - 0.44 -2.14 -1.41

NE 5.9,4 4.01 5.'60 3.80 4.30 2.92

Emp1oy-
ment: CS 1- 1.04 - 0.77 - 1.66 - 1.16 -4.30 -3.01

(total) I
NE 12.60 8.79 11.93 8.37 9.41 6.59

et
rice: CS - 0.48 - 1.03 - 0.76 - 1.44 -2.20 -4.10.

NE 5.33 10.75 4.99 10.14 3.76 7.81

- ney ,
-COr.le:CS i_ 0.91 - 1.34 - 1. 43 - 1.88 -4.29 -5.15

NE 11. 59 15.19 10.87 14.33 8.22 10.96,

-=put-- .•. e: CS - 0.33 - 0.70 - 0.55 - 1.10 -2.09 -3.79

NE 4.15 8.25 ,'3.88 7.76 2.49 5.31

-- ... ..e :CS - 0.58 - 0.64 - 0.88 - 0.78 -2.25 -1. 41

NE 7.14 6.41 6.73 6.10 5.59 5.37

~.e increase is eq~al to 10% of (gross production i~ each
sector 1ess o~n-sector de1iv~ri~s).
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It is interesting to note how different are these

resul ts f rorn tho se obtairied by using the Che ne ry+t.yp . modelo

Since :".r)'y./ there are many general-equilibrium constraints':'J

be met, increasing exogenous de~and in one region leads to

an increase in its real inco~e but to a decrease in the

overall endogenous consumptionand reduction in real income

of the other region. This did not.ha~~en in Chenery-type

analysis, where those constraints did no~ exist and thus

both regions had their real incornes i~creasec merely as a

a result of quantity consiste~cy requirernents.

It should be noted that in alI cases the elasticities

of real income of the Northeast with respect to exogenous

dernand in the sarne region (.0537 to .0714) are higher than

the corresponàing ones in the Center-Sou~h (.0101 to .0238).

The reason is that, 2ucn ~ore than in the C.South, the

Northeast depends heavily on export a~j non-traded sec~crs,

whose exogenous dernands are increaseà in this case.

4.8 Interreaional trade coef~icierits " f.'

Theoretically i~ is predictable, and with the

present Johansen-type model it is measurable, how the ~ositive
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or nega tive effects of various policy instr~~ents are inter-

regionally transmitted through a changing pattern of trade.

A relevant question to be asked is to what extent

would the results so far obtained be modified if there were

some modification in the interregional input-output coefficients.

Stability of these coefficients has been the most frequently

criticized assumption of interregional input-output models.

The question will not be solved here, but some suggestions can

be given by looking at the general solution.

For the fixed-nominal-wage case and CES production

function specification, I have recomputed the model by reducing

all interregional coefficients by 10% and making the necessary

upward adjustment in the regional ccefficients. In other words,

denoting by aS~ the interregional input-out?ut coefficient
~J

of sector i into sector 'j from the C.South to the Northeast,

itself,

nn
a, .

~J
I have

the regional coefficient from the Northeast toand by

nn + O 10 sna • a ...ij ~J
to a~~ an<l a~~

~J ~J

sn snreduced a .. to O. 90a .. and
~J ~J

The same ?rocedure was followed

nnincreased a ..
~J

'.vith respect

to

(from C.South and Northeast to C.South).

Similar changes Nere made for the corresponding initial values

of intermediate deliveries (X..) in the de~and-supply balances .
.~J

The sensitivity of the model to this parameter change

is presented in tab1e 4.11 in the form of second-order e1as-
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Tab1e 4.11

Elasticities of policy effects with respect
to interregional input-outpu~ coe:f~cients

Fixed Nominal Wage - CES specification

Elasticities of the effects of:
Aggregate I i ,

ICr.t-C.Sou t h. IG·~-:';ortheas"tiLabor tax i Exch.rat.e

Output:CS .0126 -.2247 .Ü069 - • O C/58

INE -.1335 I .0151 -.0563 .0378
I

Employ I

Iment: CS I .0316 -.14S6 .0280 -.0168
(total)

NE -.1894 I .0063 -.1240 .0665

Industrial Iemployment I
CS .0084 -.9494 .0021 -.0023

NE -.3884 .0328 -.0086 .0076
-et I·price: CS .0114 -.1609 .0066 -.0049

NE -.1003 .U121 -.0494 ! .0313

::oney I iI- come:CS I .0240 -.3494 .0135
I

-.0107

NE -.2204 I .0274 -.1029 .0325i
tput I

::ice: CS I .0221 -.0721 .0126 -.0026-
NE -.0714 .0028 -.0721 .0188

:eal
I- ome:CS .Ü019 -.2988 .0009 -.0081_ ..

•NE -.1605 ~0246 -.0332 .0134

::e: Positive (negative) elasticities indicate gain (loss) frum
stronger interregional dependence, i.e., from higher inter-
regional input-o~tput coeificients.
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ticities. For instance, the first figure 0.0126 of table

4.11 indicates that the effect of increasing ICM-rate in the

C.South on the output of that region (first element in second

column of table 4.4a)vlOuld be .126% more negative (greaterin

absolute value) if interregional coefficients were 10%lower.

In other words, had the C.South a more restricted

possibility of selling its products in the ~ortheast, it

wou1d bear a higher burden of the taxo Correspondingly, the

figure immediately below shows that the effect on the Northeast

output would be 13.35% less negative (srnaller in absolute value),

In summary, positive (negative) e1asticities in the the table

indicate a gain (1055) from a stronger interregiona1 dependence

(i.e., from higher interregiona1 input-output coefficients).

It is interesting to observe how significant is

the elasticity of the cross-regional influence of the IC~,

particularly on industrial employment. AlI the effects of

the Northeast IC~ on the C.South are more sensitive to inter-

regional trade than the effects of the C.South ICM on the

Northeast. It appears that this is due to the fact ttat the

initia1 effects of the for~er are toa low, even negligible

(see ~able 4.5~~ making ~ny change seem proportionally high.

The third column indicates that, as a labor tax has been

shown to be more detrimental to the Center-Sou~h than to

the Northeast - section 4.6 -, ~n increase in int8rregional

trade ten~s to spread the 1055 to the Northeast. Similarly,
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the 1ast column shows t~at the ga?-widenir-g effect of an
I

exchan<Je rate inCreélSe tends to be weakened by aDore

intensive trade.

It should be pointcd out that tne evidence

indicates that interregional cornmodity trade, after 1959,

has grown essentially in only one way, i.e., from the Center-

South to the Northeast - see Goodrnan & Albuquerque (1971,

ch. 4). This has increased the deficit faced by the

Northeast, financed by governrnent transfers and expenditures.

Thus, this new cornputation of the rnodel, by supposing that

alI interregional trade coefficients change in the same

proportion, tends to overestirnate (in absolute values) the

elasticities related to ef~ects on the Northeast of actual

policy changes undertaken in the Center-South and tends to

underestirnate the el~sticities concerning the e~fec~s on t~e

Center-South o: actual policies adopteà in the Northeast.

As· it could be predicted, the conclusion so f ar is

that a slight reovernenttoward increasin~ interregional

dependence, hy easi~g the interstate trans~ission of the IC~,

tends to reduce the burden or the tax on the region where it

1s imposed. ?urtherrr.or8, ar.1ore intensive interregional

trade tends to intensify the adverse Northeast-ICM effects

on the Center-South, although the present levels of such
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effects are al~ost negligible (table 4.5). As the evidence

suggests that such a dependence has increased in the last

decade - Goodman & Albu~uerque (1971, ch. 4) -, this

reinforces the general result of section 4.4 that state

taxes (as well as the federal indirect tax - section 4.5)

have contributed to reduce interregional inequalities.7

With respect to the labor-tax column of table

4.11, besides the fact that this tax tends to penalize more

the Center-South than the Northeast (see section 4.6), the

opposite-sign elasticities demonstrate that such a differential

effect tends to be reduced with an increasing interregional

trade. In other words, the negative effects of the tax,

initially discriminating against the Center-South! tAnd to

be transmitted Dore and more to the Northeast along with an

increasing interregiona1 trade.

Final1y, the marginal analysis of tab1e 4.11

illustrates hOvl the exchange-rate interregional effect is

modified with a changing trade. As the protection benefit

of this po1icy instrument seems to have gone more to the

Center-South as suggested in section 4.3, such benefits tend

to "trickle down" to the Northeast with more intensive inter-

regional relations. In other words, the discriminating effects

of an exchange rate increase (due to economic-structure
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differences) tend to be loosened by a more active trade.

The general solution of the model supplies data to

ana1yze the sensitivity of any effect with respect to the

interregional input-output coefficients, but in the space

restrictions of this study only a small though relevant

samp1e could be analyzed.
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4.9 Conclusion

The numerical rêsults 50 far discussed suggest

severa 1 conclusions of high relevance for the assessment of

interregional effects of government policies in Brazil:

a} tariff increases seem to have a tendency to

discriminate against the Northeast and in favor

of the Center-South, while export-subsidy effects

give the opposite impressioni

b} exchange rate increases would tend to aggravate

interregional disparities;

"c) taxes in general would be more detrimental to

the Center-Southi

d) as far as real income is concerned, the effect

of increasing exogenous demand (e.g" through

federal direct investrnents) for non-import

sectors (agriculture, leather, textiles, food,

electric energy, construction, and services)

of one region gives more local benefits when

such a demand increase occurs in the Northeast

than in the Center-Southi
e) the results have" different de~rees ?f sensitivity

with respect to interregional input-output

coefficients. With a more intensive interregional
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trade, fuere is a tendency for a greater inter-

regional spread of both nega tive tax effects

and positive protectionist effects.

This could be summarized by saying that taxation

and protection have played opposite roles in their effects

on the Northeast-C.South economic disparities. Although the

absolute numerical results demonstrate a high sensitivity to

labor employment and production function assumptions, the

relative interregional effects keep their signs through alI

cases (i.e., unemployment with fixed nominal wage and changing

prices, unemployment with fixed real wages, and f~ll

employrnent, with both Cobb-Douglas and CES production functions

for prirnary inputs).

Given the changing character of such policies and

the existence of nany others in post-war Brazil industrializati~

process, no ~ttempt will be made here to assess the net effect

of alI these instrurnents. At any rate, the results suggest

that government policies have strong potential consequences

on the interregional imbalance. Not only natural, external,

and historical factors influence the regional problern~ but

artificial elements are significantly responsible for the

aggravation or dampness of the interregional duality. The

next chapter will be devoted to evaluate a few policies

actually adopted in the 1960's.



Chapter v
EFFECTS OF ECONOMIC POLICIES IN THE SIXTIES

5.1 Introduction

S0me empirical applications of the model to actual

policies of the 1960's will be made in this Chapter. For

lack of good data, the numerical results that follow should

be interpreted with caution and in the relative interregional

sense.

Given the limitations of the data and of the model,

I have chosen for analysis four relevant changes in govern-

ment policy of the period 1960-70, with special enphasis on

their interregional aspects: a) production subsidies, estimate

from data related to the "34/18" mechanism, adop ted s í nce the

early 1960's but significantly effective in the second half

of the decade; b) the general 'tariff reduction of 1967;

c) the export subsidies given mostly in the later sixtiesi

and d) the "Fundo de Garantia de Tempo de Serviço - FGTS"

(a special type of social security fund to be paid the

employee upon his leaving the job) introduced in 1967.

It should be noted at the outset that these

are not the only important instr~~ents, adopted in the
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1960's, that have affected interregiona1 disparities. The

final section of this chapter will discuss some other

policies which, as the evidence suggests, have worked to

worsen the regional problen.

Another comment that should be borne in mind is

that the present model, like in most interregional studies,

is static in nature. This means that no effect on the capital

stock, no investment behavior, no saving determination, and

no time lag are considered, what obviously restricts the

scope of the modelo Dynamic fea~ures could be incorporated

if there were adequate empirical information. Hopefully, the

static solution seems to give a~swers in the right direction,

at least in the relative interregional sense.

5.2 Production sw~sldies

The present static model is inadequate to make a

proper assessment or the govern~ent policy adopted through

SUDENE since the early sixties to promote private investment

projects in the Nortneast. An appropriate treatnent of such a

policy would require a dyna~ic model with investment behavior.

What I will do here is to take the data on the vol~~e of

resources allocated to that program in the period 1960-70 and

treat part of them as indicators of a production subsidy policy.
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The SUDENE (Superintendência do Desenvolvimento do

Nordeste) program consists of promoting private and public

investments in the Northeast. Adopted since 1959, its

significant influence on the regional economy seems to have

been felt after the first six or seven years of operation.

Comprehensive analyses of the SUDENE program have recently

been made, on the social and economic aspects, by Goodman

(1972, 1974) and Goodman & Albuquerque (1974, 197-) and, on

the political perspective, by Roett (1972). The brief description

given here, as well as the empirical results of this section,

should be complemented by these sources.

The incentive program is administered by SUDENE

through the "34/18" sCheme1, according to which any private

enterprise ~ay red~ce up to 50% of its income tax to apply the

abated amount in investments "considered important for the

economic development of the Northeast." The amount is

deposited in a blocked account ~,ith the Banco do Nordeste

do Brasil (BNB) to the order of SUDENE. Thus, instead of paying

the whole corporation income tax to the Treasury, the firm uses

half of it to oecome a shareholder in Northeastern concerns.

The typical 34/18 investment project, if approved

by SUDENE, uses funàs from three basic sources; a) the 34/18

resources of those shareholders who have opted to invest in

that project, with light long-run commitments related to

dividend payments. These resources have covered around 50%
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af the total value of 34/18 investments, the percent anong

prajects varying according to a complex point-syste~ evalua-

tion; b) loans granted by government banks and foreign

agencies at low and usually negative real rates oi interest.

This has represented about 25% of the totalvalue of projectsi

and c) the investor's o~n resources (around 25%).

The nature of the model used in this study, as

already mentioned, makes it inappropriate to analyze the

SUDENE program through changes in exogenous demand, as it was

done in the last chapter by using a Chenery-type framework.

Capital stocks are fixed and import-sector prices are given

by international markets. So, any influence o: changing

exogenous demand =or these sectors comes only froD feedback

effects, not slcnificant ~er se, as observed :=om preliminary
~ ---

computing atte~pts. ?urther~ore, the treat~ent of C ; ";"I::" '"J:'•........... ~_.,~
subsidies as capital inc2ntives is inadequate to this ~odel

since, besides the ~ssuDption oi fixed capital stocks, such

subsidies are, unable to change the gross residual rental

rates. As a matter of fact, the nature of' 34/18 system does

not support the view that the funds are merely capital

subsidies. ?or instance, 54% of 34/18 investment projects

for capital goods ~ectors have been destined to finance

working capital (Goodman & Albuquerque - 197-, table 8.11),

and this type of expendlture is in good part related to labor

ayments. Additio~dlly, priority to labor employment is
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attached in all projects through a point-system evaluation

adopted by SUDENE.

The alternative adopted in this section was, by

contemplating the SCDENE progra~, to consider the existence

of a production subsiày in the sixties, using part of the

disbursed 34/18 funds for estimation purpo%es. A production

subsidy scheme corresponds to giving capital and labor

employed in the Northeast the same percentage of subsidy.

Unfortunately, this was a compromise that had to

be made to turn an investment program amenable to treatment

by a static mocel, and its limitations should be borne in

mind when interpreting the results. As a matter of fact,

the n~,erical solution or this section should b9 looked at

more as a result af an estimated production subsidy program

directed to the Northeast than of the specific 34/18 sc~eme.

Though related to each other, they are not equivalent. At

any rate, the procedure used here does not seem to be worse

than the one usually adopted in static interregional

input-output a~alysis that treats an investment program

as exogenous de~and increase (e.g., the Chenery model

applied above).
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To estimate the production subsidy percentages,

alI 34/18 disbursements for the 1960's (except for power,

construction, and services) were reduced to 1959 prices.

Lacking good data, forty percent of such disbursements were

assumed to represent production subsidies, what amounts to

around 10% of total resources committed to projects. This

seems to be an underestimate. Wadsted (1968, p. 254) estimates

a 45% reduction in capital cost in the short run. Taking

into account the long-run commitments inherent to the 34/18

scheme and relevant for private decisions, his figure appears

to be overestimated.

Working at the leveI of 1959 prices, the total

value of subsidies Nas distributed by sectors acsording to

the sectoral distri~ution of 34/18 ?rojec~s ~p to 1970,

and then divided bv the 1959 gross production levels to

give the percentage of subsidized production, as shown in

table 3.8. These subsidy rates will be treated as negative

indirect taxes.

The results af applying such a subsidy schedule to

the Northeast are presented in table 5.~,where we can note

that the real incorne leveI of the region would have been

increased ~y rates that vary from 10.4% to 17.3%, while the

Center-South would have negligible effects. This should be
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Tab1e 5.1a
P~rcent changes in regional aggregates in response
to production subsidies (estimated from SUDE~E dis
bursements ror private investments) in the sixties

Case 1 I Case 2 Case 3
Aggregate Fixed

,
='0:-:1. :';ace Fixed Real ~'jage ,?ull-S~Dlov:::ent:

< !C.D. C.E.S. i C.J. C.E.S. I C.J. C.E.S.

Output:CS 0.61 0.17 0.11 -0.02 -1. 23 -0.40

NE 8.76 3.55 8.04 3.39 7.02 3.09

Employ-
rnent: CS 1.39 0.19 0.07 -0.13 -2.19 -0.97

(total)
NE 8.35 3.23 6.93 2.95 4.75 2.07

Net
price: CS 0.74 0.39 0.12 0.00 -1. 23 -1.16

NE 7.95 8.17 7.24 7.70 6.21 6.61

Money
-0.02 -2.44 -1.56income:CS 1.35 0.56 0.23

NE 17.41 12.01 15.86 11. 35 13.67 9.90

Output
0.51 0.32 0.07 0.01 -1.44 -1. 21price: CS

NE 0.13 0.26 -0.50 -0.08 -1. 73 -1. 31

Real
income:CS 0.84 0.24 0.16 -0.03 -1. 00 -0.35

NE 17.28 11.77 "16.36 11.43 15.66 10.36

Industrial
employment:

CS 0.57 0.24 0.37 0.24 -3.56 -1. 02

NE 55.62 22.02 54.97 21. 92 50.79 20.69
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Table 5.1b

Pereent ehanges in sectoral OU~DUtS in res~onse
to produetion subsidies (es~i~at~d from SUDE~E dis
bursements for pri~at~ investments) in the sixtiei

eetor and Case 1 Case 2 Case 'j
..J

Region Fixei '-,-..,- :';:i :re ?.i xe d Rea.l :·;=.c.::: ::-'...,::.1-~:--.:")2.o·:~.~:-:".:... ~-' ....
C.D. C.E.S. C.D. e. E. S. i C.;). C.E.S.

1.Agr. CS 1.13 0.32 0.16 0.02 - 1. 33 - 0.63
.NE 3.19 1.45 2.22 1.15 0.74 O.!.JO

2.Ext. CS - 0.22 -0.09 - 0.03 - 0.00 - 2.68 - 1.14
'.NE 21. 88 11.18 22.01 11.24 20.25 10.48

3.N-m.m.CS - 0.32 '-0.05 - 0.04 - 0.00 - 2.61 - 0.45
NE :50.89 10.55 51.1U 10.59 49.29 lU.27

4.l1et. CS - 0.30 -0.09 - 0.03 - 0.00 - 2.60 - 0.81
NE 125.74 47.07 126.12 47.19 122.ó3 46.10

5.Leath.CS 0.88 0.10 0.52 0.13 - 1.89 - 0.72
NE 7.70 3.24 7.j6 3.26 5.85 z , I ':J

6.Chem. CS - 0.21 -0.15 - 0.01 - 0.00 - 0.94 - 0.60
NE 6.19 5.01 6.27 5.07 5.90 ·1.83

7.Text. CS 1. 98 0.61 0.47 0.15 - 1. 30 - u.6a
NE 10.80 õ.8';) 9.66 ó.55 8.23 5.94

8.Food CS 0.19 -0.03 0.08 0.02 - 1. 33 - 0.50
NE 5.95 2.90 5.83 2.95 4.27 2.36

9.Pap .•.CS - 0.30 -0.10 0.13 0.04 - 2.51 - 0.79
NE 52.72 20.41 53.04 .20.51 51. 21 19.9';

I 0.34 o . .:_10.El.en.CS 0.23 0.13 0.02 - 1.20 -
lJE 17.79 ~.92 16.82 5.bl 15.23 ::) . C.

J

11.Const.CS 1.04 0.35 0.12 0.01 - 0.31 - O.~3
NE 1.17 0.36 0.29 0.04 - 0.10 - O.

2.Serv. CS 1. 48 0.39 0.17 0.02 - 0.82 - 0.3'"
NE 3.22 0.87 1.89 0.50 1.03
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interpreted in terms of the "internal" income of the regions.

Obviously, since more than 80% of the resources invested in

34/18 projects belong to firms of the Center-South (Goodman-

1972, p.24l), the real income of this region should increase

by the corresponding income flows not accounted for in this

study. rf such flows and residence status of the investors

had been incorporated in this analysis, the final generated

income might be greater for Center-South than fbr Northeast

residents.

The sectoral breakdown provided in Table 5.1b reveals

that variations among sectors are roughly in proportion to the

levels of subsidies (Table 3.8) and to the supply elasticities

derivable from labor shares and elasticities of substitution

(Table 3.4). rnspection of the results shows that there is an

approximate independence oi the policy consequences with

respect to the three labor-supply assumptions (especially in

the first two cases). This is understandable if we note that:

a) the real wage effect of equation (2.6.1'a - p.83) is very

weak (the general price leveI for Brazil changing by less than

0.5% in case 1 and not changing in case 2)j and b) the weight

of the Northeastern secto~s in the intermediate supply to the

Center-South is generally low and so the relative price effect

(for non-subsidized sectors) is also weak. This makes the

subsidies affect essentially the net prices p~-s in the
~

'ortheast, with small interregional linkages.
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Despite the uncertainty about the final direction

of ~he resultant income (e.g., reinvestments contribute to

keep the income in the Northeast), the model suggests that

the effects of the total subsidy program on Northeastern

employment would range from 2 to around 8% increases in

total and from 21 to 56% in industrial employment. Data

supplied by SUDENE, relative to new projects only

(modernization projects do not seem to contribute signif-

icantly to increase employment), show that a 39% increase

in industrial employment has been observed up to 1970

(over 1959 levels) - cf. SUDENE (1972b). This report

confirmed that over 90% of the employment increase planned
. . 2~n proJects have been realized.
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5.3 Tariff refor~

A drastic cut in alI tariff rates was undertaken

effecti ve ~·íarch,1967, f o Ll.owí nq the governrnent intention

to bring the econ~my closer ~o the competitive leveI.

According to Bergs~an's (1970) estimates and after

the appropriate a?gregation, the tariff changes for i~?ort

sectors are presented in ta~le 3.7. The effect of this change

on the regional economies is presented in table 5.2a.

As it could be predicted from the general analysis

of the last chapter, the tariff c~t tended to reduce inter-

regional econcrüc di f f erences . ~;u:r:erical::!..y,the si x àif'::erent

model specifications indicate that t~e ~orthea3t ~o~ld ~ave

had its real inC02e increased in the range of 1.36~-4.21% in

terns of C.South real inco~e (di'::ferencesbet~ee~ t~e real-inco:

r ows o'::table 52a). The ~ost important ef'::ec~sare on

industrial labor e~ploy~ent (sectors 3-9) even in case 3

(overall !.:'ullemploy~~nt).

The sectoral solutions (Table 5.2b) show t~at the

hardest hit sectors (3.N-m.r.ün., 4.net., 9.Paper,r.üsc.) are

those with toe sharpest reàuctions in their tariff protection.

An interesting case is that of 6.Chemicals, where output

contraction is ~he 3~311est, even when co~pareà to export and



Table 5. 2a

Percent changes in regional aggregates in response
to the tariff reductions of l·larch,1967.
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Aggregate
Case 1

• Fixec.
,.., -., •...•l... • .:... • .::>.

I Fixe;a~:a~ ~'iace :=::~-'.l~l-:;"~":"-·:-=-~-=-~.-o-=-3.i..-0-"·-:-:-'-':=-;-:-::
: -"'C-. -=-D-.----=-C-. -"-É-=-.-S. i C. D • . C: ,:.• S •

Output:CS

NE

C.D.

- 5.61 - 1.76 0.40 0.00 -1.09

-0.03

-0.43"

-0.03

Employ-
ment: CS

(total)
NE

- 4.38 - 1.27 4.00 1.33

-0.26

0.56

-0.12

0.25

Net
price: CS

NE

! - 8.90 - 2.80 6.46 2.17

-1.18

-0.16

-1. 53

-0.26

Money
income:CS

NE

- 7.92 -,2.40 8.91 3.02

-2.27

-0.19

-1. 98

-0.29

Output
price: CS

NE

- 5.74 - 5.22 1.21 1.25

-1. 08

-0.36

-1. 04

-0.71

Real
income:CS

NE

- 4.32. - 3.79 4.10 4.08

-1. 20

0.17

-0.94

0.42

Industrial
employment

CS
NE

! -11. 03 - 6.89 1.61 1.25

-5.48
-0.08

-2.22
0.56

- 8.50 - 5.01

- 5.76 - 5.33

- 4.68 - 4.23

- 5.59 - 1.65

- 4.01 - 0.71

-15.44
- 9.98

- 5.12 -13.21
- 2.23 - 2.38

8.26 5.49

-0.29 -0.28

2.03 1.97

1.90 1.53

3.456.11

-4.97
-0.99
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Tab1e :).2b

Percent changes in sectora1 outputs in response
to the tariff reductions of March, 1967

Sector and Case 1 I Case 2 Case 3
Fixed (~O!i• ~\;aae I ?ixed Real ~·~3.ce ::''..l11- E::":"!:) 10'::-::e;: ':.Region C~D. C.E.S. C.D. C.E.S. C.D. c.~.s.

1.Agr. CS - 4.15 - 1.30 5.36 1.89 1.00 0.37
,NE - 4.11 - 1.28 5.35 1.89 1.02 0.38

2.Ext. CS - 1.20 - 0.68 - 3.07 -1.59 3.95 1.17
"NE - 0.83 - 0.46 - 2.10 -1. 08 2.57 0.76

3.N-m.m.CS -18.83 - 3.94 -~1.62 -4.49 -14.05 -3.25
NE -13.18 - 2.76 -15.23 -3.15 - 9.84 -2.27

4.Het. CS -12.80 - 4.85 -15.42 -5.79 - 7.99 -3.60
NE -17.01 - 6.44 -20.66 -7.74 -10.49 -4.75

S.Leath.CS - 0.67 0.60 2.94 0.34 5.12 2.04
NE - 0.36 'J.37 1.83 0.14 3.69 1.22

6.Chem. CSI - 0.25 - 0.30 - 2.22 -1.84 1.27 0.49
NE - ü.02 - 0.05 - 0.81 -0.67 0.59 2.67

7.Text. CS - 6.37 - 1.75 8.39 3.09 0.50 5.14
'I''''''' - 4.86 - 1.17 6.25 1. 96 0.52 4.11~".t:.

8.Food CS 0.29 0.54 1.37 ú.l1 3.49 1.37
NE 'C.29 0.59 1. 44 0.09 3.81 1.53

9.Pap •..CS - 8.18 - 3.31 -12.40 -4.80 - 3.56 -2.10
NE - 5.67 - 2.31 - 8.81 -3.38 - 2.52 -1. 48

lO.•E1.en.CS - 6.19 - 1.82 0.70 0.43 - 1.93 -0.70
NE - 7.04 - 1.89 4.43 1.45 - 1.27 -0.43

11. Corost. CS - 3.10 - 0.67 5.93 2.91 - 0.27 0.18
NE - 2.86 - 0.62 5.78 2.84 - 0.20 0.19

12 .•Serv. CS - 6.08 - 1.67 6.69 2.22 - 1.25 -0.44
NE - 5.59 - 1.55 7.43 2.41 - 1.00 -0.36
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non-traded sectors. The reason is that chemical imports decrease

sha~ply as a conses~ence of trade liberalization, a case similar

to Johnson (1959) :F~radox in internationa1 trade theory. These

chemica1 imports ar2 high1y sensitive to what happens in the

remaining sectors. For examp1e, the e1asticities of chemica1

imports (in C.South) with respect to forces-of-tariffs in

sectors 3, 4, and 9 (in C.South) were found to he, respective1y,

0.5371, 1.6627, and 1.7508. The chemical sector is a basic

supplier of raw materiais (a good part coming from imports) to

these sectors, which are the most severely struck by the

tariff cut. Thus, though the chemical sector has been slight1y

pushed toward trade libe~alization (-3.3% in the force-of-

tariff), the strong reductions in protection suffered by

sectors 3, 4, and 9 were very significantly reflected in

chemical gcods i~ports, ~aking internal ~roduction af chemicals

only slight1y hu~t by the po1icy.

The interregior.al chanses, at the sectaral levels

(Table 5.2b), can again be explained roughly in terms of

differences between regional supply elasticities.
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5.4 Export incentives

Export pronotion has been a major concern of

Brazi1ian gover~~ent since the later 1960's. A study by

Mendonça et alo (1973) has estima ted sectoral export subsidy

rates for 1971. The heavy protection given exporters, for

the export sectors used in this study, is shown in table 3.7.

These subsidies consist essentially oi exemptions and tax

credits relative to the 1P1 (federal indirect tax) and reM
. (state tax).

The subsidy rates presented in table 3.7 seem to

be OVerestimated due to the ~act that I have used'the official

exchange rate for basis. There is reason to believe that

these rates are artificially lON because oi the overall

protectionist regi~e in 3razil. ~he overestication co~es fro~

the fact that the initial subsidy data are proviced in cru-

zeiro per dollar, and the dollar was converted to cruzeiro at
..

the official exchange rate.

A1so, as I am interested only in the 1960-70 decade

and as the expor~ subsidies havebeen increasing since 1967;-

due to new export ?romotion policies, the level of subsidies

prevailing in the 1960's, on the average, was lower.
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Given these remarks and due to the rather illustra-

tiv~ purpose of this Chapter, I have treated the export

subsidies for the sixties as if they represented only 40%

of the levels shown in Table 3.7. Because of the linear

nature of the model, any (proportional) correction can be

rnade by mere scale adjustment.

Using the 40% adjustment mentioned a~ove, Table

S.3a shows the aggregate results of the ~nsertion. It

confirms the predictable consequence of export incentives

with respect to interregional effects. The evidence

supports the hypothesis that such a policy tends to

reduce disparities.

At the sectoral level (Table 5.3b), t~e output reactions

are roughly pro?or~ional to the export subsidy rates of Table

3.7. Interregional dif:erences between the results of all

tradable sectors are d~e in large part to different supply

elasticities. Furt~ermore, we should note that, for the first

ten sector~, when we move successively from case 1 to cases 2

and 3, there is a gradual decline in their responses to the

subsidy increases, directly related to the gradual decline in

he real wage ef:ec~: in case 1 the real wage that firms must

.ay falls by rates that vary in the range 3.3%-5.6%, in case 2

• is unchanged, and in case 3 it rises in the range 1.3%-2.9%

output-price rows of Table 5.3a).



Table 5.3a

Percent changes in regional aggregates in response
to the export subsiãies adopted for traàitional

sectors in the sixties
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Aggregate
Case 1

C.D.
I Case 2I
I :-"1 i ;~e~ :-~ea1 :';ace

C.E.S.C.'::.S.! C.D.

Case 3
1 F'u 11- 2:-:--.~2.0·.·:'.7.::-: ~
I •••

C.D. C. - . ~ .

Output:cs

NE

4.20 2.12 6.56 0.52 -1. 31

0.17

-0.59

0.11

Employ-
ment: CS

(total)
NE

5.46 2.74 0.38 0.39

-0.34

0.75

-0.14

0.33

Net
price: CS

NE

I 10.17

111. 08

5.31

.5.69

0.86 0.80

-1.53

-0.15

-1.87
-0.20

Honey
income:CS

NE

4.03 5.65

0.87 0.78

-2.82

0.02

-2.46
-0.09

o tput
price: CS 3.32

\NE 4.00

4.90 7.00

Real
income:CS

NE

I 8.50

I 10.63

7.89

-0.20 -0.28

-2.37
-1. 26

-0.45

1.24

-2.93

-0.04 -1.56-0.02

0.24

9.93

-0.18 -0.18

0.47
1. 47

= ustria1
e-ployment:

CS
NE

4.61
5.61

0.36 0.24

-4.74
4.16

-1. 73
2.71-----------~-------------------~--------------------~---------------

5.01 3.14
6.38 4.09

7.27
16.99

4.19
8.50

0.20 0.21

0.00 0.00

0.22 0.25

6.02
12.32

4.04
7.34
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Table 5. 3b

Percent changes in sectoral outputs in re.3ponse
to the export s~b3iJies adopted for tra-

ditionôl sectors in the sixties

Sector and Case 1 I Case 2 Ca.se 3
Region Fixeà ~\O::1. ·(·:e.ce I Fixed Real T,' ri r':-. I :::lJ.ll-:'-:-~:Jl·~··.'~.~!:.:',I _ -" "-

C.D. C.E.S. C.D. C.E.S. i C.D. e.:::.':;.

1.Agr. CS 7.68 4.15 1.73 1.10 1.03 0.39
,NE 7.72 4.14 1.80 1.12 1.09 0.41

2.Ext. CS -0.71 -0.53 0.46 0.34 -7.36 -4.67
"NE -0.49 -0.36 0.31 0.23 -4.89 -3.10

3.N-m.m. CS -1.08 -0.32 C.67 0.20 -7.25 -1.87
NE -0.80 -0.24 0.47 0.14 -5.13 -1.32

4 .Het. CS -1. 04 -0.56 0.60 0.33 -7.25 -3.38
NE -1. 45 -0.78 0.84 0.46 -9.87 -4.59

5.Leath.CS 29.39 13.5:i 27.14 13.79 21. 90 10.31
NE 20.9:; 0.11 19.59 8.34 15.74 6.20

6.Chem. CS -0.94 -:!..15 0.29 0.32 -2.90 -2.92
NE -0.38 -0.46 0.11 0.12 -1.17 -:.18

7.Text. CS 14.21 9.41 4.98 4.79 5.34 4.33
c NE 11. 66 6.38. 4.71 3.89 4.70 3.32

8.Food CS 7.92 3.J6 7.24 3.77 3.79 1. 49
NE 8.67 3.77 7.96 4.25 4.12 1. 66

9.Pap ...CS -2.44 -1.38 0.20 0.04 -8. -11 -4.10
NE -1. 89 -L 03 0.07 -o.CO -5.97 -2.90

lO.E1.en.CS 3.74 1.87 -0.57 -0.27 -1. 77 -0.65
NE 6 r 'J 3.18 -0.23 -0.00 -0.51 -0.11• ;J.J

11.Const.CS J.18 1.93 -2.46 -1.49 -0.48 0.03
NE 3.05 1.87 -2.35 -1. 43 -0.39 0.05

12.Serv. C~ 2.19 -3.26 -1.52 -1. 51 -0.58
NE 4.79 2.21 -3.34 -1.57 -1.14 -0.46

---
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It should be remembered that the recent successful

promotion of manufacturing exports would show opposite inter-

regional effects, since the industrial economy of the Center-

South tends to get more benefits from such a policy than the

Northeast. Unfortunately, the present model was not designed

in a way appropriate to handle this questiono The policy

analyzed here is related only to the promotion of traditional

export sector~. In fact, export sectors (1, 5, 7, and 8), in

the present study, correspond roughly to the traditional

sectors of the Brazilian economy. Thus, the export promotion

po1icy analyzed here should be considered only as part of

the overall policy adopted in the sixties, which benefited

also the sectors here classified as import-competing.
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5.5 Social security charges

The "fundo de garantia de tempo de serviço - FGTS",

adopted since January oi 1967 (created by Law n9 5107, of

9-13-1966), is a special social security fund that the employee

receives when he is fired from the job. It is compounded by

monthly deposits, at the employer's expense, o: 8% of the

wage bill, to the order of the social security ministry

(Minist~rio da Previd~ncia Social). Its potential effects

on output and employment was part of the analysis by Bacha

et aL, (1972) relative to labor charges in Brazil.

In order to have an idea of the potential effects

of such a social securitv chargeon reg~o~al inco~e dif-

ferentials, Ta~le 3.4 s~ows the effect o: inserti~g tne

FGTS as an 3% labor tax applied to both regions a~d, to te

consistent wit~ the analysis o: section ~ 6 '.""t. , lt: wa s excluded

from agricult~re, extractive industry, and services (it

should be noted that figures in Table 5.4 are equal to 4/5

of the figures in Table 4.7a).

The detrimental effects of the FGTS on both

regional econonies 1s evident from this table, especially

against the Center-South. In the relative sense, inspectio o:

the real-income rows indicates that the Northeastern real

income, in terms of C.South real income, would have risen
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in the range of 1.45%-2.41%, pointing to the role af the tax

in reducing interregional disparities. This Hi1l be reinforceà

by considering so~~ progressiveness in the "fundo", due to

the 1ess industrialized structure of the Northeastern economy

and the more diffic~lt tax administration observed in the

region as comparec to the Center-South.

The ana1ysis at the disaggregated level is similar

to that re1ated to a la~or tax in general (se~tion 4.6).
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5.6 Conclusio:1

The chan~es i~ governrnent policy occurred in the

1960's and analyzed in this chaptcr seem to have contributed

to reduce the ~ortheast-C.South economic dif:erences. rf

unchecked, those four instruoents would have determined an

increase in the real income of the Northeast, in terms of

C.South real income, that would range between 15% and 23%

- table 5.5 (differences between the two rows).

However, it is highly important to notice that

those were not the only relevant instru~ents for interregional

income movemen~s. 3esides historical causes i~plied by

i) àivergent forei~:1 trade conditions ojservec: i~ the • Lnlne~E:en
c century - as argu~j by Leff (1972) - ~i) the unequa1

endowr.en t; o: ~2':.ur2.1resou rce s and the droughts tna c , like

in 1970, have ~lasuej the Northeast, the fo11o~ing e1ements

direct1y or indirectly linked ·to government policies shou1d

be mentio~ed, in addition to those 1isted in Table 1.2;

a) foreign capital inflows that have gone basica11j

to ind~stria1 concerns in the Center-South;

b) prlvate c3pital outf1ows from ~ortheast to Center-

South in response to opportunities of higher



Table 5.5
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Combined percent ~ha~ges in real regional i~coIT;es
ir. res?onse ta ?rod~c~ian s~bsidies, tari::
reform, export s~bsidi~s, ~nd FGTS, ado~ted in

the sixties.

Region
Case 1

F .í xed .l,:om. í'lage
________ -+~C~.~D__. C.2.S.

CS

NE
- 7.55 - 3.33

Case 2
F ixed RE:a1 ~~age
C.1). C.E.S.

- 3.64

Case 3
Full-'Enp1oyment
C.1). C.E.S.

- 2.52 - 6.85 - 4.61

19.04 12.65 14.45 9.9113.62 11. 70
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return in the more developed region. The static

nature of the present mode1 disregarded this

factori

c) operations of other governrnent agencies that

have benefited the more industrialized structure

aí the Cente=-South. For instance, in the period

1965-68, only 6.5% of BNDE (Banco Nacional do

Desenvolvimento Econ6mico, a major federal

development bank) loans were distributed to

Northeastern firms (BNB Relatório 1972, p.61);

d) other development agencies competing with SUDENE

began operating outside the ~ortheast in the

second half or the sixties; SCDAN (for the

~~azonian region), SUDEP2 (for flShir.g),

E:·!BRATL.:"R (for tourism), arid IBDF (re f orestat icn )

took 43.6~ of tax-credit f~nds ttat would have

gone to SUDENE according to the previous legal

pa t tern U·Enistry of Finance, Anu â r í o ::::cor:ô:::ico

Fiscal 1970, p. 83);

e) incent!ves ~or the development of capital marKst,

as basic instrQ~ents that have operated in favcr

of Bralil's economic growth since 1965. These

seem to Lave benefited the Cente!'-South much

more th3n the Northeast, due to the inhe!'ent
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structural dif~erences ~etween the backward

Northeast and the modern Center-South that

make them react distinctly to such instru~ents;

f) the promotion of manufacturing exports, ~asically

since 1967, has tended to benefit Dore the i~-

dustrialized Center-South. The speci:ic e::ects

of such a po1icy ~ere nct accounted for by this

studYi
( g) the exchange rate gradual devaluations, thouqh

primarily intended to stirnu1ate exports, ~ork,

according to the 1ast chapter - section 4.3 -,

in the direction of increasing interregional

disp::.rities;

h) the pattern of rügration f rorn C;1e ..ort hee st to

unequal economic ~ro~th bet~een regions. For

the period 1950-60, t~is tendency was analyzed

by Graha~ (1970), pointing to the positive

response af rnigration to industrial deve1op~ent,

"with high income states attracting in-rnigrants

and Low+í ncome states losing ou t-migrants" .

Observation of some ongoing research projects in

the Northeast indicated to me tnat the outmigrants

are the younger and better trained workers of the
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region. The 1970 Census pointed to a continued

rnigration from the Northeast in the sixties,

1eading to the reduction in the region's share

in Brazilian population (34.6%, 31.6%, and 30.4%

in 1950, 1960, and 1970, respectively). °The
,

rnigration pattern referred to by Hirschman (1958)

seems to have been effective in generating

further spatial inequalities.

The analysis of these factors would require several

additiona1 theses. Yet, the evidence suggests that they have

tended to neutralize the redistributional effects of the four

instruments o{ public policy studied in this Chapter. Data

for 1949, 1959, and 1968 indicate that the share of the

Northeast in the Brazilian internal inco~e has remained

unchanged - i.e., 14.4%, even less than in 1939 (16.7%) -

cf. Fundaçâc Getúlio ~largas national accounts (1971). Observing

the large share of C.South residents in the income generated

by SUDE~E investments, it is plausible the conclusion that

the share of Northeasterners in the Brazilian internal income

has decreased in the last decddes. Makler (1974, p.7)

concluded, for instance, that in Bahia more than 50% of the

new industrial elite is composed by executives from the

Center-South ~nd fro~ foreign countries.

The fact that a large part of SUDENE projects,
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financed in the sixties, wi11 begin operating only in the

pr~sent decade àoes not seem to promise a better pers?ective

on the interregional imbalance. A recent and comprehensive

research undertaken by BNB, re1ative to the Northeastern

deve10pment perspectives u? to 1980, emphasized the cha11enge

faced by the region, that must grow at 1east at 10% per annum

to avoid d8terioration o: its relative position in the present

decade of fast economic gro~lth for the country as a whole.

As pointed out in the introductory Chapter, ~ good
',1

,
deal of additional'tresearch ~ould be needed to quantify how

rnuch of the neutralization Drocess is due to government

policies and how much 1s caused by externa1, historical, and

natural phenomena. :.nyway, ~he empir1cal results af this

study suggest that sover~~e~t ?olicies play a tighly j_~porta~t

r ô Le in the pr c cess o: crea ti"9..gposi tive and nega tive eff ects

on the interresJ.o~s.J..l~alan~e. For this reasen, it 1s

rnisleadi~g t::; :oe~ o~ly at the so-called "aid to the ~ertheast~

if the actual net "aid" 1s to be assessed. The net result of

all "r eç í ona L'' arid "na t í ona l " policies (this labellir.g be í nç

rneaningless on qenc~31 e~uilibriun grounds) mav falI on

either side of zero.



Chapter VI

CONCLUDI:~G P..:c:::·:';,?KS !,:m POLICY I:·'1..PLICATIO~':S

The primary purpose of tnis research has been the

investigation of the in~luc~ce af so~e govern~8nt policies

on interregional éisperities of income, em~loy~ent, and ot~cr

economic variables, ~etween the Northeast and the Center-South

of Brazil. The last t~o chapters lent support to the conclusi0

that the influence is indeed strong. Tariffs would tend to

aggravate the intcrr~gi8nal duality, export protection ar.d

taxes would tend to dacp it. Additicnally, the more intensive

the interregic~el ~=a~E, t~e Gore ~enefits or losses frc~

policy cha~ges wou~d te~d to be trans2itted j~t~een r~gicr.s.

The analysis Sf a few policies adopted in the

sixties

cut, export incen~ives, and an increase in s8cial security

charges) revealei that their joint effect was to increase

the (internal) r~al income or the Northeast in ter~s o:

the Center-So~th by 15~ to 23%. As for ex-?os~ e~?irical

verification, :'t',:asr.,entior:edearlier that S!.:D=:·:=data ha ve

shown that or.ly t~c new i~dustrial projects !cxcluding

modernizaticn prcjectsl approved up to 1970 ger:erated

industrial c:1:~lay;:~c:;tincrease af 39; ove r thc 1959 Le ve L,

Similar rcsults 2~C pr0iict0d :0= othe= aggrcgatcs. !n f~ct,
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taking into account -tha t, the industrial investments

brought about by 34/18 sche~e in the sixties represent around

228% of the regioIlal industrial capital stock estiDated for

19591, it is not difficult to infer the profound economic

implications of such a program, if ~aken isolatedly.

Yet a closer look at the overall pictu~e suggests

that other instruments operate on the opposite way. It was
id 1 h ,2 . dsa1 ear ier t at a recent EN3 researcn report pOlnte to

the hard challenge faced by the Northeast, which will have

to grow at least at 10% per annum in order to avoid the

worsening of its relative regional econo~ic position, what

is not a modest target.

Amoriq the neutralizing instrume~~s ~re natural

and external :a~tors, as well as public policies. A:~~ough

many of these inst~~~e~ts are out of the sco~e of stuãy,

it can be inferr8ã irom previous results obtained fror.1the

general solution that governcent policies, in general, pIay a

substantial role. The persistence of Northeast's ~o~est

relative economic situation after a long period of "regional"

development policies suggests t~at the net interregicnal

effects of all public policies, taken together, have been

important only on the structural side but negligible on the

aggregate side.
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The implication oi these conclusions is that a
,

closer Iook should b~ take~ at the interregional effects not

only of the "regional deveIopment" policies but of alI polici~

As a consequence, if interregional disparities are to be reduc

not only the specific appropriate policies for this purpose

should be adopted, but planning authorities should provide

~he necessary com?ensation for unequal interregional effects

of other operative ~olicies approved for the cou?try as a

whole. It i3 nardly necessary to add that sucn a compensation

(given the region whose relative position is damaged by the

policies) should be destined to the creation of productive

capacity under comparative advantage criteria and not in the

old assistential ~o=~.

A feelinc of di3a~~oint~ent 5eems to ~nvalve those~ - ~ "
in charge of assess~ng the SCDE~E ?rogra~, pertaps misled by

the fallacy of COG~Ositlon. In short, the evaluation af one

policy has been mada according to the effects oi many concurrE

policies, an evident ~e~hodological mistake related to the

identific~tion problem in social sciences. On the basis of

such types of evaluation, the resources that would normally

keep flowing to SCDENE have been cut by fifty percen~ by

1970, instead of reinforcing and improvinq the ~echanism by

eliminating its obvious defects such as the neglect of

agriculture and reqional complementarity of projects.
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The model and the statistical basis·applied in this study

are prude and subject to many obvious objections. Nevertheless,

the preoccupation of previous writers with man-made policies,

as quoted in the introductory chapter, seems to be supported

by theoretical and empirical foundations. Not only in Brazil

has this problem been noticed. In the United States, for

instance, Hughes (1961) studied the manner in which the

American economic system tends to perpetuate interregional

income differentials once they come into existence. He mentions

that "the rê?-thergeneral failure of A.'11ericanleaders to

understand certain basic causes for such differentials, even

as they persist in this country, leads to confusion in the

formulation of domestic pub1ic policy and in international

relations." After arguing that "free trade is not an unmixed

blessing for alI parts i.nvolved," he conEluded tr:at "the

lion's share of such (economic growth) gains are captured

by the developed regions. As a matter of justice, the less

developed regions might reasonably claim the right to

(1) se1ective regula~ion of trade and/or (2) income transfers

from deve10peà aree.s." - Hughes (1961, p. 45).

Ny hope Is that other research projects ....•:.:'..:'..be

undertaken in the n2ar future to permit analyzing the proble~

on a better data basis and a more comprehensive scope.
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FOOT~WT=S

Chapter I

1. See, for instance, Bacr (1966), Barrett (1972), Castru

(1971), CüD~NO (:939~, Goodrnan & Albuquerque (1971, 197-),

Granam (1~7,J), Hadd ad (eó • j (1~72), Hirschlt\an (19Eí3, 1968),

Leff (1972;, aobock (19Eí3), Slnger (1964),

Wil1iam.son (1965), Haddad & Andrade (1973), and Gauthier
& Semple (1972).

2. Cf. Goodman & Albu~uerque (197-, p. 3).

3. Good ~nd de~ailEd descript10ns and critic1S~3 ai the

regional discre~anci~s dnJ policies a~e ?resented by

Hirsch~an (1963, ?ar~ l, ch. 1) and Goodman & Albuquerque

(197-) .

4. For the analysis of the political environment involvi~g

the creut~on of SG~E~E iJ 1959, 3ee Hirschrnall (19G3,ch.1~

and Robock (l963), and Roett (1972).

5. I am ver~' gra t ef ui \:0 José Roberto ~lendonça de Barros f or
having brouçr.t; Earrett I S wo rk t, ray attention.

6. Banco do ~ordcste (1969).
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Chapter 111

1. For discussion of this method, its advantaqes, 1imitations,

and applicatiún to different contexts, the reader is

referred to Chenery (1953, 1959) I Moses (1955), Hartwick

(1969), Brodersor.n (1965), anà Haàdad-eà. (1972).

2. I am very grat~ful to David Goodman and Hamilton Tolosa
C-

of IPEA for having made available to me the original

draft of Goodrna n & Albuquerque I s book yet to be

published.

3. The 5~ ~eprecia~~o~ rate useà by Fundação Getúlio Varqas

is not exactly taseà on (VTI-misc.expenses), but on GDP at

market prices whic~, in the part relateà to the industrial

sector, 1s hiqher th~n the present estimate. The 1959

national accounts register Cr$98.7 million for depreciation,

Cr$367.8 million :or gross investment, and Cr$1,614.0 ~illion

for net do~estic product at factor cost. As around 50~ o:

this NDP is esti~atcd to be paid as capital income, accordin~

to the procedure 0= t~is section, it ~eans that de?r2Ciatio~

represents only ll~ of gross remuneration of capital, which

is a very low figure when compared to international standards

(around 24~ for ~he Cnited States). The abnormally low figure

15 caused by two factors: i) the low depreciation percentage
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of 5% applied on GDP (in the U.S. it is about 8.5%); and

,ii) the high share of capital in national income (50%,

against about 33~ for developed countries) based partly on

the high capital rates of return in Brazil and partly on

deficient statistical data that seem to overestimate that

share. A capital/output ratio of 3 applied on the GDP value

at market prices (C=$l,987.6 million in 1959) leads to a

gross rate of =eturn to capital of 15.2% (excluding sales

taxes). It should be mentioned that the rate estimated by

Bacha (1971, p.ll0) for the 500 1argest Brazilian corpora-
ctions was 15.1% and that obtained by Langoni (1970) was

around 14-15%. We can compare these figures with that

estimated by Jenkins (1972) for Canada (around 10% for the

gross rate of return - excluding sa1es taxes).

4. Another checking method which could be used, as suggested

by Lance Ta~'lor, cculd be to use marginal productivity

theory and taxe as capital share the result of ~ultipying

the gross rate of return by the average capital/output ratio.

Chapter IV

1. It should be not~d that the employment changes depend not

only on the ove=all gro~th of output but also on the

changing distribution of this output among sectors with

different labor/output ratios. The same is true for other

aggregates.

2. In this study no analysis wil1 be made of the 1967 S:1~e
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tax reform - see Araújo et alo (1973). In the context of an

altered fiscal federalism systern, its essential relevance
I

refers to the centralizationof b~dgetary decisions inheren~
to the recent Br~zi1ian economic p1anning experience.

3. On the prob1em of dependence of the efficiency of tax

administration on the degree of economic deve1opment, see

Kaldor (1966, section VIII).

4. On the prob1em of interpreting Bacha's elasticities,

see Hacedo (1974, ch. 3).

5. By closing the Leontief model, the introduction of

househo1ds to account for the value added row and for

the consumption co Lumn of the input-output tab1e, the

mode1 becomes essentia:1y a Keynesian disagg=ega~e

multip1ier ~oãel.

6. On the applicability of the Cher.ery madel for Brazilian

regional conditions, see Haddad-ed. (1972, ch.III, and

1973).

7. The tax b~rden in Brazil, especially with respect to

state taxes anã :ederal indirect taxes, has increaseà
~~b~~antially since 1947. - See Fundaçao Getúlio Var-

gas (1969) and Goodman & Albuquerque (1971, ch.2).
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Chapter V

1. The denornination "34/18" represents the numbers of the

principal article3 of the two basic laws that approved the

first two SUDENE 1-:asterPlans (art. 34 - Law 3995 - 12.14.196"
and art. 18 - Law 4239 - 6.27.1963).

2. As for the average cost of US$14,OOO per job created in

new projects - Goodman (1972, p. 256) -, it should be noted

that this is not a high figure when compared to regional

development prograrns adopted in other countries. In Canada,

for ins.tance, the combined subsidies for the RDIA prograrn

amounted to üS$30,OOO per job, which was the maximlli~lirnit

accepted by govern~ent and was considered to be a barrier

by the firms. See Springate (1972).

Chapter VI

1. The industrial capital stock for 1959 was estimated by

assurning a capital-output ratio = 3 applied on the industrial

internal inco~e fer that year. The above relâtionship
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between the 34/18 industrial investments and the estimated

capital stock was obtained after reducing the components.
of both total values to 1968 prices.

2. Banco do Nordeste do Brasil (1973, p. 19).
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APPENDIX A - continued
BU.H.II.: II'>I'UT-OUTl'lJT TAII!..E, 19SCJ-(Conlilltlcd)

SCc/OTS I E --M rn
-_._- -- -.--- _ .. -

1 Ve~dal,le procluct 6,S55 11,kS4 --1..J,R1{) :J:l.1.7!J7
2 Anim.r! pw(llIct 10,·1·15 391 -139 12D,·}lll

3 Llcctric l'llcrg)' ° o o li'i/>li2o
4 (:011111" '1"( e :!2,73° !U,052o o 2ko"I·I~
5 S, 'r\'ic('~; o o o 31-)·\.121
Ü \ V,I\ll'S o :1 o ,IUi:.!:l
7 F\I,·I~ o 1)6 o 7-t,o(i'..!
I) l'"d,,'I'ill,f o o o ;;1;"1-"7. . ,
9 F.\IJ:,..li\·.~ iu.lustry o 2,604 -17,:J:.to J ~),~:..!S

10 :'~"I'"I1·I."lie ruiucruls o 20:~ -2,01.. ~i:.!.Sn
11 \I.·!'.!',,::,.y 6,152 17 -22,R·1H 1~.J.~::)!
I:.! \1.11 I,ill,· IdO!.' .p ,:1.1 (i lS1 -17,~P~ :1:\.1;:;,)
I J L1.dl ;,'." gooll .• 20, \Ül 11 -8.:1:.!R ·lli.!p)
1.1 '1'1.111.p.u t.uiou ~ooJs 61,:346 91 -191?~)S S().II~)7

l~ \\'"".1 o 78 -~:Ii :\1 ,211:\
lI; Fli1I,illlil~ 3.S7.1 () ..·Ii :.! \.71.J
] í' 1',1 p.·r o () -2,\l~)() :1:), \oS
IS lilll,l",1' o 35 '-15:1 ~'!),I)·I:!
l!J 1.1'.11)., -r o 2,o6z -49 12.7(i5
211 CllI'lIli,'" industry ° 6,583 -33,2:\0 10:),775
21 1'11.11111.1('1:ilticals o S8 -2,oG3 :.!:l.o:n
22 1"'1 fll11 li'IY o 1 -1/)7 17,(J7.1
2:1I'bo.ti,"; ° 2 -12 7.~)~,q
:.q TI'~til.·~ o 9!q -454 l.I1;,o()~)
z5 CI()lllÍ\I~ o 29 '-31 '1°,272
zr. F(),,;\ o 63,0·13 -5,·1:)9 2KI.'l')7
27 I\,:\'cr .•l~':~ o 15 -71!) 27 ,~J~;()
2S T"h.I<· •.•) o 13:3 o 1:l,l(i7
2~) l'ld)li:.!lÍlI~ o 76 -1,082 2(i,!)::;4
3') ~!i ;,I·IL",,:OIlS 1,3°1 56 -1,711 IS,27G
~ll COII"I,",'t ion 110,000 o o 17(),·123
:l:! Tr:III\I'0Il.ltion o 12,778 o 1{)n,.1;:)4_.-._-_._~ ..._ .._- . ----

" 2S3,779 122,3G6 -149.8~~) 2)-;Ol,fi,)t
----

Cll)',~ Ikl'IIlIS to capital 1,°5·1..15,1
'\'ag"s, ,,:.1:\1it.'s

;~IHI sol'i:,1 sccuríty G:b,216
V:lI\ll~ :~JdCII 1,716,5<19- _.__ .. .- .•._- -----
Cross pnhlllc.:l 283,779 122,366 -149,899 4.518,173

•.....
.....•
co

Source . IPJ.::A (1967).---_._-



· APPENDIX B
The 12-sector input-output tab1e for Brazi1, 1959 (Cr$l,OOO)

Sector 1. 2. 3 . 4 . 5. 6. 7. 8 . 9. 10.

1.l\gric. 33,726 11 4 697 2,396 22,000 20,223 139,176 14,611 O

2.Ext.ind. ° 1,387 2,354 3,828 19 20,693 32 1,019 155 O

3.N-m.min. O O 3,6GG 1,192 61 328 16S 192 3,806 O

4. r·let . 5,031 51 460 104,595 108 707 307 1 15,480 °
5.Leather O O 4 46 2,083 8:5 6,117 O 175 O

6.Chemic. 13,096 4G3 G,1b9 9,973 1,154 82,505 14,333 9,748 8,518 2,037

7.Text. ° O 2G 543 123 788 45,824 5 12,834 O

8.Food 1,302 O C' 64 4 903 94 35,910 95 OJ

9.Paper, •.. 3,084 140 2,245 10,630 200 9,348 5,324 17,913 61,572 O

10.E1ect. 302 70 636 2,053 66 871 1,248 1,435 1,045 3,772

11.Constr. 2,423 O O ° O O O O O O

12.Servic. 9,301 1,630 6,724 25,624 1,524 29,176 16,240 21,853 19,080 1,886

Int.total 68,265 3,752 22,313 159,245 7,738 167,407 109,907 227,252 137,371 7,695

Cap.income 300,631 7,34G 19,113 79,829 3,092 45,123 44,898 62,076 52,234 9,970
Lc1b.income 95,302 4,130 11,448 45,834 1,935 16,306 33,476 23,609 28,7G3 1,197

v. add2d 395,933 11,476 30,56] 125,663 5,027 61,429 78,374 85,685 80,997 11,167

Gross prod ..164,198 15,228 52,874 284,908 12,765 228,836 188,281 312,937 218,368 18,862
._ .•__ .

S~urcc: l\ppendix 1\
•....
-...J
\O



APPENDIX B - cont'd

Sector 1l. 12. Inl.tota Ch Z==Cq+I E -M Gross. prod.

1.1\gr. O 645 233,489 215,749 17,660 12,275 - 14,975 464,198
-

2.Ext.iné. O O 29,487 O 457 2,604 - 17,320 15,828

3. N-m.mil36, 3:0 350 4G,13u 6,352 2,203 203 - 2,014 52,874

12,176 168,573 41,561 142,786 270 - 68,282 284,9084 • r·1et. 29 ,b...) 7

5.Leathel Ú 836 9,3441 1,378 30 2,062 - 4Sl 12,765

6.Chem. 3,818 45,498 197,3321 52,67-1 7,592 6,730 - 35,492 22ú,836
"7.'l't~xt. Ü 2,406 G2,540 123,860 1,404 953 - 48S 188,281

8.Food O 3,029 41,411 212,613 2,013 63,058 - 6,158 312,937

9. Paper .. 14,809 20,082 145,347 69,558 8,206 381 - 5,124 218,368

10.E1ectr. O 2,868 14,366 3,209 1,207 O O 18,862

1l.Constr. O 27,000 29,423 30,000 120,000 O O 179,423

12.Serv. 39,412 86,645 259,095 482,845 49,153 33,830 O 824,923
--

Int.tota1 124,066 201,535 1,236,546 L,239,879 352,711 122,366 -149,899 2,801,603

Cap.inc. 32,357 397,684 1,054,353 1,054,353
La b ,inc. 23,000 225,704 51!),704 45,923 105,589 662,216

v. Addcd 55,357 623,380 1,565,05'/ 45,923 105,589 1,716,569
------

Cross pr. 179,423 824,923 2,80 1 , () O 3 1,285,802 458,300 122,366 -149,899 4,518,172
- ---

Sourcl!: I\ppcndix 1\.

~
CX>
o
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NOTE TO P~PENDIX C

The following table was estimated by using the

procedures pres~nted in Chapter III, i.e., based on three

steps. The first-two steps seem to have been clearly ex-

plained in the texto The third step readjustment in the

coefficients to reflect intersectoral relations feund by

Goodman & Albuquerque (197-) for the Northeast - required

some changes in the composition (not in the total) of the

cclQ~ns related to sectors 4, 6, and 7 in the Northeast.

This led to some changes in the composition (not in the

total) of the calumn of intermediate totaIs i~ the inter-

regional input-output table. S~ch changes were co~oe~sated

mostly by cha~ging the composition of the exogenous demand

colunn (Z) to preserve the initial regional to~als o~

sectoral gross ;rod~ction. This did not inter~ere with the

empirical results of the model (we should recall that what

was used as basis af exogenous demand change in the simuIation

relative to Tables ~.9-4.10 -was the gross prcduction less

own-sector deliveri8s, not the Ievels Z.-s).
1
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APPENDIX C

, Interregional i~put-output table, 1959 (Cr$l,OOO)

Sectors Center-So\..:th
I 1 2. 3. <L ;) . o.....

Center-South

1.Agriculture 26645 9 3 551 1893 17380
2.Extr.industry O 1179 2001 3254 16 17590
3.Non-met.P'1in. I O O 3308 1035 53 289
4.I-1etal1urgy I 3974 43 417 98514 95

1

622
5.Leather O O 4 41 1644 66
6.Chemica1s 9324 353 5026 8505 902 64684
7.Text. ,cLc t.n. O O 23 463 101 650
8.Food,b2V. 1028 O 4 58 4 791
9.Paper ,tobacco .. I 2436 119 2054 10255 175 8226

10.Electric energy 239 60 582 1983 58 766
11.Construction 1914 O O O O O
12.Services 7348 1386 6154 24753 1335 25675

Northeast

1.Agriculture O O 1 122 206 1980
2.Extr.industry O O 153 444 1 620
3.Non-met.mi~. I O O 47 66 O O
4.!1eta11urgy I O O 4 2525 O O
5.Le at.her I 01 O O 3 181 7
6.Chemicals 1021 41 638 1129 109 7920
7.Text.,cloth. O O 1 62 7 43
8.Food, Dev. O O O 4 O 8
9.Paper,toba22o .. O! O O 14 O O

10.Electri:: e:-.er;y! O O O O O O
11.Constructio:1 O O O O O O
12.Services O O O O O O

Interm.total 53974 31961 20435 153776 6784 147369
I

Capital income 237464 6239 17476 77150 2705 39671

Labor inco:ne 75278 3509 10469 44295 1693 14336

Value added 3127421 9748 27945 121445 4398 54007,

Gross productio!1 I 366716112944 ! 48330 275221 11182 20137é
I
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Sectors
___ ~C~e~n~t~e~rL-~S~o~e~'~~L:~~~ ~ __1----- _.I 7. 8. 9. I 10. 11. 12.

Center-South

I.Agric.
2.Extr.ind.
3.Non-met.min. !
4.Hetallurgy
5.Leather
6.Chemica1s
7.Text.,cloth.
8.Food,bev.
9.Paper,tob ...

10.Electric en. I

II.Construction i
12.Services

Northeast

I.Agric.
2.Extr.i;}d.
3.N.r.1.min.
4. rte t .
5.Lea.ther
6. Chern í c a Ls
7.Text.,clot:-:.
8.Food ,1:e-; .
9.Paper ,t'.Jb.... ,

10. Electr ic en . ;
II.Constr~ctiGn I

12.Services

15976
28

2.42
265

4771
11042
37537

81
4594
1077

O
14015

109949
866
172

1
O

7798
4

31457
16122

1292
O

19668

15309
51
1
O
O

975
O

862
O
O
O
O

11343
132

3472
14733

152
7360

10794!'
86

59774
1024

O
18698

2776

1
20

2C'(')--,o
437

20
928

1583,
7

567
O
O
O

O
01
O
O
O181~1
01

35421
oi

1771
1

01

I
01

3029~!
24704!

oi
2849:

123JI
~i

I

328301

510
O

303
10544

654
35160

1973
2623

17391
2484

23382
75035

49
O
O
O

70
4241

111
O
O
O
O
O

1476
O
O
O

508
1327 I
2009 I

~I
~I

I

O

O;
Oi
O!
Oi

100,
O'
01
O
O
O
O

O
O/

I

~I
Oi

3') 1 j...J_:

O!
O
O
O
O
O

Interm.total I 94943 204582 134667
I

: I
7226 !l033461174739

Capital incom€:

Labor income

Value added

38694

28850

67544

55828

21233

77061

i
I

93611 26954 344243
I

1124i
10485j

511591

28175

79334

I
19159:195t;0

I
46113: 539644

Gross prCduct~ 162487 I 281643 214001 17711!1~9459 7 4333
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APPENDIX C - continued

Northeast
Sectors l. I 2. 3 . 4 . I 5. i

I I I 6.

Center-South

1.Agric. O O O O O O
2.Ext.ind. O O O O O O
3.N.met.min.

I
O O 47 6 3 11

4.Hetall. 886 7 28 2695 10 833
5.Leather I O O O O 181 7I6.Chemicals I 2200 55 420 159 114 7006
7.Text.,cl. I

O O O O 5 41!
8.Food,bev. i :43 O 1 O O 27I9.Paper,tob. i 585 19 145 170 22 959I I10.E1ectric e!1.

I 01 O O O O O
11.Construction 01 O O O O O

i12.Services I O O O O O O

Northeast I
I

1.Agric . I 7083 2 O 24 297 2640
2.Ext.ind. ; O 208 200 I 130 ~ ! 2483
3.N.met.mi!1. o: O 264 I l- I 29~ / :;.
4 .~1etal1. , 171i 1 11 I 1072 I 3 328I

5.Leather I 01 O O 2 77 3
G.Chemicals : S5~1 14 105 40 29 I 1751
7 .Text .,c1 . O 2 O 10 89
8.Food, cev . 130\ O O 2 O 85
9.Paper,tob. ~2 i 2 45 206 3 192b I

10.Electric er-... i 63! 10 54 70 8 105
11.Construction : 5091 O O O O O
12.Services 19531 I

i
244 570 871 189 3501

I

I I i 954
1

Interm.total 114290 ! 554 I 1877 5469 200';8

I i
I

Capital i[lcone 631641_1112 1634 2679 388 5453

Labor income I 20028
j

618 983 1539 241 1959

Value added 183192 i 1730 2617 4218 629 7412

productionl97482 i 2234
I

Gross 4494 I 9687 1583 I 27460
i i i
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APPENDIX C - continued

. I Northeast:
Sectors 7. ! 8. 9. 10. 11. 12.

Center-South I
1.Agric. O O O O O O
2.Ext.ind. O O O O O O
3.N.met.min. 5 3 11 O 2983 17
4.Metal1. 13 O 220 O 3945 1219
5.Leather 357 O 2 O O 78
6.Chemicals 1656 780 136 99 510 4878

.7.Text.,cloth. 2184 1 82 O O 103
8.Food, teve 3 862 O O O 103
9.Paper,tob. 379 1433 566 O 2177 2289

10.Electric en. O O O O O O
11.Construction O O O O O O
12.Services O O O O O O

Northeast
.. 1.Agric. 2771 13918 292 O O 86

2.Extr.ind. 4 102 3 O O O
3.N.met.min. 9 16 65 O 3091 30
4.Heta11. 4 O 90 O 1008 413
5.Leather 153 O 1 O O 34
6.Chemicals 414 195 34 25 128 1219
7 •Text. ,c1. 4642 O 175 O O 219
a.Fooã, teve I 6~1 2729 2 O O 303
9.Paper, •... . i 358 665 O 296 402\"'8;) •

10.Electric en. I 1711 143 21 230 O 384
11.Constr'..l.ction O O O O O 3618
12.Services 2225 2185 382 115 6582 11610

14965122670 I I
Interm.total 2790 469 I 20720 26796

!

Capital income 6202 6248 1017 609 5403 53424

Labor income 4627 2376 560 73 3841 30320

Value added 10829 862-1 1577 682 9244 83744

Gross production 25794 31294 4367 1151 29964 110540
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Sectors I Ch Z=C +1 E -M Gr.Pr.Int.tot1 g
Center-South

1.Agric. 184456 170442 139S1 9697 -1J.830 366716
2.Extr.ind. 25064 , 01 389 2213 -14722 12944
3.N.met.r.ün. 42205 I 5812' 2020 1 186 - 1843 48380
4.11eta11urjY
5.Leather
6.Chemica1s
7.Text.,cl.
8.Food, teve
9.P&per,tob.

10.E:!.ectr.
11.Const:':.
12.Services

Northeast

1.A.gric.
2 -Ext r . Lnd ,
3.Non.met.'T\ini
4.Hetall. '
5.Le-3.t!1er
6. Cherní c a Ls
7 . Text .,c1 .
8. Focd, bev ,
9.Paperftob.

10.E1ectr.
11.Constr.
12.Services

163270
7955

172829
54160
37270

142227
13107
25296

228668

49033
~423
3919
6070
1061

23313
3953
4139
2878

876
4127

30427

I
401481137502

1207 256
46353! 7504

1068911 1032
191352 'I 1812

681671 8255
30881 1516

24990: 99173
418144 38274

2611 -659601
18061 - 42
59221 -312321

8221 - 4.181
567521' - 55421

373 - 5021
O 1 O
O I O

292971 °

275221
11132

201376
162487
281643
214001

1771.1
149459
714383

45307 3769 2518 - 31451 97482
? - ~7 I oO 69 391; - ,.;)~I 2204

5 ..H I 188 17! - 1 7 J. i 4 4 9 4
14131 4518 9i - 2323i 9687

171', 102 256! -;1 1583
65'58 1030 I 80si - 4259: 27460

16=1351 192 i 1JOj - 6ôi 25794
21251· 203 I 6306 i - 6151 31294
l~~~ l~~ I ~ I - 1°;1 1i~{
5010 20827! O I O 29964

64701 10879 I .45331 O 110540

Interrn.tota1 1236546 1123.9!3791352711 j1223661-14 9899! 280 16O3

Capital inc. 1054353 1054353

Labor income 510704 45923 105589 662216

Value added 1565057 I 459231105C)89 1716569
I i

Gross prod. )2801603
; i i 45181721285802: 458300 j1223661-149899
1 ,.



APPENDIX D
4Direct and cross price eJ.asticities of dernand (rnultiplied by -10 )

~

Center-South
to pr.lee of 1. 2. 3 . 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9.

Elastici-
ty of

Center-South_._--_.~ ---

1.Agrir.u1ture 5052 O 9 62 4 166 317 952 241
2.Extr.inJustry 781 5050 10 72 4 191 366 1099 278
3.No n -rne t- • rn i no ra Ls 1207 O 78]6 111 7 296 566 1698 429
4 .;'l...: LJ 11u t":JY 1208 O .1.6 7911 7 297 566 1698 429
5. L~.J t he r 892 O 12 82 5771 218 418 1255 317
6.Ch crn ica 1s 7b3 O 10 70 4 5121 359 1074 271
7 .Text. ,cloth. 8~G O 12 83 5 220 6214 1261 319
8.Fo0d, uev. 4S7 O G 42 3 112 214 3594 162
9.Papcr,tob.,rnise. 774 O 10 71 5 189 3h) 1088 5275

10.Elcctric 8nergy 763 O J.O 70 4 187 359 1074 271.
Ll v Cons t r uc t Lon J.4')~ O 20 138 8 368 703 2110 533
12. S('rviC'~s 837 O 11 77 4 205 393 1178 298

.Northeust------
1.Agr ie. 677 O 9 62 4 16G 317 952 241
2.Extr.ind. 781 O 10 72 4 191 366 1099 278
3.N0n-met.minerals 1207 O 16 111 7 296 566 1698 429
4.r.letal1urgy 1207 O 16 111 7 296 566 1698 429
5.Lcather 892 O 12 82 5 218 418 1255 31'l
6.Chemieals 763 O 10 70 4 187 359 1074 271
7.'l'ext.,eloth. 8()6 O 12 83 5 27.0 420 12G1 319
8.Food, bo v , 4S7 O 6 42 3 ] 1~ 214 642 162
9.Papcr,tou.,mise. 7'14 O 10 71 5 189 363 ]()88 275

10.EJ.cctric encrgy 7ld o 10 70 4 187 3~9 1074 271
11.ConstruC't-lon 1499 O 20 138 8 367 703 2109 533
12.Services 837 O 11. 77 4 205 393 1178 298

.. --

•.....
ce
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APPENDIX D - continued

Direct and cross price ela~ticities of dernand (rnultip1ied by -104)

~ With respect C.South Northeast -

to price of io. 11. 12. l. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.
ElasticitY~of _-- ---- --~._.

Center-South------- - ----
1.JI.qric. 11 5 1353 180 O 1 2 O 23
2.E;:tL.incl. 13 6 1562 207 O O 2 2 26
3 .N .ffil..! t .m i n . 20 10 2412 320 O 1 4 O 40
4.r-ktcJl1urgy 20 10 2412 320 O 1 4 O 40
5.Leathcr 15 7 1783 237 o 1 3 O 30
6.Chemica1s 12 6 1526 203 O 1 2 O 25
7 .'l'ext .,c l. 15 -; 1792 2313 O 1 3 O 30
8.Food, .bev. 7 4 913 121 O 1 2 O 15
9.Paper,tob.~misc. 13 G 1546 205 O 1 2 O 26

10.Eleetrie ener.gy 4946 6 1526 203 O 1 2 O 25
11.Construction 25 9702 2~96 398 O 2 5 1 50
12.Serv.i.ces 14 7 7088 222 O 1 2 O ""~o

Northet.lst
-~.- ------ ____ o

l.Agric. 11 5 1353 4555 O 1 2 O 23
2.Extr.ind. 13 6 1562 207 5050 O 2 2 26
3.Non-rnet.rnin. 20 10 2412 320 O 780] 4 O 40
4.t-letal1urgy 20 10 2412 320 O 1 7804 O 40
5.Lcather 15 7 1783 237 O 1 3 5766 30
6.Chcmieals 12 6 1526 203 O 1 2 O 4959
7 .1't:xt.,el. 15 -j 1792 238 O 1 3 O 30
8.Food, bev. 7 4 913 121 O 1 2 O 15
9.Paper,tob.,rnisc. 13 6 J546 205 O 1 2 O 26

10.E1eetric energy 12 6 1526 203 O 1 2 O 25
11.Construetion 25 12 2996 398 O 2 5 1 50
12.Servic8s 14 7 1674 222 O 1 2 O 28 •....

CO
CO



APPENDIX D - continued
Direct and cross pricc elasticities of demand (mu1tip1ied by -104)

~ith respect
~---~-:---l---8.

Nar tr:wa..::'2J_to price af 9. 10. lI. I 12.E1ast ici ty __________

Io f _______..

Centcr-South --I---- -_.- _ ... _-
1 .l\STl~i c. 50 106 5 1 J 2092.ExL ..inu. ~8 123 5 1 .i 242
J _;';f)Jl -Jl:t.! t. mí.n . 89 1~9 9 2 2 372
4 .: t.. td 11 ur qy 8~ 189 9 2 2 372
5. LL:c! t h c r GG 140 6 1 1 276
6. Chcrn í.c a Ls 5G 120 5 1 1 2377 .T(~;.:l. r c 1a th . 6G 140 6 1 1 278
8. FG()u, Lo v • 34 72 3 1 1 141
9. P'\[Jcr , t.ob , , misc. 57 121 6 1 1. 23910.Elactric 0nergy 56 120 5 1 1 237

Ll.v Co n s t r uc t í.o n 111 235 11 2 2 46412.Scrvic(;!s (;2 131 6 1 1 259
Nor the a s t;---"-_.-- ._----

1 ..i\qric. 50 106 5 1 1 209
2. Ex t, . .í nd • 58 123 5 1 1 2423 .No n -no,,::; t .m j n • 89 1.89 9 2 2 3'/2
4 .~·1(>ta 1.1urgy 8<) 189 9 2 2 372
5. Lt.,;dt lic r úG 140 6 1 1. 2766 .C 11c; m i c .J. 15 56 120 5 1 1. 2377.'l':...!:<t.,c1oth. 58(>0 140 6 1 1 278
8.Foou, bcv. >1 3024 3 1 1 1 '11
9 .I'.qH'; r r tub. .m i sc • S'J 121 5006 1 1 239

10.Electric cnergy 5ó 1?0 5 4935 1 237
11.Con:jt!.uction 111 2.3 ~) 11 . 2 9692 46412 .SL:rv j c L:~; ( ') J Jl 6 1 1 5673j •••

'--------_._.- ---- ._--- ---
•...
CX>
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INTERREGIONAL EFFECTS OF ECONOMIC POLICIES:

HULTI-SECTORAL GENERAL EQUILIBRIUH ESTH1ATES

FOR BRAZIL

by Osmundo E. Rebouças

S U M M A R Y

The aim of this study is the analysis of the differ-

ential effects of some gover~~ent policies on the interregional

economic disparities between the backward Northeast and the

relatively developed Center-South of Brazil.As of 1970 and in

relation to the Center-South; the Northeast, with its 28.3

million people, represented 43.6% of the population but only

17.5% of the gross domestic product.

Policy-makers in postwar Brazil have promoted a

multiplicity of development policies for sectors and regions,

whose isolated consequences can not be adequately evaluated .

in the absence of some general equilibrium framework. But it

has been suspected by some writers, although without using

appropriate analytical apparatus for empirical estimates, that

there have been government policies whose effects have operated

in various directions with respect to the politically and

socially dangerous regional income concentration in Brazil.

The usual arguments have focused on t.wo major po í nt s .

a) since the Center-South is'~'mc,reindustrialized region, it has

tended to get rrost of the benefits from industrialization

policies; and
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b) based more on statistical data related to effects than on

reasoning related to causes, conclusions have been drawn

pcinting to the r6le of taxes in reducing interregional

disparities.

When regions differ in social and economic struc-

tures, they respond differently to government policies. Yet

the differential resional impacts of such instruments have

not been adequately analyzed in the literature. The trade-off

between regional and national growth has been the object of

some works using linear-programming (LP) models*, but such an

approach is not very appropriate when we are interested in the

interregional effects of economic policies, since in t~ose

optimizing LP models: a) full-employment of labor is usually

assumed, which restricts the realism af the analysis for most

underdeveloped countriesi b) in genera:, fixed coefficients

for primary inputs are assumed, leading in some cases to

extreme and unacceptable solutions for lack of substitution

possibilitiesi c) sectoral composition of consumption is

usually supposed to be fixed: neglecting the different endogenous

.reactions of sectors to price and incorne chansesi and

d) trade-off analysis is not the main focus of the present

study.

*For Pakistan and under unemployment conditions using the
two-gap approach. see ~·lacE"tJan,A., "Prob Lerns of interregional
and intersectoral allocaticn: the case of Pakistan," in
Chenery, H.B. (ed.), Studies in Development Planning (Carr~ridge,
Massachusetts, Harvard Univ.Press, 1971), and
Stern, J.J., "Growth, developrnent, and regional equity in
Pakistan," in Falcon, \V.P. s Papanek, G.F., Deye~_~nt f'ol~cy
11 - The Pakistan E:':perienc_~(CamLridge,Harvard U.Press, 1971).
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The model used in this study for the investigation,
of interregional effects of government policies in Brazil is

based on the Johansen's general equilibrium approach! adapted

for commercial ?olicy in Chile by Taylor & Black, and here

adjusted on the basis of an interregional input-output table

estimated essentially from a national table and trade data

between regions. Cobb-Douglas and CES production functions are

alternatively used. Unshiftable capital stocks are assumed.

Two unemployment cases (one with variable real wage manipulated

by economic policy and other with fixed real wage) , as well as

a; full-employment situation are studied for sensitivity analysis.

All imports are assumed to be competi tive. For each region, 12

sectors are analyzed~ 5 import-competing sectors, 4 export goods,

and 3 non-traded. Consumers' utility functions are su?posed to

be additive, a necessary condition for the use of Frisch scheme

to compute all direct and cross price elasticities of demando

Imports are in perfectly elastic supply, b~t exports have finite

demand elasticities. Balanced-budqet adjustments were made in

governrnent's exogenous demand to compensate for changes in

revenue consequent upon the adoption of some policy instruments.

The empirical application of the model to some simu-

lated policy changes provides numerical results that support the

following conclusions, for all six cases studied (three labor-

market assumptions for C.Douglas and CES productiún tunctions):

a) unifor~ increas~s in forces-of-tariffs tend to aggravate the

interregional disparities in real income, employnent, etc., by
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protecting more heavily the sectors classified in this study

as import-competing (extractive industry, non-metallic miner-

aIs, metallurgy, chemicals, paper, and kindred products), that

predominate in the Center-Southi

b) the promotion of traditional-sector exports (agriculture,

leather, t~xtiles, =ood~ and related products), by giving

protection to those sectors predominating in the Northeast,

tends to benefit more this region, thus reducing the inter-

regjonal duality. This simulated policy is not to be confused

with the recent Brazilian pattern of export promotion, that

has tended to protect also the exports of the sectors here

classified as import-competing and possibly benefiting more

the Center-Southj

c) exchange rate increases tend to reflect more their import-

substitution effect than their export-promotion effect (due

to imperfectly elastic export demands), thus widening the

regional gap;

d) the State sales tax (1CM) tends obviously to be borne more

significantly by the region where it is imposed. However, due

to the pronounced asymmetry in interregional trade (the North-

east depends heavily on the Center-South in terms of industrial

goods), the tax levied in the Center-South is more detrimental

to the Northeast than vice-versa. This is also related to the

low efficacy of tax administration in the backwará Northeast.

e) a similar conclusion is drawn from the empirical results

with respect to the federal indirect tax (1P1) and to a labor

tax (or alternatively an exogenous increase in nominal wage
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under labor-union pressures). This points to the opposite rôles

played by taxes and promotion of traditional-sector exports, on

one side, and industrial protection, on the other sidei

f) under the assuQptions of the model, an increase in exogenous

demand for export and non-traded sectors tends to generate a

higher income multiplier when such an increase occurs in the

Northeast than in the Center-South, mainly because those sectors

predominate in the former region. Also, the resulting real-

income increase in one region is always accompanied by a real-

income decrease in the other region, due largely to relative-

price and supply-demand constraints. This is in sharp contrast

with the results obtained by using the Chenery interregional

input-output model, that neglects many important changes in

endogenous variables, and

g) the analysis of the model sensitivity to a changing pattern

of interregional trade (varying interregional input-output

coefficients) has shown the extent to which the interregional

transmission of policy effects (both negative and positive)

tends to be strenghtened when trade tends ~o be more intensive.

The next step was the empirical application of the

model to four policies actually adopted in the sixties, whose

numerical results show that:

a) as a consequence af a policy of production subsidies esti-

mated from data on disbursements related to the program of

regional invest~ent incentives (SUDENE), the real inco~e of

the Northeast would have increased between 11% and 17% in
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terms of the Center-Southern real income;

b) the trade libera1ization implemented through tariff re~~~

adopted in Narch 1967 would have caused an iricrease in the

Northeastern real income in the range of 1.36%-4.20% in terms

of real income af the Center-Southi

c) the export promotion of traditional sectors would also have

benefited more the ortheast (real-income increase of 0.01%-

1.69% in terms of the Center-South); and

d) the increase in social security charge (FGTS) adopted in

1967 would have been borne mostly by the Center-South (increase

in the Northeastern real income in the range of 1.45%-2.41%

in terms of Center-Southern real income).

If unchecked, the above four gap-narrowing policies

would have increased the relative Northeastern real incone in

the range of 15-23% (some part of this effect will come out

in the seventies). However, natIonal accounts data ~haw Lhat

the two regional incomes have kept the same relcttian::;hip,not

only in the sixties, but in the last 3 decades. The (residual)

conc1usion is that many other instruments have neutralized

such effects. As Stern puinted out (ap.cito. p.8), "Although

it is relatively simple to posit a variety of causes leading

to spatial income inequalities, it is more difficult to explain

their persistence" and "...possibly internal factor flows do

not occur rapidly enough to offset the dynamic cODditluns

which further increase spatial inequalities." In the present

Brazilian case this is especially pertinent, given the set of
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_- pted in the sixties to remedy the

:c 15 suggested here that the main

ne =~_ses (against the four above policies) are:

a) .omic factors, i.e., divergent foreign trade

ed in the nineteen century (as argued by

Le== :~ _=~~g export goods produced in the Center-SouLh

(--::~~ ~~ agai,st the Northeast (cotton and sugar);

b) --e al endowment of natural resources (unfavorab1e

~~ =e=~~_ ty cünditions, droughts, ete.) that put the

'o=-~e~s in relative disadvantagei

p1 s c:e fcllowing elements directly related to economic policies

c) foreign capital inflows into the Center-South;

d) private capital outflows from the Northeast'to the Center-

South looking for opportunities of higher return;

e) operation of several gover~~ent asencies and special policy

incentives, designed in such a way that their effects are more

beneficial to the Center-South;

f) promotion of manufacturing exports, benefiting more the

industrialized C.South, besides exchange rate devaluationsi and

g) the pattern of migration from the Northeast to the Center-

South, that seems to worsen the quality of the unemployed labor

force in the region of origin*.

See Eckaus, R.S., "The North-South differential in Italian
econornic developrnent," Journal of Economic History, Sept.1961;
Graharn, D.H., "Divergent and convergent regional economic
growth and internal rnigration in Brazil-1940/60", Economic

'Developrnent & Cultural Change, April 1970; and Hirschrnan, A.O.,
'The Strategy of Econornic Deve1opment, (New Haven: Yale U.Press,

1958), Chapter 10.
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